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ABSTRACT

During the past year on Task A, the HELIOS work drew to a close with first results from
the electron-muon pair studies presented by P. Pomianowski at the fall 1992 DPF meeting (no
anomalous sources are seen, and the final results and uncertainties are being set). First data
from CMD2 were presented by B. Khazin at the XXVI International HEP Conference in Dallas
in August, 1992. These data will allow improvement of some phi branching ratios, including
some improved limits on forbidden decays. The engineering run for E865 is scheduled for June
and July of 1993.

The principal efforts of Task B, the Fermilab program, have been the completion of the
analysis of the 1987-88 data withresulting publications, completion of the 1990-91 data run, and
the beginning of the analysis of the 1990-91 data. In addition, the Task B group is taking a
leadership role in developing a proposal to Fermilab for the upgrade of the CDF silicon vertex
detector in preparation for the 1995 data run. This proposal is to be presented to the laboratory
managment in time for the fall Fermilab Program Advisory Committee meeting.

Task C has recently submitted results of its fractionally charged particle searches, placing
new upper limits on the abundance of naturally-occuring fractionally-charged particles in various
materials. This group has recently been approved by the Brookhaven management for an
exposure of their p-i-n diodes in a high intensity proton beam. This measurement, along with
its subsequent analysis, will complete the program.
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1 Task A- Overview

This task started in 1982 as a collaboration with first the AFS experiment at the CERN

ISR and later the NA34 (HELIOS) experiment at the CERN SPS on the subject of

direct photon production, and, extrapolating to lower transverse momenta, the pos-

sibility of a related directly produced component of lepton pairs and the associated

spectra of single leptons. The production of such lepton pairs and low transverse mo-

mentum photons is of interest in itself if anomalies are found even in p-p or p-light

nuclei collisions. But the lepton and photon production in p-p or p-light nuclei also

serves as an important calibration point for comparison of such collisions to relativistic

heavy ion collisions, where their presence may signal the production of a quark-gluon

plasma phase of matter. The second phase of NA34 saw the first measurements of rela-

tivistic heavy ion collisions at CERN, particularly studies of transverse energy spectra

and single particle spectra [1,2,3,4,5,6,7].

A workshop on the general low energy photon question (the Pittsburgh Workshop

on Soft Photon and Lepton Pair Production) was hosted by this task in September of

1990. The proceedings were published in spring, 1992.

The experimental work from NA34 is now drawing to an end. Substantial data

sets were taken in both the di-electron and di-muon channels, and first results of

the analyses of the full data sets were presented at the Lepton-Photon Conference

in Geneva in July 1991 and at the fall DPF meeting in October 1992. Pittsburgh's

analysis responsibilities for the comparison of electron pairs from silver and beryllium

targets and for the study of single electrons from a beryllium target ended in winter

1991. The remaining Pittsburgh analysis topic, a study of electron-muon pairs, is the

thesis of Pitt graduate student P. Pomianowski. A preliminary version of her results

was also presented at the October 1992 DPF meeting. We expect the thesis to be

completed in the current contract year.

With the conclusion of the work on NA34, and after a 6-month stay of Thompson

at the Institute of Physics in Novosibirsk in 1989-90, the focus of the task has shifted

to studies of kaon decays. There are two aspects to this work.

The first aspect of the rare kaon decay work is that because of Thompson's long stay

at INP, there is a possibility to make a contribution to that work through continued

communication and consultation, simulation and analysis at Pittsburgh, and small

equipment contributions. The overall physics focus of the current work is rare and semi-

rare decays of the ¢ and of the short-lived kaon_ with an emphasis on those aspects

needed in preparation for the proposed O-Factory measurements of CPT violation

and a'/e from the CP-violating decays of the K K final state. The agreement for

this collaboration includes continuing work on tile CMD2 detector at the VEPP-2M

accelerator and later work at a O-Factory project planned at INP. with the present

collaboration. These activities are a relatively small part of the overall budget but
make a substantial contribution to the VEPP-2M work.

The second aspect of the rare kaon decay work is E865 at BNL (spokesperson M.

Zeller of Yale), a search for K + ---+7r+tt+e -, a lepton number violating process. E865

builds on the work of the previous experiment, E777, which set the current limit for

this decay mode (of 2 × 101°). Through a combination of a redesigned beam, larger



acceptance apparatus, and longer running time, E865 hopes to push the limit for

this decay down by another factor of 70, and at the same time collect a sample of

K + --_ _r+ee decays for study, and study the asymmetries in the decays of K + and K-

to three charged pions, also of interest in the • Factory work.

Pittsburgh's E865 responsibilities are the design and construction of the Cerenkov

counters. Senior physicist D. Kraus has supervised this work, including ideas for fabri-

cation of light mirrors for Cerenkov counters and efficient collection of Cerenkov light,

as well as the practical design and construction of the first Cerenkov counter (C1).

Work on this project began at Pitt in February, 1991. The activities of the past year

have been in final optical simulation, design studies and construction of C1.

2 HELIOS

2.1 Final Data

In 1987 the full pair trigger, over the full experimental solid angle, was operational.

The thesis of Y.M. Park [8] used this data for a preliminary study of lepton pairs using

the complete solid angle of the experiment, and checking the efficiency of different parts

of the trigger.

The 6-month long lepton pair run from July 1989, to December 1989, yielded the

main data sample for the HELIOS analysis. The electron pair trigger was commissioned

by a Pittsburgh team including J. Thompson, M. Clemen, Y.M. Park, P. Pomianowski,

H. Kalechofsky, and L. Weber, in collaboration with the Moscow group working on the

TRD, and other experts in other parts of the experiment. The experiment operated

rather smoothly during this run. The Pittsburgh group helped in running, checking_

calibrations, and general simulation work for apparatus efficiency determinations, and

P. Pomianowski was in charge of electron trigger checks. In addition, the group took on

analysis responsibility for two topics: 1) the sample of electron-muon pair data taken

(thesis of P. Pon_anowski) and 2) the sample of data taken on a silver target to allow

some crude checks of target dependence of the electron pair yields.

2.2 Lepton Results" Pairs

The 6-month long lepton-pair run from July 1989 to December 1989 yielded 13,000

muon pairs and 2000-3000 electron pairs in the low rnT region of interest. A limit on

new physics with missing energy at 1/2 the level of the charm cross section was also

set from 1988 data [9].

The large electron-pair and muon-pair samples have been analyzed at CERN, with

responsibility for the final analyses resting on R. Veenhof and P. Nevski, but with each

of these final analyses resting on many individual calibration, analysis, and simulation

results provided by different members of the collaboration. The results from this ex-

periment, with its ability to study the 77in the same experiment as the pairs_ are less

anomalous than those seen in previous experiments. [10,11,12,13,14]

For the muons, the statistical errors are small compared to the systematic errors.

The dominant systematic errors are: 1) the acceptance determination; 2) the determi-



nation of the 7/production; 3) the effect of the form factor for r/and _o decays; and 4)

the subtraction of correlated unlike-sign backgrounds from pion and kaon decays, for

example from associated production of K+K - --, tzl_. The final systematic errors are

in the range 20 - 30%, if added in quadrature.

For the electrons, the statistics are more closely matched to the systematic uncer-

tainties. The factors mentioned above for the muons also enter for the electron pairs,

except for the correlated unlike sign backgrounds. The electron backgrounds come

primarily from the Dalitz decay modes of the zr and 7/. The shower finding efficiencies

for the photons in these decays are dehcate because of the three close-lying showers in

the ULAC. This source of error alone is estimated to be above 25%, and may dominate

the systematic errors.

Results from the pair analyses were presented at the summer '91 Lepton-Photon

Conference in July, in Geneva [13], indicating agreement between the observed pairs

and expectations, with systematic errors of order 30%. Similar results limiting anoma-

lous phenomena were reported from the Pittsburgh analyses of the singles electron

sample and the comparison of the electron pair production from a silver target, com-

pared to beryllium [15]. A draft describing the singles result is in circulation in the
collaboration.

Thus this large statistics experiment has substantially laid to rest, at least in this

center of mass energy range around 29 GeV/c _', the earlier, generally statistically

marginal, indications of large excesses in the pair spectra. The key to the under-

standing of the spectra was large statistics for the study of systematic problems, and

observations of the identified rl decays in the same apparatus.

2.3 Electron-Muon Pair Studies for Charm Decay Rates

The smooth functioning of HELIOS in its final 6-month run and consequent inclusion

of the electron-muon (e- p) trigger in the running led to the adoption of this topic as

the thesis work of P. Pomianowski, Pittsburgh graduate student.

The physics result of her thesis will be a comparison of the e-lx pair mass and missing

energy spectra, comparing the data with expectations from charm. A background to

the charm signal of interest is events from other decays, for example pairs of kaon

decays. The remaining task of Pomianowski's thesis work has been optimization of

cuts to obtain good signal to noise for this process, calculation of backgrounds, and

comparison of the observed events with the expected charm signal. Besides the drift

chamber quality cuts, other important cuts for preparation of the final sample were

the removal of small angle particles and removal of low momentum particles.

Preliminary results from the e - _ pair analysis were presented at the fall 1992

- DPF meeting at FNAL. The paper submitted to that conference is attached as Ap-

pendix I. Pomianowski's thesis will be a more refined version of that analysis. We

expect the thesis to be completed in summer, 1993. Pomianowski is also preparing, at

the collaboration's request, a journal article based on her results.

\



3 K Decays and CP Violation at INP, Novosibirsk

3.1 General

Recent ideas in accelerator physics make the construction of a G-factory of luminos-

ity of order 1032- 1033cm-2sec -1 feasible. Such a facility would allow substantial

advances in the study of Ks decays and measurements of various CP-violation pa-

rameters, including the direct CP-violation parameter el/g, important in the standard

theory of elementary particle interactions. Another aspect, emphasized by Peccei and

collaborators [16] and recently reviewed by Thompson [17] (see Appendix II), is the

near-uniqueness of the G-Factory for CPT-tests.

Two such facilities are in the construction stage: one at Frascati, Italy, azld one at

the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics at Novosibirsk (BINP). Both "G-factories" are

planned to begin operation in approximately 1995.

In the short term, a lower luminosity machine, the upgraded VEPP-2M at Novosi-

birsk, of expected luminosity 1031 (and presently observed peak luminosity 6-8 × 103°)

allows preliminary studies of the interesting physics as well as a test of suggested anal-

ysis strategies for the planned higher luminosity machines. The CMD2 detector, a

general detector with a high precision drift chamber inside an axial magnetic field, and

barrel (CsI) and endcap (BGO) calorimeters, has been prepared for use at VEPP-2M.

A collaboration between J.A. Thompson and BINP was begun during an NAS

exchange of Thompson at BINP in 1989-90. The University of Pittsburgh group is

involved in the current _ decay studies, with particular interest in two projects: a)

study of the ¢ _ S'y, and b) studies of the channel: ¢ --, K°K ° _ 7r+_r-lr+Tr -. The

S*-y channel gives information about the structure of the S*, and the final state 7r_r-y

gives information about a possible background to the planned e'/e measurement at

future _ factories. The study of the four charged pion final state gives information on

predicted quantum mechanical correlations in the evolution of the two neutral kaons,

including the so-called Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen zero for equal decay lengths.

The signal events will be compared to backgrounds from semileptonic decays of the

long-lived neutral kaon, (with simulation and identification studies of pions, muons,

and electrons) in order to refine current estimates of such events and their separation

at planned future G-factories. Once the successful separation of the four pion final state

is shown, more careful estimates of the kaon decay physics accessible at VEPP-2M can

be made. Preparatory to studying these channels, overall studies of _ decay modes

are in progress. These studies serve as a calibration of the apparatus and analysis

methods, and in addition will improve the current "knowledge of these decays.

On the hardware side, Pittsubrgh is involved in data acquisition planning and im-

plementation. The • factory luminosities will require the processing of 2-10 Mbytes/sec

of useful event data. Cost-effective solutions to such high rates of interesting data may

be useful to other collider experiments. The solution planned by the Novosibirsk group

uses parallel transputer chains.



3.2 Status of Accelerator and Detector

In the VEPP-2M accelerator_ beam-beam collisions have been achieved. The electron

current stored in the BEP booster is 1 amp, the conversion coefficient from electrons

to positrons is 4 times higher than before the 1990 upgrade, and the injection from the

BEP booster into VEPP-2M is close to 100%. The circulating positron and electron

beams have reached 30 mA x 30 mA with the introduction of a wiggler, which increases

the maximum machine luminosity to 6-8 × 103°. Luminosities seen during the earlier

1992 running were lower (3-4 xl03° luminosity) . These luminosities were sufficient

for the early shakedown data, but we expect to increase them for the higher statistics

running. One of the current activities is to tune the beam with the CMD2 detector

field on, since the highest luminosities have been seen with the field off, and there is

some speculation that the field degrades the beam focusing.

In 1992 a data sample of about 41 inverse nanobarns was collected and is now

under study, in parallel with continued running and with machine studies to increase

the luminosity in the CMD2 interaction region. Preliminary shakedown results were

described in an invited talk by B. Khazin at the 1992 XXXVI International HEP

Conference [18] (Appendix III).

In 1989 a Decstation 5000 system was taken to Novosibirsk (Budker-INP), and has

proved useful in bulk data processing, allowing a 70Hz throughput of events. Produc-

tion reconstruction is done at Novosibirsk, with activities at Pittsburgh primarily in

simulation and later analysis, or comparison studies of different reconstruction strate-

gies. Pittsburgh student Craig Valine, under the supervision of BINP visiting senior

scientist E. Solodov, prepared a large simulation sample which is being used in the

decay studies.

The present data, acquisition system is adequate for the early data runs, but it is

expected that to take full advantage of the increased luminosity, it will be desirable

to increase the speed of the data acquisition process. The use of transputers for this

process has been proposed by the group at BINP [19]. During Thompson's December

1991 visit to BINP, she also brought several transputers with associated memory and

connectors, and a basic transputer toolkit for evaluation and study by the Novosibirsk

group.

In April, 1991, a B008 motherboard and an associated B404 module containing a

TS00 transputer chip had been brought to Novosibirsk by Thompson for evaluation and

tests, on a temporary export license. They were installed in a PC, and the Whetstone

test was run. Compared to the BINP AP32 special processor (which is equivalent to

an IBM 370) an increase by a factor of 1.5 in speed was seen.

Using the transputers brought in December 1991, the transputer team, under G.

Aksenov of B-INP, has:

1. constructed two computers with 2 MB memory as PC accelerators. These com-

puters have demonstrated a speed like that of a microVAX 3500 for programs

written in C and F77, and three times faster for test programs written in OC-

CAM. These computers are now intensively used by several groups of physicists.

Existing software is being studied and exercised, and several bugs in standard

transputer software have been found.



2. designed a computer with 8 MB memory, adequate to install and use the CERN

software such as PAW, ZEBRA, KERNLIB, etc.

3. designed two VME standard modules, one with two transputers and 2MB mem-

ory and one with 1 transputer and 4MB memory. These will be used in the

planned upgrade of the data acquisition system. Pitt student Valine will travel

to Novosibirsk in summer 1993 to assist, in work related to this upgrade.

CERN software for the transputers and the CMD2 reconstruction software has been

installed. This step is important for our goal of using the transputers as part of a high

level trigger using online reconstruction results. After some experience with the initial

VME modules, the group plans to design VME modules to connect to the present

CMD digitizing system as a first step in moving toward a VME-based data acquisition

system.

The transputers taken so far have been selected in consultation with M. Dudziak,

formerly of INMOS-THOMSON, who collaborates with us in this work. Dudziak trav-

eled with Thompson to Novosibirsk in May, 1992, to consult on the further evolution

of transputer use in the present VEPP-2M data acquisition system as a testing ground,

to study the possibility of a transputer-based system for the larger _-Factory project.

Such a transputer based system may also be of interest, for use at other large fu-

ture experiments, since the transputer chips offer a cost-effective alternative to RISC

workstations. Such a system was considered for E865, and there were some prelimi-

nary discussions of collaboration by the BINP group on such a system. However, for

E865, the data burden is small enough (only about 2-3 Mbytes/sec) that the more

conventional solution of a RISC workstation farm is adequate, and preferable since it

is presently more highly developed.

Craig Valine, who joined the Novosibirsk effort in January, 1993, is a Master's degree

student in electrical engineering, who became interested in this project during his work

with our group as a data assistant in the HELIOS analysis work. His thesis work will be

in the area of fast reconstruction algorithm comparison and the implementation of the

drift chamber reconstruction code in the transputer-based data acquisition system. As

a comparison, and to help evaluate the standard analysis chain, Dudziak and Valine

implemented a neural net check of the early segment-finding stages of the analysis.

The neural nets were found to be highly efficient (_ 98%), but to find about 10%

more segments than are found by the main reconstruction programs. These may be

particularly interesting events, since they may signal decays or some other interesting

aspect of the event. More detailed studies are underway.

3.3 Brief description of • decay studies

In the past year, personal reasons forced the withdrawal of C. Yang, who had been

studying the decay • _ S*_'/, important both from the standpoint of quark structure

studies and as a possible background to e'/e. When he stopped work, he was in

the middle of incorporating Eidelman and Kuraiev's Bremsstrahlung calculations into

the standard CMD2 simulation programs (having already carried out the first tests

using their results in a standalone fashion). Yang's work has been picked up by an



advanced undergraduate student, Jim Herald. After familiarizing himself with the

systems, Herald has proceeded to include Yang's programs, which had been standalone,

into the framework of the rest of the simulation. We expect, that work to be completed
this summer.

The main Pittsburgh contribution in the past. year has been installation of the

simulation program, and its use, both in checks of the Bhabha scattering for the Dal-

las conference paper (Bob Rose), and in production of a large simulation sample for

Solodov's ¢ decay studies. During Solodov's visit to Pittsburgh in February, 1993,

Craig Valine and Solodov generated 250k K+K -, 75k KsKL, 175k 37r, and 12k 7/7
decays from the _ meson. These are being used in the study of systematic errors and

detector effects necessary to extract, the branching ratios of these decays.

Recent work by Solodov and others has shown excitation curves of the • in the

-K+K -, KLK8 and r/w, and three pion modes. These results are shown in Figure 1.

CMD2 is the first experiment to measure all four of the resonant ¢ decay modes in

the same experiment. Our preliminary results are in agreement with world averages,

with comparable uncertainties, and our result for the 3 zr branching ratio is expected

to have a precision a factor of 2-3 times better than the current world average.

The Ks two pion decay modes are being studied, to check drift chamber resolution

and reconstruction efficiencies. Figure 2 shows the two charged particle effective mass,

with the two particles interpreted as pions, for events tagged as Ks (from KL nuclear

interactions on the opposite side). Also shown is a scatterplot of the two pion effective

mass versus the missing momentum in the decay (using the KL interaction point to set

the expected direction, and the known beam energy to set the momentum). The Ks

events seem rather clean. Their properties are being compared with simulation results.
It is already seen that one outcome of the studies will be a new measurement of

the KL interaction cross section, since the detailed properties of the KL interactions

are not well reproduced by the GHEISHA cross sections in GEANT.



Figure 1: Excitation curves from CMD2 data for the four main decay modes of the {.
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4 Rare K Decays in E865 at BNL

The goal of this experiment is to improve the limit on K + _ _r+_+e- by a factor of
70 over its present value. Figure 3 shows the layout for E865, very similar in design

to that of its forerunner, E777.

In the past year the responsibilities for the Cerenkov counters have become better

defined. Pittsburgh has taken on the responsibility for the construction of the Cerenkov

counters, and their installation and integration into the experiment. BNL has taken

responsibility for some specific components, including the gas purging, pressure reg-

ulation, sensing and alarm, and venting systems. The University of New Mexico has

taken responsibility for the calibration system, based upon an nitrogen pulsed laser and

fiber-optic distribution of the light pulses to both the Cerenkov counters and the the

scintillator hodoscope counters. Equipment funds both from within our own budget

(money previously allocated for photomultipliers and C2 construction items) and from

Yale ($20k specifically transferred for the actual construction costs of the C1 shell)

were shifted to cover the costs of these larger responsibilities. These extra equipment

funds allowed the temporary addition of a skilled machinist (described below !) and the

hiring of a new postdoc, David Brown, to overlap with senior research associate David

Kraus and assist in the design and construction responsibilities.

David Kraus has continued to oversee the project. He has agreed to stay with the

project through the end of 1993, and funds to support him are requested in the budget

in the proposal.
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4.1 Design and Construction of C1

The major activity of the past year has been developing the final design and beginning
the construction of C1, planned to be included in the summer 1993 engineering run.
The design went through several iterations in response both to increased safety sensi-
tivities due to recent "tiger team" inspections at BNL and due to changes in available
resources. In fall 1993 this task acquired control of a numerically controlled milling
machine, and was joined by a master mechanical technician whose specialty was work
on this machine, and who is skilled in teaching students the elementary techniques of
using this tool. The mechanical design exploits these capabilities.

Optical Design The E865 geometrical Monte Carlo has been used by Thompson at
Pittsburgh for detailed tracing of particle trajectories for the Cerenkov counter design.

The optical ray-tracing code was developed at Pitt by Thompson together with un-
dergraduate T. Stever, along lines suggested by Kraus. It accomodates several optical
elements: spheres, cylinders, arrays of cylindrical "slats", planes, parabolas, ellipses,
and the element expected to be used for the collector: an elliptical "wall" collector, of
elliptical walls in one dimension and flat tilted walls in the other dimension.

Figures 4 and 5 show C1 optical elements in one quadrant and traces of photon
hits.

The fight collection system which has been developed uses two arrays of cylindrical
slats per quadrant, an "inside" array reaching to 100 cm from the beam horizontally,
and an "outside" array reaching from 100 to 150 cm, the edge of the magnet. The
centers of the cylindrical slats are arranged in an arc of a circle. This arrangement

_ allows different focussing in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The photons reflect first from the primary mirrors in the center of the magnet, back

to an intermediate reflector (also a set of cylindrical slats), then up to the collectors,
funnelling down through the collectors to the photomultipliers. Again, because of the
difference between the horizontal and vertical particle distributions, the collector out-

lines are different in the bending direction (ellipses) from the non-bending plane (simple
slope from collector mouth to PMT photocathode). These sides come to a square at
the PMT photocathode, of the same total area as the (circular) photocathode. An
adiabatic transition from the 4-sided collector to a conical section near the photocath-
ode would probably improve the overall collection. However, a simple transition to a
conical collector does not improve collection. The collector may be improved in subse-
quent runs, but the results obtained so far simply allow any photon hitting outside the
photomultiplier photocathode to be lost. This corresponds to a collector which may be
simply built and understood. After verification of the counter performance with this
collector, more sophisticated versions may be installed, if the projected improvement
in performance warrants.

This optical configuration has been chosen for the simple mechanical construction
which it allows and the nearly optimum position of the PMT's in the magnetic field
as predicted from TOSCA simulations, and confirmed on the completed magnet. At
the PMT position, the field is 100-200 Gauss in the absence of shielding, and is chiefly
oriented perpendicular to the P MT axis. After installation of the magnetic shield-
ing, (about 100 pounds per photomultiplier), the field at the PMT position can be

12



reduced to strengths which should permit the operation of the PMT's without the

use of bucking coils. The intermediate reflectors are required to deflect the photons

approximately through a right angle, upward to the PMT position. Although the in-

termediate reflectors introduce an extra bounce for all photons, they also simplify the

design compared to previous possibilities, and give on balance only about 0.75 bounces
more than solutions without the intermediate reflector.

From the computer results, the average number of bounces seen by photons from the

"Dalitz" decay mode (K ---, _r+lr° with subsequent decay lr° ---, e+e-V) is predicted to

be 2.8 (comparable to the 2.7 seen in E777). The distribution of photon bounces in the

final collectors before the P MT's is shown in Figure 6. The distribution of number of

photoelectrons collected (assuming 6 maximum, emitted at uniform intervals along the

beam) is shown in Figure 7 With about 15% of photons lost and (assuming an average

of 6 phoelectrons on the methane side seen by the positive particles), about 1.6% of

positrons from this decay are not observed. For the rare decay of interest, about 11% of

the photons are lost geometrically, and the lower number of photoelectrons (estimated

2.5 on average) gives an estimate of about 12% inefficiency. These estimates give

some margin in performance, since the average number of photoelectrons assumed is

the same as seen in E777, but our pathlength for particles making Cerenkov light is

somewhat longer than in E777 (146-160cm in this design, compared to 105-135 cm in

E777).

Although the performance indicated by the computer studies of the present design,

described above, is within the design tolerances of the experiment (since the criterion is

that less than 2% of the positrons from the Dalitz decay mode should escape detection),

it is still interesting to see where the inefficiencies lie. Figure 8 shows the distribution of

the "extrapolated" x-position of the positron track, before the bending in the magnetic

field. The distribution has a component beyond the geometrical edge (150cm) of the

counter. These events correspond to very low momentum electrons which are bent

back into the apparatus by the magnetic field in the 120D36 in which C1 is placed.

Not surprisingly, as shown in Figure 9, the efficiency for detecting photons emitted
from these electrons is low.

The removal of these trajectories with the extrapolated positron position beyond

150cm at the C1 mirror has negligible effect on the decays of interest. This can be

seen roughly from the cascade nature of the "Dalitz" mode: K --_ lr+lr ° leaves the 7r°

with only about half of the kaon momentum, and the subsequent Dalitz decay of the

_r° leaves the positron from the virtual photon with about 1/4 of the 7r° momentum,

or about 1/8 of the parent kaon momentum. This situation with its preponderance of

low momentum positrons and electrons is to be contrasted with that of the searched-

for decays in which the kaon makes a true three body decay and the electron has

roughly 1/3 of the original kaon momentum. Requiring the extrapolated x position of

the electron or positron from the Dalitz decay to be within 150 cm of the beam line

removes about 7% of the Dalitz events, but a negligible fraction of the true three-body

decays. Of events with the extrapolated position within 150cm (hitting the physical C1

mirror), only 0.7% have positrons which are lost if the mean number of photoelectrons

is 6. Such a cut can be introduced as desired later in the analysis, but serves as an

indication of the power of combining kinematic and geometric information with the
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information from C 1.

The optical design was also used to study light collection from Cerenkov photons

produced by delta rays. An early estimate by Kraus had indicated that trapping of

deltas generated by beam particles while in the magnet aperture might give a large

accidentals rate in the Cerenkov counter. However, study of a set of simulated delta rays

generated by Jim Lowe and passed through the optical collection simulation indicates

that the trapping is less severe than originally suspected (most particles complete only

a few orbits before exiting the magnet). The collection efficiency for the Cerenkov

photons from these deltas is about 10 %, (as expected, much lower than for Cerenkov

pho'_ons from the main decay processes, an indication of the advantages of tailoring

the acceptance of the light collection system to the Cerenkov photons generated by

particles from the initial kaon decay).

The design thus seems adequate in the computer, and the emphasis now is on testing

it empirically, first by analog optical setups and then by construction and performance

in the engineering run.
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Figure 4: Outlines of the optical elements for one quadrant in C1. The primary mirrors,

secondary mirrors, and collectors are shown. The end of the photomultiplier assembly
is denoted by small dots 30 cm along the axis of the collector, beyond its axis.
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Figure 5_:Photon trajectories: x-z
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Figure 8: Extrapolated position of "Dalitz" positron at the C1 mirror- from position
and angle measured upstream of the magnet
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Mock optical ray traces A prototype quadrant setup at Pitt allowed analog tests

of the ray tracing results as well as tests of mirror performance. A collection of typical

rays illuminating the prototype mirrors constructed (about 1/4 of the quadrant) showed

deviations from predicted position at the PMT of order 1-2 cm, largely explained by

known deviations of the mirrors from the ideal specifications, either in curvature or
orientation. Simulations show that 5-10 mradians variation in orientation and about

5-10 cm variation in radius of curvature does not affect the overall performance of the

Cerenkov counter appreciably. These tolerances set the acceptable mirror distortion

and misalignment limits.

The prototype quadrant tests (carried out by undergraduate Cindy MiUer) are for

the collection of rays through to the square end of the collector closest to the PMT

photocathode. (Later tests will include the simulation through to the collection in

the area of the photocathode). For the quadrant mock ray-tracing tests to date, of a

sample of 44 rays tested, 33 were collected to the end of the collector as expected, 4

were lost as expected, and only 2 were not collected at the end of the collector, even

though they were expected to be collected. Only 5 were found outside the PMT radius

but expected to be inside. These tests were done with early versions of the mirrors,

with substantial mirror imperfections, and a rather crude collector model. The results

will be rechecked with the final mirrors now under construction. The present results

seem to be a good indicator of future satisfactory performance, since several of the rays

were at the edge of the (x, 0x) phase space expected to be accepted by the detector.

4.2 C1 Mirror System

The optical design aims at minimizing the material introduced into the particle paths,

while maintaining precision and stability of the reflecting surfaces. In the case of C1,

design also aims at minimizing the optical acceptance outside the regions of Cerenkov

photon phase-space occupied by the photons from decays of interest. The design ex-

ploits the limited range of incident angles of Cerenkov photons, which permits the

reflecting surfaces to be resolved into overlapping elements without suffering photon

losses from trapping between the elements. The differential components of the reflect-

ing surface can then be constructed of very thin reflecting sheet, constrained to the

desired optical figures by low-mass supports. These low-mass elements are then orga-

nized into the full reflecting surface by supporting/aligning plates at the perimeter of
the fiducial volume.

The mirror differential elements are thin acrylic sheet (0.25 mm, achieved by fly-

cutting the thinnest cormnercially available sheet, which is 0.8mm.), vacuum metallized

with aluminum, and overcoated with MgF1. The supporting frames are shaped and

bonded from 0.25" sheets of Rohacell, a low-density (0.05) polyimide rigid foam.

Rohacell's linear dimensions vary more rapidly than acrylic's when exposed either to

temperature or hunfidity changes, and the design allows for these differential expansions

by avoiding direct bonding between the two materials, tethering the acrylic sheet to

the Rohacell support by spring loading via loops of kevlar thread bonded to the rear

surface of the acrylic.

The resulting structures present 35 mg/cm 2 of material to the detected particles.
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With the benefi_ of our substantial development work in hand, the full complement of
component parts can be fabricated using about 20 hours of machining on an numeri-

cally controlled (NC) milling machine, and 20 hours on a good-quality manual milling
machine. This technique thus may be promising for other applications in which large
thin reflector surface area is required.

Cerenkov Counter Mirror Design Status

In each quadrant is an "inside" mirror array close to the beamline (9 mirror ele-
ments), and an "outside" mirror array away from the beamline (5 mirror elements).
The elements of each mirror array point to the center of that array. Each primary
mirror array corresponds to its own set of secondary mirror elements, a light collector,
and a photomultiplier tube.

The mirror design which has been developed meets the required distortion limits
and remains stable over time_ in _,ormal humidity and temperature fluctuations. The
design is simple to allow for ease in construction.

The mirror elements are 60 cm long by 10.4 cm wide "slats" whose reflective surfaces

are 10 rail fiycut acrylic sheets coated with A1 and MgF to enhance ultraviolet light
reflection. These surfaces are attached to supporting frames which define the mirror
element shapes. For this design, each "slat" is a cylindrical element. The frames are
made of 1/4" Rohacell sheets cut on a numerically controlled milling machine to form
3 ribs which run the length of the mir:Gr elements and struts which provide the spacing
between ribs and the rigidity of the frames.

The differeI._tial mirror elements are elements of cylinders of varying radii and ori-
entation, and axe tested by scanning them with a laser beam delivered via a mirror

which can be rotated about a point on the cylinder axis. By measuring the deviation
between this poix_t and the reflected beara, we obtain a measurement of the distortion

at any point on the mirror. Rough ly, t_yt_stpza,_,= 2(yr_i,ro_ -- Y,_,)6R/R. Monte Carlo
simulations indicate that misalignments (or mirror distortions which cause deviatioi_s)
less than 10 mr will not affect overall light collection efficiency substantially. The radii
of the primary mirrors are 200-30C o.m. We thus choose as a design criterion that the
maximum deviation of a g;_venray at the return (nominal focal plane) for any mirror
be less than °..5 cm.

A major problem of rrdrror design has been finding a satisfactory method for con-
straining the acrylic slats to conform to the shape defined by the Rohacell ribs of the
frames, without use of adhesion. In the method used for production 4 kevlar strands
are glued to the back of the reflective surfaces with _ile points of contact being 1.5 and
6.5 cm _:'om the ends of the mirror elements and 1.5 cm from the sides. A spring (10

_ coils of 10 rail diameter hard tempered BeCu wire wound with a 6 mm coil diameter)
is hooked to each strand and anchored to the frame by a dowel running between the
side and center ribs. The anchor is placed iv tk_e frame 0.5 cm behind the reflective

surface a,ld keeps the spring ar_approximately 40 gm tension. This tension is enough
to hold the acrylic to the frame even when tilted far forward. Tensions above 50 gm

- are avoided because they can cause the mirror to buckle out at the center. Figure
10 shows a schematic side view of a differential mirror assembly using spring loading.
The horizontal scale has been exaggerated for clarity. The kevlar strands and bonding
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residues are acceptable in the high vacuum used for metallization so the strands can be
attached to the mirrors before metallization, reducing the handling of mirrors during
production.

The coupling through the springs avoids buckling during differential expansion.
There are only 8 points of contact at each of which the distortion is at the level of 12 mr
or less_ and with the area of contact between the kevlar strands and acrylic at _ 3mm 2,
the overall distortion is acceptable. The ends of the mirrors constitute discontinuities
in the mechanical restraint boundary conditions which are controlled by placing cross-
pieces of Rohacell in contact with the back surfaces of the slats at their ends to define
the mirror boundary condition there. Two test models were made according to this
design with parts which could be modified for testing. One full prototype has been made
and tested over 6 weeks while a second prototype has been made with Rohacell struts
which were made by hand instead of on the milling machine. Measurements on the
second prototype should tell us how sensitive we are to construction flaws. Measured
deviations were 2.6 cm maximum for the full prototype and 2.8 cm maximum for the
second rougher hand prototype. We thus judge that the method is reproducible.
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Tests of Trial Mirrors The measurement of reflected ray deviations the plane of
the source is shown in Table 1 for a mirror element made with an earlier trial method

using urethane foam cord bonded to the rear surface of the acrylic and captured in

grooves formed in the Rohacell and for the prototype mirror using spring loading. The
measurements in the first column for each were made shortly after the mirrors were

mounted while the second set of colunms show the measurements made after 1 day

in the case of the older mirror and 2 weeks in the case of the spring-loaded mirror.

Negative values indicate that the reflected beam falls below the source point. The large

deviations near the ends of the older mirror were typical of results with the discarded
methods.
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Table I. Test Plane Deviations of Reflected Rays

Dist. (cm) Frictional Frictional Tensional Tensional
(from mirror top) at production after 1 day at production after 2 weeks

0.0 6.8 8.0 0.0 0.0
2.5 2.3 2.0 -1.4 -1.7
5.0 -2.5 -1.0 -1.2 -1.3
7.5 -0.1 2.0 0.4 1.7

10.0 0.0 2.0 0.6 1.5
12.5 0.0 1.9 0.2 -0.2
15.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 -0.4

- 17.5 -0.2 1.8 0.0 -0.2
20.0 -0.3 1.5 0.0 0.0
22.5 -0.2 1.3 0.2 0.4
25.0 -0.3 0.1 0.2 0.4
27.5 -o.s o:9 o.o 0.2
30.0 -0.7 0.8 0.0 0.0
32.5 -1.0 0.8 0.0 -0.2
35.0 -1.2 0.5 0.0 0.0

37.5 -1.3 0.5 0.0 0.0
40.0 -1.9 0.0 0.0 -0.2
42.5 -1.6 0.2 0.0 -0.5
45.0 -1.4 0.3 0.0 -0.5
47.5 -0.8 0.0 -0.2 -0.5
50.0 -1.7 -0.1 0.8 -0.5
52.5 -2.0 -2.5 -1.1 -1.6
55.0 -3.3 -3.0 0.0 0.0
57.5 -3.5 -3.8 1.7 1.6
60.0 -2.2 -3.8 0.4 -0.5

Scanning vertically along the line between points of contact (which are at y= 1.5 and

6.5 cm in Table II) yields the results as shown in Table II near the points of contact
(1.5 and 6.5 cm) in the lower left hand corner (LL) and upper right hand corner (VR)
of the mirror. These measurements are made after the mirror has been in place for 6
weeks.
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Table II. Test Plane Deviations of Rays Reflected Near Contact Points

Distance (cre) LL Distortion (cm) UR Distortion (cm)
(from mirror end)

0.0 -1.0 0.0
1.0 0.7 0.4
2.0 1.3 -0.3

3.0.... 1.1 0.0 .....
4.0 1.3 -i .3
5.0 0.3 -1.4
6.0 -1.3 2.6
7.O -1.2 2.2

....

As new mirror assemblies are made, they undergo similar testing. The production
process involves the milling of Rohacell pieces, gluing of frames, attachment of the
reflective surfaces, mounting, aligning, and testing. Preliminary trials require about 20
minutes per assembly.

Production of the shell The mechanical design of the Cerenkov counter required
delivering the Cerenkov light from the primary mirrors to the photomultipliers in
severely restricted paths, allowance for substantial magnetic shielding, and arranging
for the counter's assembly from pieces passed through the aperture of the downstream
spectrometer magnet, since the interval between spectrometer magnets was insufficient
to permit insertion of the assembled counter fl'om the upstream side. The main part
of the envelope was built as a single rectangular tube of 1/2" aluminum plate welded
at the corners, with large ports cut into the upstream ends of the horizontal plates,
and arrays of tapped holes in the aluminum for fastening the clamping bars which
secure the gasket. The shell is passed through the 120D36 aperture, and secured to
the upstream framing elements by bolts through clearance holes surrounding the ports
into tapped holes in the framing. The gasketing is polyurethane (Shore 65A) which is
cast in place on the framing elements. The sealing arrangements allow a firm mechan-
ical connection between the frame and the shell by using spacers cast into the gasket.
These establish metal-to-metal contact when the gasket is compressed to 75 % of its
initial thickness.

Gas Seal Tests and Prototype Because of tightened safety requirements recently
instituted in the various national labs under DOE supervision, the gas containment
design for the E865 Cerenkov counters could not be certified simply as a rescaling of
the E777 design.

The design of the gas filling and pressure regulation system has been done by R.
Meier (BNL AGS). The gas containment for the counter has been designed by D.
Kraus, in close discussion with the BNL safety committee.

The design for the gas containment window augments the E777 arrangement (three
mylar sheets bonded with polyurethane to form an H, with the edges of the sheets
captured in polyurethane for the mylar. Here the H is formed of kevlar fabric sewn
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at critical regions after strengthening by casting thin polyurethane coating. This ar-
rangement, an adaptation of a technique increasingly used in vacuum windows for
beam transport lines, allows all the stress to be supported by the kevlar, and permits
the use of thin mylar/aluminum (.001"/.0005") laminate as a gas barrier. The kevlar
improves the safety of the containment of explosive gases, as it is a barrier to explosion
propagation, and if punctured, fails as a fabric, without extensive tearing.

4.3 Reflectivity Tests

In 1992, a previous student, Stefan Van den Brink made reflectivity measurements
at wavelengths from 628nm (the usual He-Ne laser) down to about 185 nm, using
a combination of LED's and Hg and D2 arc excitation sources, and a spectrometer
system to select the appropriate wavelength. These measurements were described in
last year's progress report. The selection of materials for the mirrors was based on
these studies.

The MADICO alunfinized mylar samples showed a high reflectivity throughout the
visible and near uv, which remained above 65% as for wavelengths down to 190 nm. It
is for this reason that they were considered as an alternative for the material for the

collectors, although finally we plan to make the collectors from the same Aluminum-
coated, MgF1 overcoated acrylic as the primary and secondary mirros, but without
necessity of flycutting.

4.4 Photomultiplier tests

Knowledge of the parameters of the photomultipher tubes one uses is essential to under-
standing the Cerenkov counter performance. An optimum PM design would combine
windows with good transmission at least down to 180nm and high first dynode electron
multipication (20 or better) permitting good resolution between single photoelectron
signals and pulses arising from processes further down the multipication chain. The
only tube with a reliable high first dynode gain (the RCA/BURLE 8854 with a GaP
first dynode) has a U.V.-transmitting glass which cuts off below 250nm. A single
specimen of a Hammamatsu tube with enhanced first dynode gain, (achieved with ac-
tivated tri-alkali processing) deteriorated from a first dynode multipication around 18
to around 12 over a period of 6 months. We will reuse all the available RCA 8854's
inherited from E777, and explore the possibility of enhancing Cerenkov quantum yields
by the use of wave-length shifters.

Tests of the Burle 8854's used in E777 indicate that most of these tubes have first

dynode gains of approximately 20 (necessary for the single photoelectron discrimina-
tion), and have not developed disabling after-pulsing because of helium permeation.

'riming tests will be made in conjunction with a decision about use of wavelength
shifters (for example, p-terphenyl), to shift the spectrum from the low wavelengths
dominant in the Cerenkov photon spectrum to the higher wavelengths more efficiently
detected by the PMTs. The question of whether the use of wavelength-shifter improves
the quantum yield is a generally vexing which we hope the the development of an
absolute quantum efficiency measurement technique may help answer.
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Test Setup H. Michael Gach, graduate student has set up a monochromator-based
PMT test station, shown in Figure 11. Light from a deuterium lamp (with a spec-
trum containing ultraviolet light) is focussed onto the input slit of a monochromator.
The monochromator is adjusted to output light in a narrow band of wavelengths (ap-
proximately 10 nm) with a low light flux so that the PMT operates in the single
photoelectron event domain. The output of the monochromator travels through the
light tube to a silicon photoodiode (which is used to measure photon flux) or to a
light-tight box housing the photomultiplier tube.

Prior to taking measurements the monochromator was calibrated using various light
sources with "known spectral lines (Figure 12).
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Test Modes The photomultiplier tubes have been tested in two operational modes:
multiplier mode and photodiode mode. The PMTs are placed in these two distinct
modes using different base and high voltage configurations (2800 volts for the multiplier
mode, 600 volts for the photodiode mode).

In the multiplier mode, the P MT amplifies incident photoelectrons into a current
pulse using the dynode stages. Pulses are counted with a scaler using a discriminator
set well below the peak of the output from a single photoelectron. In the photodiode
mode, the dynode stages are connected to the anode and the photoelectron response
is measured directly as anode current.

Quantum Efficiency If one assumes one photoelectron produced per photon, an
estimate of the quantum efficiency can be made in either mode. The reason for the
interest in the comparison of quantum efficiencies measured in the two modes is that
manufacturer's specifications are given for the photodiode configuration, but we will
use the tubes in the multiplier configuration.

Figure 13 summarizes the results of the quantum efficiency measurements for a
BURLE 8854 PMT in each of the multiplier and photodiode modes. The large error
bars include systematic errors, primarily due to the knowledge of the absolute pho-
todiode calibration. This may be a common systematic error for all the data points.
The final interpretation of this graph will include a more detailed understanding of
the absolute photodiode calibration. The present uncertainties (of about 25%) are
set by in-house reflectance measurements which call into question the manufacturer's
specifications. We are modifying the test apparatus to use an industry standard sil-
icon photodiode (Hamaanatsu 1337), and typical factory measurements of quantum
efficiency for this type of silicon photodiode. Uncertainties for the manufacturer's
specifications are from reading errors from the data sheets. We expect the absolute
normalization uncertainties to improve with the use of the new photodiode.

The ratio of the quantum efficiencies for the two modes is of interest, since the
trajectories between photocathode and first dynode vary with photoelectron energy
(photon wavelength) and the consequent kinetic energy of the photoelectron. Our
errors are too large to permit a firm conclusion at this point, but indicate lower ra-
tios of photomultiplier quantum efficiency to photodiode quantum efficiency at shorter
wavelengths. Such a trend would be consistent with lower observed Cerenkov counter
light yields observed with respect to those calculated using manufacturer's quantum
efficiency specifications.
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Multiplier Mode: Gain Measurements PMT overall gain and first dynode gain
were measured in the multiplier mode using a QVT (charge measuring device) to ob-
tain pulse height distributions from the photomultiplier output,. The source is run at
a low level so that only one photon is expected to be incident on the photocathode
within the measurement resolving time. Typically for one photon, only one photoelec-
tron is produced. The photomultiplier distributions thus give the response to a single
photoelectron. The distributions so obtained are fitted with Gaussians whose width
yields an estimate of the first dynode gain.

Eight of the available 28 tubes have been fully tested and 7 of these are satisfactory
for reuse in C1. The Sth has a substantially lower first dynode gain. (These 8 were
tested before the proposed change in the calibrating photodiode; the remainder will be

tested when the calibration with the new diode has been checked.)
The results for the 8 PMTs tested to date are summarized in Tables 3 and 4.

Table III. PMT Average Overall Gain

Tube number Average Gain Uncertainty
1 4.39E8 4.03E6
2 3.21E8 3.91E6
3 3.13E8 1.15E6
4 5.48E8 4.25E6
5 5.11E8 4.30E6
6 3.68E8 3.20E6
7 4.10E8 3.80E6
8 8.72E8 3.80E6

Table IV. PMT Average First Dynode Gain

Tube number Average Gain Uncertainty
1 23.04 0.42
2 19.22 0.47
3 10.64 0.78
4 26.10 0.86
5 23.14 1.22
6 34.58 0.70
7 24.79 0.48
8 37.39 0.79

_ The first dynode gain results are consistent (within the our knowledge of the abso-
lute photodiode calibration of approximately 25%) with the manufacturer's specifica-
tions.

The overall gain is lower than the manufacturer's results (of somewhat more than
109) by almost a factor of 10. This difference is consistent with expectations from

- differences between our base design and that used by Burle in its gain tests. Our

design, because we want to maximize first dynode gain, has a greater proportion of the
total voltage between the photocathode and the first dynode. For our purposes, since
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only a few photoelectrons are produced per track, the dominant performance criteria
are that the first dynode gain enable us to clearly disciminate between noise and the
signal from one photoelectron, and that the total gain be large enough to produce
signals from single photoelectrons which can drive leading edge discriminators.
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1. "Preliminary Results from the CMD-2 detector",B.I. Khazin, et al., presented as
an ;nvited talk by Khazin at the XXVI International HEP Conference, Dallas,
August, 1992, and prepared as a contribution for the conference proceedings.

2. "CP r-Violation: Present Status and Planned Measurements at Phi Factories",
J.A. Thompson, -_resented as m_ited talk at the UCLA Mini- Workshop on Low
Energy Signals from the Planck Scale, October, 1992, and prepared for inclusion
in the proceedings.
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1 TASK B - FERMILAB PROGRAM

The major goals of task B are as follows: 1) the analysis of the E706 data taken during the
1987-88 and 1990.91 fixed target runs at Fermilab and 2) the continuation of our work within
the SVX group of the CDF collaboration. The E706 part of our program will involve our
continuing emphasis on the physics emerging from the charged particle tracker of which the
silicon microstrip detector system, constructed by the Pittsburgh group, is a part. We are
currently supporting two graduate students at Fermilab as our part of the E706 collaboration
(Blusk and Chung). One of our students (Weerasundara) has just received his Ph.D. degree
and has been appointed as a post doctoral Research Associate at Kent State University. His
graduate student slot has been shifted to our effort on CDF, and a new graduate student,
Stephan VandenBrink has been recruited for that effort. The CDF program involves a
dedicated effort towards the design of a silicon vertex detector upgrade, SVX II, to be
accomplished by the time of the Fermilab run II collider run. Although that run is officially
scheduled to start in November 1995, realistically it is unlikely to begin before the end of
1996 at the earliest. In addition we are participating in the 1992-93 collider run.

1.1 E706 - Direct Photon Production at the Tevatron

1.1.1 Introduction

Fermilab experiment E706 is designed to measure direct photon yields in the pt range 5 -10
GeV/c with incident _r/p beams between 500 - 1000 GeV/c and to study the associated jets
produced in such reactions. The experiment will also measure the production of high mass
(m > 3GEV) e+e- and _f_fstates. The experiment is being carried out by a collaboration
which includes Delhi University, Fermilab, Penn State University, Michigan State Univer-
sity, the University of Minnesota, Northeastern University, the University of Pittsburgh,
Rochester University, and more recently the University of Oklahoma and the University of
California at Davis.

Figure 1 is a plan view of the elements of the E706 spectrometer located in the Meson
West Laboratory. The apparatus for E?06 consists of an array of silicon strip detectors

(SSD's) before and after a production target, a set of proportional chambers (PWC's) and
straw tube chambers located after the analysis magnet, a large liquid argon calorimeter
(LAC), and a small steel/plastic scintillator forward calorimeter. The forward calorimeter
is followed by a muon system provided by E672 (not shown) utilizing a toroidal magnet
in conjunction with PWC's to identify muons. The LAC [1] measures the position and
energy of both photons/electrons and hadrons. It has a central hole of 40 cre. diameter; this
area is covered by the forward calorimeter. The SSD's together with the PWC's and straw
tubes after the analysis magnet constitute a magnetic spectrometer designed to measure the
momenta of charged particles in hadronic jets associated with high pt photons. In addition
the SSD's serve as a vertex detector which accurately locates the position of primary and
secondary interactions in the segmented target. One major contribution of the Pittsburgh



group to E706 has been the design, construction and operation of the SSD system [2].

1.1.2 Discussion of the 1987-88 Data Run

The final results of the inclusive photon production part of the analysis of the 1987-88 data
run have been accepted for publication. [3] Weerasundara has finished his thesis on the study
of _/+ jet production using the 1987-88 data. A large part of the Pitt effort on E706 has
been the study of the recoiling jet in direct photon production, and a paper on this subject
is in final preparation for publication within the next several months.

Figure 2 is a sketch of an E706 event viewed in the center-of-mass system of the interacting
particles. The high pt photon intercepted by the LAG provides the trigger, and this photon
may be a direct photon emitted by the interacting partons or it may be a decay photon from
either a 7r° or r/decay in which case it is viewed as being part of a "trigger jet". Balancing
transverse momentum opposite the trigger jet is a "recoil jet". In the case of both the trigger
and recoil jets, the momentum of the particles assigned to those jets by a simple algorith
are summed to form the total jet momentum vectors shown in Fig. 2. The angles 8il, _i2
and _i3 are the space angles between the lth particle and the three candidate jet axes. The
ith particle is assigned to that jet for which 8i has the smallest value. The fragmentation
variable z is defined as

Pi" Pj_t
Z= --4

[fillPj,,[

Figure 3 is a plot of the fragmentation function (1/N)dn/dz for the recoil jet associated
with both direct photon and 7r° production, using both a lr- and a proton beam. (a) and
(c) show the data for direct photon and 7r° production, respectively, using a proton beam
and (b) and (d) show the data for photon and 7r° production using a r- beam. The data
are compared with ISAJET Monte Carlo predictions. [4] (e) compares the direct photon
and r ° data using the proton beam and (f) compares the photon and lr° data using a lr-
beam. Apparent from the figure is that within the statistics of the data, there is no difference
between the direct photon and 7r° fragmentation functions although the agreement between
data and Monte Carlo is qualitative at best.

Although there appears to be no difference between fragmentation functions of jets asso-
ciated with direct photons and 7r°'s, there does appear to be a difference between the -y + jet
and r ° + jet production mechanisms. This difference is consistent with QCD calculations
and is observed mainly in the production angles of the -y + jet system and in the parent
mass distributions for that system when comparing data taken with a proton and a lr- beam.
these results are discussed in the paper now in preparation.



1.1.3 Discussion of the 1990--91 Data Run

The 1990-91 data run represented a significant upgrade of the E706 spectrometer system

and the Pittsburgh portion of the upgrade involved two reconfigurations of the target-silicon
strip detector system. The target used for the latter half of the run is represented in Fig. 4.
Shown in this figure is the distribution of interaction vertices originating in the various parts
of the production target located along the beam. Apparent are peaks corresponding to
interactions in the pairs of SSD's upstream and downstream of the target proper, with the
prominent peaks being located in the copper targets just upstream of the liquid hydrogen
target and the beryllium target just downstream of the liquid hydrogen. The data yield from
liquid hydrogen is a small fraction of the total yield but is deemed essential when comparing
production on nuclear targets with comparable production in hadron collider experiments
or other fixed target experiments using liquid hydrogen.

Table 1 shows the amount of data that has been taken to date by the E706 collaboration.

E706 RUN SUMMARY

1988 Run
INTERAGTION EVENTS SENSITIVITY

lr-Be @ 500 GeV/c 2 × 108 0.5 events/picobarn
(p, _r+)Be _ 500 GeV/c 3 x 108 0.75 events/picobarn
1990 Run

lr-Be @ 530 GeV/c 30 x 10e 8.6 events/picobarn
199'1 Run

p--Be _ 800 GeV/c 23 x 108 7.3 events/picobarn
p--H @ 800 GeV/c 23 x 10a 1.5 events/picobarn

(p, _r+)Be _ 530 GeV/c 14 × 106 6.4 events/picobarn
(p, 7r+)H @ 530 GeV/c 14 × 10e 1.3 events/picobarn
Tr-Be @ 530 GeV/c 4 × 108 1.4 events/picobarn
lr-H @ 530 GeV/c 4 x 108 0.3 events/picobarn..J.,

Total Number of Events = 76 × 108

Table 1: Summary of the data taken by E706 during the 1988, 1990 and 1991 runs.

Apparent is that the quantity of data taken during the 1990-91 run is about 15 times
- the amount of data taken during the 1987-88 run. The University of Pittsburgh group had

been active in all aspects of data taking and has now taken responsibility for many aspects
of the ongoing data analysis of the 1990-91 data. Specifically, the Pittsburgh group has:

_. • considerably improved the silicon system tracking code,



. refined the Monte Carlo tracking program to more closely simulate the experiment
with respect to noise hits in the silicon planes, slope effects in the silicon system and
improved efficiency leading to economies in cpu time,

. modified Weerasundara's jet code for unix compatability,

• fine tuned the silicon system alignment for the 1990-1991 data,

• improved the tracking code to improve track finding, vertex definition, and momentum
resolution,

• successfully undertaken the monumental project of understanding the performance
and alignment of a set of straw tube chambers, introduced by the collaboration for the
1990-91 data runs,

• improved the algorithms used in finding the location of primary and secondary vertices
in and downstream of the production target, and

• substantially improved the linking between tracks found in the silicon system and the
downstream PWC system.

At the time of this writing, all of the 1990 data and roughly one-half of the 1991 data
have been processed by the computer farm. The summer of 1993 will see the end of the

large production data passes, enabling the collaboration to spend all of its time extracting
the physics from the DSTs.

1.2 CDF

During the most of the past year the group from the University of Pittsburgh working on
CDF has consisted of Shepard, Ping Hu, Prem Singh and part of Eugene Engels who has
worked principally on E706 during this period. Beginning in January, 1993 we were joined

by Todd Huffman a new postdoc and Stephan VandenBrink a new graduate student. Our
activities have concentrated on the following topics:

• Detector R&D on AC-coupled silicon detectors for the SVX eupgrade of the initial SVX
detector.

• Mechanical construction and testing of ladders for the SVX' upgrade of the SVX de-
tector.

• Preparation of the SVX II upgrade proposal and simulation study( see a)pendix).

• Design studies and prototype work for the SVX II data acquisition system.

• Analsis of 1992-93 CDF data.



1.2.1 Preparations for SVX'

The SVX detector which has been installed in the B0 collision hall for the 1992 collider run

(run Ia) is too radiation soft to last for both run Ia and Ib. The inner two layers (there
are four altogether) will probably fail by the end of run Ia for two reasons: (1) The leakage
currents are DC coupled into the readout chips and will saturate the amplifiers by the end

of run Ia; (2) the readout chip SVXD is a radiation soft version and will become excessively
noisy by the end of the run. To correct these problems the collaboration plans to replace

the entire detector during the break between runs Ia and Ib. The plan is to use AC-coupled
detectors along with a radiation hard version of the readout chip.

We have been working to help evaluate critical features of the AC-coupled detectors
from Micron Semiconductor which are going to be used for this upgrade. The principle

concern is the radiation hardness of the biasing scheme for the detectors. We worked both

by ourselves and with others in the collaboration t'o perform radiation hardness tests of the
prototype CDF detectors using a Gs 137 source located in the medical school of the University

of Pittsburgh. That work has been completed and two publications (reprints are included
with this report) describing it have appeared in the last year. [5,6]

The work outlined above has many results oi"interest from the point of view of detector

science, but the principal concern from the perspective of the collaboration was the viability

of the detectors for run Ib. The answers were all positive. The FOXFET biasing scheme
employed by these detectors can be expected to stand up to the rather significant radiation
exposure of run Ib.

Beginning in the summer of 1992, Prem Singh, one of our graduate students has been

actively involved with the construction of the new ladders for the SVX _ project. There is
a special fixture to construct the ladders, this fixture is mounted on the granite table of

a Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM). Three crystals are glued to the rohaceU on the

construction fixture. The ear is glued at the end of the ladder having the readout pads of

the crystals. A dummy ear (ear without any readout chip) is glued to the other end of the
ladder. During the epoxy process, the strips of the crystals are aligned to one another to

better than 5 #m. This is achieved by focusing on the strips with a high resolution T.V.
camera mounted on the measuring arm of the CMM and moving the crystals into position

using the adjustable stops on the construction fixture. Once the crystals are perfectly aligned

they are held at that position using vacuum chucks. The ladder is then cured at 60°C for
two hours. After curing, the ladders are inspected for mechanical alignments and ladder

bows. This is done using the CMM. The inspection for the innermost and the outer most
layers is more complicated than the inspection of the two middle layers. This is because the
the inner and the outer most layers are mounted on the barrels in such a way that their

strip side faces the beam. Hence, one has to reference the strips of the crystal with its back

corner and edges.

Ali of the ladders for the inner two of the four layers are complete. The third layer
is expected to be complete by the 1st of May and barrel construction will start at that



time while the ladders for the last layer are being built. Disassembly of the present SVX

will begin during June or whenever run Ia ends. It is expected that the installation of the
SVX_,detector will be completed by October, 1993.

1.2.2 SVX II Upgrade

During the past year the University of Pittsburgh has continued its leading role within the
CDF collaboration in the completion of a conceptual design study and the preparation of

an upgrade proposal for an SVX II detector for run II and beyond. At the present time the

project is being co-led by Paul Shepard from the University of Pittsburgh along with Jeff

Spalding from Fermilab. This past January the ploposal was given to the laboratory and

considered by the PAC at their February meeting. A second consideration was planned for
the April PAC meeting and we are expecting to be given stage I approval at that time. The

preparation of this SVX II upgrade proposal and simulation study represents the principal

intellectual endeavor of a significant part of our group for most of the past year. For that
reason we include it as an appendix to this report despite its considerable length. For the

reader who does not wish to examine the appendix in detail we include here the initial

summary section of the proposal.

Summary Section of the SVX II Proposal

The accumulated CDF data make it clear that high resolution vertex detection is a key

tracking component in the CDF program of high Fr physics, specifically the top search, and
b physics. The planned increase in the number of p and I_ bunches in the accelerator in 1996,

and the resulting shorter bunch spacing (132 ns or 395 ns) requires a replacement for the
SVX and SVX e detectors. Based on the experience gained with the current SVX detector we

are proposing SVX II Stage i which is capable of operating with the shorter bunch spacing

and which extends the high Pr and b physics capabilities of the present vertex detector.

The SVX was installed at the beginning of the current Run la. lt has been successfully
commissioned and the data taken demonstrates that it is working reliably and well (see

below). Based on performance of the SVX we have confidence that the SVX II upgrade
can be constructed, and will substantially strengthen the physics capabilities of CDF. This

proposal to build the SVX II Stage 1 detector must be regarded as an urgent priority for
CDF for Run II to start in 1996.

This document constitutes a proposal to begin the construction of the barrel portion of

an upgraded silicon vertex detector. This SVX II Stage 1 detector is needed by CDF in
order to both maintain and extend its capability to pursue the high Fr top search and mass

measurement which is both the coUaboration's and the laboratory's highest priority. SVX

II Stage 1 also provides a necessary step in the evolution of the physics capabilities of the
CDF detector toward an ambitious b physics program for the latter half of the decade.

In sunnnary the design goals for the the SVX II upgrade are:



1. Accommodate improvements to the accelerator which necessitate replacement of the
SVX, specifically shorter inter-bunch spacing and higher radiation levels. This is re-
quired for Run II which is the first run with the reduced bunch spacing.

2. Improve performance for vertex detection in high p_ physics, in particular to tag b
decay vertices in top events.

3. Enhance the b physics capabilities of the present detector.

4. Provide a detector and electronic readout capable of supporting a Level 2 vertex trigger
processor.

Feature_ of the SVX II Stage 1 Barrel Detector

A summary of the SVX II barrel detector for which we are seeking stage 1 approval is
given below:

s A set of three barrels which approximately double the length of the present SVX. See
Fig. 5(a) and (b).

• Double-sided detectors with 90 degree stereo. The proposed detectors with intermedi-
ate strips and 7-bit analog to digital conversion should attain a resolution of _10#m
in r-_b and _25#m in r-z.

• A pipelined readout chip which will support operation at either 395 ns or 132 ns
between beam crossings.

• High speed digitization and readout of the SVX II analog data in <5#s in response to
a level 1 trigger. The high speed of the readout is required in order to use the SVX II
data in a level 2 vertex trigger processor.

• Support for a level 2 microvertex trigger processor (SVT). [7] This is a separate project
which is being developed by the CDF collaboration. The ability to trigger on the impact
parameters of re=onstructed tracks will greatly extend the physics capabilities of the
CDF detector.

• A new data acquisition system (DAQ) employing a highly parallel fibre optic readout
and control utilizing low power optic drivers and receivers.

We expect the top physics program and other high Pr physics topics to be helped by
increasing the length of the vertex detector in order to improve coverage of the luminous
region in z at the interaction point. Doubling the length and adding z information will
increase the b tag efficiency for top events by a factor of 1.6 to 2.0 depending on the top
mass. In combination with an increase in luminosity, this increased efficiency gives a dramatic

improvement to the overall physics capabilities of the detector.



The capability of using impact parameter information obtained from a vertex detector in
the level 2 trigger to select events with secondary vertices will be of fundamental importance
for any experimental program of b physics in a hadron collider environment. Having an
impact parameter trigger implemented for SVX II will significantly increase the size of the
b sample on tape. The experience gained in installing and running this trigger will help us
to design more ambitious triggering systems in the future.

Upgrade Path

The SVX II barrel detector proposed here is the detector required to pursue the high Pr
physics goals of the CDF collaboration once the collider begins operation with the shorter
bunch spacing. It is also the first stage in a two stage upgrade path. The second stage would
add forward disks to extend the rl coverage out to approximately three. This additional rl
coverage is necessary for CDF to pursue b physics goals such as Bo mixing and CP violation
studies with good flavor tagging capabilities.

This Stage 2 system greatly improves both the ability of the collaboration to pursue b
physics and the solid angle coverage for several high PT physics topics such as the measure-
ment of the charge asymmetry for W production. We believe that our upgrade program will
provide a powerful vertex detector with the large rl acceptance required for flavor tagging in
order to pursue a b physics program into the Main Injector era where measurements involv-
ing B mixing and CP violation studies will be important physics objectives. Figure 5 shows
the present SVX layout and our SVX II Stage 1 and 2 concept. Stage 1 can be viewed as a
detector for Run II in 1996, with Stage 2 an addition for the Main Injector running in the
latter part of the decade. The proposal presented here covers the Stage 1 barrel portion of
the SVX II upgrade.

Summary of Manpower, Schedule and Cost

Our initial estimate for the project cost in materials and services for the SVX II barrel
detector is $3.8M, of which $360K will be spent on R&D in FY93, with the major purchases
in FY94. With this funding, and with the level of manpower outlined in section 1 the detector
will be ready for installation in January 1996. This requires that the design and R&D work
be completed and that the final design decisions be made by early 1994. The construction
process, including the testing of delivered components and sub-assemblies is then expected
to take one and a half to two years, based on our experience in building the SVX and SVX _
detectors, and assuming improved efficiency with additional assembly facilities.

1.2.3 Current Activities of the Pittsburgh on SVX II

Our group in currently contributing to the R&D for the SVX II detector in two areas. Ping
Hu is working on double-sided detector development at Fermilab. One of the principal chal-
lenges for the SVX II detector is the development of appropriate double-sided detectors. We
are pursuing two strategies. The first is the doub|e-metai approach where an insulator is



deposited over the ohmic side lines and a second orthogonal layer of metal is used (connec-
tions are made with small vias) to bring the readout to the ends of the ladders. Because of
limitations on the thickness of the insulator which can be deposited, this method may result
in too large a detector capacitance for a good signal to noise ratio in the readout electronics.
The second method uses a thin sheet of glass made separately and glued on to the back
of the detector to achieve the same result. Because the glass is made separately, it can be
thicker and thus the capacitance should not be a serious problem. Ping is carrying out tests

on existing prototype detectors prepared for use by some of the LEP coil.aborations (Delphi
and OPAL). In the meantime prototype detectors with geometries more suited for use by
CDF have been ordered from Micron and SI.

Shepard, VandenBrink and Hutfman have been organizing the R&D for the data acqui-
sition system apart from the readout chip itself. It has been decided to organize the readout
chip development which is a joint development for both CDF and DO as a collaboration
between the Yarema group at Fermilab and the Kleinfelder group at LBL. Since this chip
will not have a completely deadtimeless architecture which is desired by CDF, it is possible
that a second parallel effort may be undertaken to develop such a deadtimeless chip which
would either be installed later or possibly used from the very beginning if the project is
delayed. Meanwhile, the data acquisition system needs to be developed for whatever chip
is used. The critical path in the R&D effort is the method used to communicate with the
readout chips mounted on a thin film hybrid directly on the silicon ladders. Issues involving
the necessary readout, speed, EMI, mechanical connections and mass appear _o make optical
readout techniques competitive with a readout over ribbon cables. The problem is fairly
complex with many possible options to choose from. Pittsburgh is actively investigating the
use of low power LED's and PIN's for use in the 50-100 MHz range and also high speed links
involving laser diodes and high speed parallel to serial converters which would operate at
or above 1 GHz. We have tested a number of commericiaUy available LED's, but an ABB
Haffo diode under development for the SSC appears to be the most adequate in the 50-100
MHz range. We expect to receive several specially packaged pigtailed diodes shortly. At the
same time we are experimenting with circuits to send and receive self clocking serial pulse
trains over optical fiber utilizing a pulse width modulation technique to distinguish binary
l's and O's. The goal is to develop a complete readout link through to the VME based data
memory card by early to mid 1994.

Our group plans to contribute to the development of the necessary optical link technology,
the readout controller chip, the thin film hybrid technology and the VME test facilities
required to test prototype data acquisition systems. We are working closely with engineers
at Fermilab who are developing the VME memory board, and with the University of New
Mexico who are exporing state of the art options with ribbon cable. We have developed
an R&D plan for the data acquisition system which is shown as an interconnected set of
task boxes in Fig. 6. We expect to specify this more fully in the near future, but one can
see that it should be possible to accomplish a final design and various key tests of the data
acquisition system by early to mid 1994.
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1.3 Papers

We include reprints of four papers which have appeared in the literature since our last report.
A llst of references is given below.

1. G. Alverson et al., Production of Direct-Photons and Neutral Mesons at Large Trans-
verse Momenta by Tr- and p Beams at 500 Ge V/c, (to be published in Phys. Rev.

D).

2. M. Laakso, P. Singh, P. F. Shepard, Field ozide radiation damage measurements in
silicon strip detectors, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res., A327 (1993), 517.

3. M. Laakso, P. Singh, E. Engels, Jr., P. F. Shepard, Operation and radiation resistance
of a FOXFET biasing structure for silicon strip detectors, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in
Phys. Res., A326 (1993), 214.

4. G. Alverson et al., Production of _r° mesons at high trr in Be and pBe collisions at 500
Gev/c, Phys. Rev. D Rapid Communications, 45 (1992), R3899.

5. G. Alverson et al., Direct Photon Productionat High Pr in lr-Be and pBe Collisions at
500 Gev/c, Phys. Rev. Lett,, 68 (1992), 2584.

6. James M. Dunlea et al., Large PT production of direct photons and lr° mesons at 500
Gev/c, in Proceedings of the DPF92 Meeting, Fermilab, Nov., 1992.

7. Dhammilm D. S. Weernsundaxa et al., Production of jets recoiling from large pr 7r°
mesons and direct photons in 500 Gev/lc hadron-nucleon collisions, in Proceedings of
the DPF92 Meeting, Fermilab, Nov., 1992.

8. David S. Brown et al., A study of _r° 4- jet and _/ 4- jet events produced in 500 Gev/lc
hadron-nucleon collisions, in Proceedings of the DPF92 Meeting, Fermilab, Nov., 1992.

9. Loretta J. Dauwe et al., Hadronic production of 13 mesons, in Proceedings of the DPF92
Meeting, Fermilab, Nov., 1992.

10. Hector Mendez et al., Hadronic production of Xc mesons, in Proceedings of the DPF92
Meeting, Fermilab, Nov., 1992.

11. M. Zielinski et al., Large pr production of direct photons and 7r° mesons at 500 Ge V/c,
in Proceedings of the XXVI International Conference on High Energy Physics, Dallas,
Aug 6-12, 1992.

12. R. Jesik et al., Heavy flavor production in lr--A collisions at 530 Gev/c, in Proceedings
of the XXVI International Conference on High Energy Physics, Dallas, Aug 6-12, 1992.

13. A. Zieminski et al., Hadroproduction of Xc states in 530 Gev/c lr- interactions with
nuclear targets, in Proceedings of the XXVI International Conference on High Energy
Physics, Dallas, Aug 6-12, 1992.
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Figure 6: Task scheduling chart for the SVX II data acquisition system R&D during the
coming year.
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1 Summary

The accumulated CDF data make it clear that high resolution vertex detection is a key
tracking component in the CDF program of high Fr physics, specifically the top search, and
b physics. The planned increase in the number of p and _ bunches in the accelerator in 1996,
and the resulting shorter bunch spacing (132 ns or 395 ns) requires a replacement for the
SVX and SVX' detectors. Based on the experience gained with the current SVX detector we
are proposing SVX II Stage 1 which is capable of operating with the shorter bunch spacing
and which extends the high PT and b physics capabilities of the present vertex detector.

The SVX was installed at the beginning of the current Run Ia. It has been successfully
commissioned and the data taken demonstrates that it is working reliably and well (see
below). Based on performance of the SVX we have confidence that the SVX II upgrade
can be constructed, and will substantially strengthen the physics capabilities of CDF. This
proposal to build the SVX II Stage 1 detector must be regarded as an urgent priority for
CDF for Run II to start in 1996.

This document constitutes a proposal to begin the construction of the barrel portion of
an upgraded silicon vertex detector. This SVX II Stage 1 detector is needed by CDF in
order to both maintain and extend its capability to pursue the high Pr top search and mass
measurement which is both the collaboration 's and the laboratory's highest priority. SVX
II Stage 1 also provides a necessary step in the evolution of the physics capabilities of the
CDF detector toward an ambitious b physics program for the latter half of the decade.

In summary the design goals for the the SVX II upgrade are:

1. Accommodate improvements to the accelerator which necessitate replacement of the
SVX, specifically shorter inter-bunch spacing and higher radiation levels. This is re-
quired for Run II which is the first run with the reduced bunch spacing.

2. Improve performance for vertex detection in high PT physics, in particular to tag b
decay vertices in top events.

3. Enhance the b physics capabilities of"the present detector.

4. Provide a detector and electronic readout capable of supporting a Level 2 vertex trigger
processor.

Features of the SVX II Sta_e 1 Barrel Detector

A summary of' the SVX II barrel detector for which we are seeking stage 1 approval is
given below:

, A set of three barrels which approximately double the length of the present SVX. See
Fig. l(a)and (b).



• Double-sided detectors with 90 degree stereo. The proposed detectors with intermedi-
ate strips and ?-bit analog to digital conversion should attain a resolution of _10/_m
in r-_ and _25/zm in r.z.

q A pipelined readout chip which will support operation at either 395 ns or 132 ns
between beam crossings.

• High speed digitization and readout of the SVX II analog data in <5/_s in response to
a level 1 trigger. The high speed _f the readout is required in order to use the SVX II
data in a level 2 vertex trigger processor.

• Support for a level 2 microvertex trigger processor (SVT). [1] This is a separate project
which is being developed by the CDF collaboration. The ability to trigger on the impact
parameters of reconstructed tracks will greatly extend the physics capabilities of the
CDF detector.

• A new data acquisition system (DAQ) employing a highly parallel fibre optic readout
and control utilizing low power optic drivers and receivers.

We expect the top physics program and other high pr physics topics to be helped by
increasing the length of the vertex detector in order to improve coverage of the luminous
region in z at the interaction point. Doubling the length and adding z information will
increase the b tag efficiency for top events by a factor of 1.6 to 2.0 depending on the top
mass. In combination with an increase in luminosity, this increased efficiency gives a dramatic
improvement to the overall physics capabilities of the detector.

The capability of using impact parameter information obtained from a vertex detector in
the level 2 trigger to select events with secondary vertices will be of fundamental importance
for any experimental program of b physics in a hadron collider environment. Having an
impact parameter _rigger implemented for SVX II will significantly increase the size of the
b sample on tape. The experience gained in installing and running this trigger will help us
to design more ambitious triggering systems in the future.

Up_rade Path

The SVX II barrel detector proposed here is the detector required to pursue the high Fr
physics goals of the CDF collaboration once the collider begins operation with the shorter
bunch spacing. It is also the first stage in a two stage upgrade path. The second stage would
add forward disks to extend the z/coverage out to approximately three. This additional r/

coverage is necessary for CDF to pursue b physics goals such as B, mixing and CP violation
studies with good flavor tagging capabilities.

This Stage 2 system greatly improves both the ability of the collaboration to pursue b
physics and the solid angle coverage for several high pr physics topics such as the measure-
r_ent of the charge asymmetry for W production. We believe that our upgrade program will
provide a powerful vertex detector with the large 77acceptance required for flavor tagging in



Interaction region

Figure I: Schematic of the upgrade concept showing: (a) The present SVX. Barrel geometry
with a total length of 51 cm. (b) SVX II Stage I. Barrel geometry with a toted length of 102
cre, still contained within the present VTX. (c) SVX II Stage 2. As (b) with the addition of
disk detectors for forward tracking.

order to pursue a b physics program into the Main Injector era where measurements involv-
ing B mixing and CP violation studies will be important physics objectives. Figure 1 shows
the present SVX layout and our SVX II Stage 1 and 2 concept. Stage 1 can be viewed as a
detector for Run II in 1996, with Stage 2 sn addition for the Main Injector running in the
latter part of the decade. The proposal presented here covers the Stage 1 barrel portion of
the SVX II upgrade.

Summary of Manpower, Schedule and Cost

_ Our initial estimate for the project cost in materials and services for the SVX II barrel
detector is $3.8M, of which $360K will be spent o_ R&D in FY93, with the major purchases
in FY94. With this funding, and with the level of manpower outlined in section 12 the
detector will be ready for installation in January 1996. This requires that the design and
R&D work be completed and that the final design decisions be made by early 1994. The



construction process, including the testing of delivered components and sub-assembUes is
then expected to take one and a half to two years, based on our experience in building
the SVX and SVX' detectors, and assuming improved e/_.ciency with additional assembly
facilities.

This schedule is aggressive. It is essential that the project be fuuded, and the design
and R&D be fully supported this year for SVX II to be ready for the operation with shorter
bunch spacing in Run II.

Proposal Outline

Sections 2 and 3 of this document discuss the performance of the present SVX in Run
Ia and compare the design of the presc_*, SVX and the proposed SVX II barrel detector.
Section 4 discusses the Monte Carlo tooh: _kat were d-.veloped for the design of SVX II and
gives results for the tracking studies carried out as part of the design process. Section 5
presents the physics motivation for the SVX II upgrade in detail and presents the results of
the various high Fr and b physics benchmarks used to develop the SVX II design. Sections 6
through 11 of the proposal cover the various technical subsystems of the SVX II barrel de-
tector. Section 6 discusses the mechanical engineering and design of the SVX II bulkheads,
ladders and assembled barrels, and the cooling scheme. Section 7 covers the design and
continuing B.&D of the double-sided sillcon strip detectors. Section 8 addresses the design
of the electronics readout chip for SVX II which is a joint Fermilab/LBL project to provide
a common chip for both CDF and DO, and section 9 outlines the radiation damage consid-
erations that are cri*.;cal in the design of the de_ector and electronics. Section 10 discusses
the rest of the data acquisition system, and section 11 discusses triggering and in particular
the level 2 trigger processor development. Finally section 12 discusses the cost, manpower
and schedule for the Stage 1 SVX II project.

2 SVX Performance

The SVX det-.ctor has been installed in CDF and is currently taking data in Run In. The
installation and commissioning has gone smoothly. In this section we summarize initial
indications of SVX performance and potential.

During the spring and summer of 1991, the two SVX barrels were assembled at Fermi-
lab. Optical survey information was used to measure the position of each silicon microstrip
detector to 10 microns. Fi:st _p collisions were observed in the SVX in April, 1992, and as

of mid-December CDF had collected 5 pb -t of data with the SVX. Through the commis-
sioning of the Tevatron and CDF, no serious damage, radiation or otherwise, has occurred
to the detector. Greater than 98.7% of the ,i6,080 strips are functioning well. Included in
the bad-strip count are 128 channels from the one SVX chip (out of a total of 360) that has
failed. Fits to the Landau distribution of SVX hits show a signal-to-noise in routine CDF
operations of about 9:1. Occupancies are typically 8% with 2% coming from physics, and



6% coming from noise fluctuations. Much of the noise contribution could be reduced with
additional flexibility in setting the readout threshold levels. Nevertheless, the occupancy is
still such that the SVX is a factor of three away from limiting the CDF DAQ readout time.

Tracks are reconstructed in the SVX by projecting found tracks in the central tracking
chamber back into the SVX. We have compared the ratio of three-layer to four-layer SVX
tracks in order to measure the individual layer hit e_ciencies. They range from 97% to 99%
with on-going improvements in the hit association and clustering algorithms being made to
gain ei_ciency.

The addition of the SVX has made a noticeable improvement to the CDF momentum
and mms resolution. For the ,I/4/ -., _+_- data sample, the J/g, mass width reduces by
35% from 26 MeV/c 2 (CTC only, no beam constraint) to 17 MeV/c 2 (CTC + SVX combined
fit) when the SVX hits are included. This should help in the reconstruction of exclusive B
meson tlnal states and preliminary results are expected soon. Improvement in the W boson
mass resolution is also anticipated.

Much care and attention was paid during the SVX design and construction to the use
of low mass materials and components. The result was an --, 3% of a radiation length of
material contribution (at normal incidence) to the CDF detector. Early studies indicate that
the secondary particle and photon conversion backgrounds from this material are very low
and present no problems to the data analysis.

Using the optical survey constants measured during the barrel construction, we observe a
residual distribution with a sigma of 18 microns. When tracks are used to align the device in
situ, allowing for only simple translations of the individual ladders, the residual distribution

narrows to less than 14 microns. This is shown in Figure 2. Such a high quality alignment so
early in the data-taking, when the asymptotic resolution is only 10 microns, is a nice reward
for the effort spent in the careful design and construction of the SVX.

First indication of displaced vertices can be seen in the SVX event display of Figure 3.
This event contains a clearly displaced J'/g, decay with associated tracks on one side and
a second displaced vertex on the opposite side. The analysis of such events with bubble
chamber-like clarity and micron scale precision will provide significant new physics results.
Quantitative analysis of these events has already produced a preliminary measurement of the
J/_b 3D decay length distribution (Figure 4). A clear excess on the positive side is evident.
After background subtraction using the side band distribution, a correction (derived from a
Monte Carlo study) assuming the J/g, is from a B decay. The resultant distribution agrees
well with the average B lifetime. The decay length distribution in the signal region is also
well fit to a sum of prompt J/_ production and a reasonable fraction of l/_b's from B decay.
B tagging algorithms designed for the top search perform as expected on the J/_b sample.
Studies of jets, which should have a B contamination at the fraction of a % level, can be used
as a control sample for the b tagging algorithms. First results indicate that the background
rejection expected from Monte Carlo studies is attained in data.

Some effort has gone into using the SVX pulse height information for particle identi-
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fication. Figure 5 shows the smallest pulse height, from four-hit SVX tracks versus track

momentum. Proton and kaon bands are clearly visible. This information may prove useful

in B meson and baryon tagging and reconstruction.

To date, the radiation protection system for the SVX is functioning weil. The accelerator

division has been very cooperative in keeping the dose to the SVX at a minimum. So far no

noticeable increase in SVX noise or leakage current, which would indicate radiation damage,

has been observed. We estimate (with an uncertainty of about a factor of two) that the inner
layer of the SVX has been exposed to about 2 Krads. The radiation dose will be carefully

controlled and monitored throughout the CDF data-taking.

Overall, it can already be concluded that the SVX project has been successful. A silicon

vertex detector can be installed and operated at the Fermilab Tevatron collider. It is with
this understanding and experience that the design and construction of the SVX II detector
can proceed with confidence.



Figure 3: SVX display showing two displaced vertices in a J/_ _ _+_- event. The length
of the tracks is proportional to their momenta and the J/_ is in the displaced vertex at the
4 o'clock position.
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3 SVX and SVX II Design Comparison

The two principal contributions to the improved performance of the SVX II Stage 1 barrel
detector over the present SVX detector are the increased geometric coverage mad the additi,_n
of z readout. Table 1 shows a comparison between the SVX and SVX II detector designs.
We discuss below the reasons for choosing the SVX II detector parameters.

In order to better cover the CDF interaction region, and to extend the geometric accep.
tance to higher 77,the.length of the SVX II barrel detector has been significantly increased
compared to the present SVX detector. The length of approximately 1 meter is well matched
to the length of the CDF interaction region and the acceptance of the CDF outer tracking
system. With the geometry of wedges described below and in Table 1, standard 4 inch di-
ameter silicon wafers allow individual detectors of length 8.5 cm (as in SVX), and result in
a total SVX II active length of 102 cre. The parameters in Table 1 assume this individual
detector length. In order to optimize the detector yield and cost, we may choose a slightly
shorter detector length. In particular, if the interaction region can be made shorter, the
SVX II geometry can be better optimized to meet this change.

Unlike SVX, the SVX II barrels wil! use double-sided detectors to provide information
for tracking and vertex finding in two views, r-_b and r-z. The amplifier chips will again be
128 channels wide with a pitch of 50 microns. In order to avoid the need for significant fan
in/fan out of the detector read out to the electronics, this limits the ¢ readout pitch on the
detectors to be approximately this size. We are also considering the use of detectors with an
intermediate strip geometry for SVX II to obtain an improved position resolution over the
present SVX readout pitch.

Experience using SVX in the present run has confirmed the advantages of having four
layers per view for alignment, ei_ciency (redundancy) and pattern recognition in the high
multiplicity hadron collider environment. The inner radius is given by the detector readout
pitch and the requirement of an integral number of r-¢ readout chips and is limited by the
accelerator beampipe radius. V/e are proposing a new 1.0 inch diameter beryllium beampipe
for SVX II, compared to the present 1.5 inch diameter pipe used with SVX, to obtain
additional improvement in track impact parameter resolution. The outer radius is chosen to
be compatible with the present VTX, and with this radius the detector position resolution
is well matched to the outer tracking system track projection error. Larger radii would
increase the channel count without a significant improvement in track finding ei_ciency and
track parameter resolution.

For SVX II, the silicon microstrip detectors will be mounted onto ladder structures and

arranged in twelve azimuthal sectors in each barrel. This is a similar geometry to that used
for SVX. The 30° wedge geometry is well matched for detector widths (again quantized in
integral number of chips) and to axial cabling schemes, and to the parallel processing used
in the Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT). The SVT will reconstruct tracks in individual detector
wedges simultaneously to reduce processing time.
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Detector Parameter SVX SVX H

R.eadout coordinates r-_ r-_;_'-z
Number of barrels 2 3

Number of layers per barrel 4 4

Number ofwedgesper barrel 12 12
Number ofladders 96 144

Ladder length 25.5cm 34.0cm

Combined barrellength 51 cm 102 cm
Layergeometry 3° tilt staggeredradii
Firstlayerradius 2.989cm 2.416cm

r-_breadoutpitch(4 layers) 60;60;60;55 #m 60;55;60;55 l_m

r-zreadoutpitch(4layers) 166;111;166;166/zm
Activelengthofreadoutchannel(r-t) 25.5cm 17.0cm

Number of r-_ readout chips/ladder (4 layers) 2;3;4;6 4;6;8;12

Number ofr-zreadoutchips/ladder(4layers) - 4;6;8;8

Number ofreadoutchips/wedge(r-¢;r-z) 15;- 30;26
Number ofr-_breadoutchannels 46,080 138,240
Number ofr-zreadoutchannels - 119,808

Table 1: Comparison of the geometrical layout and design parameters of the SVX and SVX
II detectors.

In order to allow wedge-to-wedge alignment, adjacent detectors in a layer will overlap

by severalstrips.A small overlapwas achievedin SVX by tiltingthe detectors3° from

tangential.With double-sideddetectors,the clearancerestrictionsforchipsand wirebonds

would requiremuch largertiltangles.This isparticularlytrueforthe innermost layerwhich

isat a reduced radiicompared to SVX. We are thereforeconsideringthe use ofa staggered

radiigeometry with a separationof _7 mm between neighboringladdersto allow greater

overlapbetween wedges without mechanicalinterference.

In orderto minimize the bulkhead support material,yet keep the lengthof siliconread

out per electronicschannel sufficientlysmall (and thereforereducing the amplifierinput

capacitanceand noise),we have chosena threebarrelconfiguration.Each ladderiscomposed

of four8.5 cm detectorsand is34 cm in length.Pairsofdetectorsarewire-bonded together

and read out at each end of the ladder,forboth the r-¢ and r-z readout.To minimize the

inactivegaps between barrels,the readoutelectronicswillbe mounted on hybridsglued onto

the detectorsurface.Only a small gap between barrelswillbe requiredfor the bulkhead

support,cabling,and coolinglines.Mounting the readout hybridson the detectorsurface

willnoticeablyreduce the gap between SVX IIbarrelsand improve the geometriccoverage
- compared to SVX.

Given the detectorlengthsand widths,and chippitch,thereare naturalchoicesforthe

pitch for the z stripsand these are shown in Table i. We have simulated the detector

performance with resolutionscorrespondingto pitchessimilarto the ones chosen and findit
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to perform well for tracking and vertex-flnding in the r-z plane.

SVX II will use an entirely new data aquisition system to operate with beam-crossing
times as short as 132 nsec, and provide the digitized analog information in time for level 2
trigger formation. The use of analog information for the present SVX, to tind the pulse-height
weighted cluster centroid, provides a significant improvement in the resolution. In addition,
for SVX II, the use of analog information in centroid finding provides good z resolution for
tracks out to high incidence angles (high rapidity). The large number of channels and the
need for fast readout speeds, have lead to a design with digitization on-board the front-end
chip. Many of the features of this chip, for example the "nearest neighbor" readout scheme,
and the desire for a readout threshold which can be set per chip, are based directly on our
experience with the present detector. The data aquisition, and the control of the front-end
chips will be highly parallel, to reduce the impact of a single component failure. To provide
the necessary bandwidth with minimal material and low power consumption, SVX II will
use optical fiber transmission from the detector to a VME based DAQ system and the SVT
trigger processor. There has been significant R&D on optical readout for SSC experiments,
and while this is a relatively new technology, the development appears timely for SVX II.

From our study of the design parameters chosen for the SVX and the experience gained in
the SVX construction, we have found that a 4-layer barrel structure with a wedge geometry
is a natural choice for SVX II. Several significant improvements will be made, however,
when compared to the SVX detector. $VX II will have double the length, z readout, a
smaller inner radius, a smaller inactive region between barrels, and a fast ]3AQ system with
trigger capabilities. The staggered radii geometry will simplify the barrel construction and
improve the wedge-to-wedge overlap for alignment. These improvements will make the SVX
II detector an even more powerful vertex detector than the already successful SVX.
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4 Tracking Simulation

4.1 Model Geometries

The geometric design of a vertex detector for CDF is strongly influenced by the long luminous
region of the Tevatron. For this study we assume that the extent of the luminous region in
z will remain unchanged from current operation (a gaussian with _,. = 30 cre). In order to
cover such an interaction region, one is naturally led to a barrel geometry. Considerations
such as acceptance for high PT leptons, and tagging of b jets from top (see section 5.3), and
the desire to minimize the material preceeding the CTC in the central rapidity region lead
naturally to the conclusion that the length of the barrel should be about ±2crg,. This length
fits conveniently inside the present CDF VTX. The considerations that led to the choice of
four layers of silicon in the barrel at the radii of the current SVX design remain valid: an
inner radius as small as possible to achieve the best impact parameter resolution, given the
constraints of the beam pipe diameter and the severe radiation environment; an outer radius
as large as the VTX will allow; four layers to allow for redundancy in case of catastrophic
loss of a large section of a barrel layer. As discussed below, the outer radius is sufficiently
large compared to the inner radius to provide e_cient pattern recognition.

There remain two critical design issues:

• measurement of the z coordinate in the barrel,

• tracking and vertexing at large 77.

With a barrel of length 102 cre, the detector provides precision vertexing through 4 layers
of silicon out to 1771< 2.5 for tracks originating from the center of the detector (detector
_7). Due to high track multiplicities, stand alone tracking (pattern recognition) in the SVX
II barrel detector is expected to be dif_cult. For the current run, the tracking algorithm is
based on finding a track in an outer tracker, which currently is the CTC. Figure 6 shows the
pointing resolution in the azimuthal direction of the barrel detector as a function of the ratio
of outer to inner barrel layer radii with the SVX. The corresponding CTC error is 0.6 mR.
The choice of the current SVX design, with a ratio of 2.6 for the outer layer and inner layer
radii, is seen to be nearly optimal and well matched to the CTC pointing resolution. At high
luminosities, the increased track multiplicities make pattern recognition more difficult in the
inner CTC superlayers. Changes in the front-end electronics for the CTC are expected to
improve the two track resolution by about a factor of two and roughly compensate for the
increased track density. Wire aging is not expected to be a problem up to an integrated
luminosity of at least 1 fb -_. In this study, we assume that the tracking performance of the
CTC will not degrade at high luminosity. However, the CTC single track efficiency drops
off sharply for tracks that traverse fewer than 4 super layers, corresponding toa detector
77of 1.4. A set of radial disk tracking devices at fixed z from the edge of the barrel (55
cre) out to the CTC end plate (155 cre), with each disk extending out to a radius equal
to the inner wall of the CTC (27 cre) is modelled to provide tracking capability at high
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Figure 6: The solid curve is the error on the azimuthal pointing resolution (a'_)as a function
of the ratio of barrel outer to inner radii (-_o_,,/Rm)using only the SVX. The dashed curve
is the same pointing error with the CTC resolution included.

rapidity1.4< [7[< 2.5.Candidatetechnologiesforthesedisksincludesilicondetectors_nd
gasmicrostripdetectors.Othergeometries,suchaslayersofaxialstrawtubespreceeding
theCTC canbe imagined.One aspectofthisstudywas tofirstdemonstratethephysics
motivationfortrackingatlargerapidity,andforthispurposewe takea setofradialdisks

asanexampleofhow toachievetrackinginthisregion.

An importantconsiderationintheSVX IIdesignishow a z coordinatemeasurement
canbe achievedand how sucha measurementsupplementsthetrackingoftheCTC. The
measurementofthezcoordinateintheSVX barrelwillimprovethesingletn,_ckzresolution
by almostanorderofmagnitude.Thiswillimprovethetaggin8 ofleptonsIromheavyflavor
decaysaswellasmassandvertexresolution.

To evaluatethecapabilityofanelongatedsiliconbarreldetectoraswellastheenhance-
mentsofzmeasurementinthebarrelandadditionaldiskdevices,we examinefivedetector
geometries:

GI The presentSVX geometry,withmeasurementofthe_coordinateonly.The active
siliconcoversa totallengthinz of51cre.Thereisa gapinthecoverageatz --"0 to
allowforsupportandcableaccess.

G2 A barrelgeometrywith4layers,similartothepresentS'v'X,butwitha totalzcoverage
of102cre.Thisgeometryagainhasmeasuremenl,ofthe_coordinateonly.

G3 Same as(G2)butwithboth_ andz information.
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G4 Geometry (G2) with a forward tracking upgrade using 6 radial disks spaced in z from
55 to 155 cm and each extending out to 27 cm in radius. The spacing in z has been
chosen to enhance the tracking coverage in the CTC plus disk system.

G5 Geometry (G3) with the same disk arrangement ss (G4).

i
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Figure 7: The number of detector elements (layers or superlayers) traversed by a high Fr
particle ori_dnating at the detector origin vs 71.

The acceptance of the CTC, SVX barrel, and radial disks is shown in Fig. 7, where the
number of detector elements traversed by a high Fr particle originating at the detector oritin
is plotted as a function of rapidity. The teometric acceptance for geometries (G1) and (G2)
is plotted ss a function of rapidity in Fig. 8, where the tracks originate from sn interaction
point smeared in z with o-, = 30 cre. The increase in acceptance for (G2) demonstrates
the importance of covering the extended interaction region. The extension of the tracking
to larger rapidity provided by a system of radial disks is demonstrated in Fig. 8 as weil.
The radial disk placement has not been optimized and involves consideration of the other
detector elements in the endplug region.
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The acceptance of the CTC is not included.
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4.2 Simulation Tools

Two fast simulation programs were developed to model the geometries G1-G5. The first
is the CDF fast detector simulation, QFL, modified for an elongated barrel geometry with
both 4' sad z measurernents (G1-G3). The second, SVXSIM, is a very fast, easily modified,
simulation developed specifically for this study and capable of incorporating the VTX z
resolution and radial disks. These simulations share many features. They are based on

a covarisace matrix calculation technique [2]. As s consequence, any inefficiencies due to
pattern recognition are modeled in an ad hoc fashion. In QFL, the CTC efficiency is 100%
for tracks with Fr > 200 MeV/c traversing at least three CTC superlayers. For SVXSIM,
the efnciency per CTC wire layer from the data is used to model an efficiency per superlayer.
We require 4 of' 12 axial and 3 of 6 stereo wires for a layer to be included in the fit. We then
further require some minimum number of axial superlayers plus disks in order for a track
to be found in the outer tracker. The absolute minimum is a point-slope measurement: at
least one axial superlayer or two disks. More stringent requirements are investigated in the
following section on single track results. The CTC error calculation includes e_ciencies and
resolutions per wire layer from the data. This is known to proper!y reproduce the CTC errors
measured in the data [3]. The material in the barrel is equivalent to the total material in the
current SVX plus VTX inner wall, equally distributed in each of the four cylindrical layers.
The z measurement resolution is degraded as a function of the angle of incidence a into the
silicon according to a parameterization interpolated from calculations done by Luth [4] (see
Fig. 9). This pararneterization includes the effects of strip pitch (100 _m), the thickness of
the silicon layer (300 _m), and the readout signal/noise ratio (12:1). We have studied this
resolution in detail, following the work of Lath [4], to determine the eft'ect of strip layout
and signal/noise for our design. The results of these studies are summarised in section 7.2 of'
this document. In SVXSIM the contribution of the VTX to the z resolution is modeled [5]
as 16 measurements from a radius of 21 cm down to a radius of 11 crn each with a resolution

of 200 _m/sin0 (see impact parameter resolution plots in Fig. 10 labeled G1). The disks
_re idealized tracking elements providing 3D information with resolution comparable to the
barrel detector. The r measurement is degraded with the angle of incidence of the track
according to the z resolution pararneterization given in Fig. 9. The geometry, resolution and
material of the barrel and disk detectors are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.

These two simulations have been compared in detail to the CDF full detector simulation,
CDFSIM, for G1. We have compared the calculated errors on all five track parameters
as a function of Fr and rl. The calculations from all three simulation programs are in good
agreement. This checks the material model as well as the simulation algorithm. For example,
the error on the impact parameter is calculated as 11 _m at high Fr and 44 #m at a PT of 1
GeV/c. The agreement in our simulation tools is such that further discussion of geometries
G1-G5 will be made without reference to the method of simulation.
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Table2"Summary ofBarrelDetectorParameters.

_ length thicknesss thickness5 er_ iSt-uctural element radius _ _rz
/detect_r (cre) (cre) (cre) (%Xo) (pm) (/_m)

Beam pipe 2.60 - --.- 0.16 -- --
VTX 2 11.0-21.0 51.0 --- -- -- 200.0

CTC 3 27.6 155.0 0.i0 3.00 -- --

SVX IP 3.0.4.3, 5.7, 7.8 51.0 0.03 0.75 12.0 30
..

1Aty = 0.
216-wire modules.
_Inner wall.

4Layers 1 - 4.
5Thickness of one layer

Table 3: Summary of Radial Disk Parameters.

z (cm) 55.0, 62.5, 70.0, 102.5, 126.5, 150.0
Disk radius (cre) 27.0
thickness(%Xo) 0.75

thickness(cm) 0.03
_o (/_m) 15.0
o-,(sm)1 30.0

IAt rl= co

J
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Figure 9: z resolution a_ a function of angle of incidence a. The parameterization is an
interpolation for a thickness of 300 am, S/N = 12, and pitch = 100 tlm.
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4.3 Single Track Results

In order to demonstrate the tracking capabilities of the different geometries, we examine

the behavior of the transverse impact parameter error (CrD), z impact parameter error (_r:),
and momentum resolution as a function of rapidity for track Fr of I GeV/c and 20 GeV/c.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 compare these errors for the different geometries. These plots show
the enhanced capability of the elongated barrel, of the elongated barrel with z resolution,

and of the high I/tracking provided by the disks. We note that the disks allow tracking out

to [71 "_ 3.0. Because the precision of the tracking at large rapidity is limited by the large
multiple Coulomb scattering in the barrel detector, the precision of the radial disks is not

very significant. Their role is predominantly one of an outer tracking device allowing the

track to be found in this region. This can be seen by comparing Tables 4 and 5, the latter
being for a situation with the CTC and disk systems having an enlarged resolution. Table 5

Table 4: Errors on track parameters: nominal resolutions. Shown are the track parameter

errors in the curvature, _c, the azimuthal angle, cr_0, the transverse impact parameter, _ro ,
the cotangent of the polar angle, _rcoL, and the z impact parameter, ct:0. The units are cm
and radians.

Fr 7/ O'C× 106 _o × I0_ O'D× 102 _cot× I0:j _:o × 101----.m ,

1 0. 2.86 12.82 0.431 1.54 0.060

I00 O. 1.24 1.43 0.097 0.38 0.027

I. 2.5 21.05 29.91 0.913 17.71 0.527

i00 2.5 11.14 3.04 0.155 0.82 0.048

Table 5: Errors on track parameters with the CTC and disk resolution increased by a large

factor(105).

_Fr 7? _cx 106 _o x104 _D X 102 _t xl0 s _,oX 101
1 O. 313.2 31.5 0.76 1.54 0.060

i00 O. 228.0 25.1 0.63 0.40 0.028

i. 2.5 615.7 56.3 1.28 17.71 0.527

100 2.5 228.1 25.1 0.63 1.18 0.064

shows that the resolution in ct.o is almost unaffected by making the measuring errors in the
outer tracker very large. In the case of a'D there is some increase but it is due primarily to
the increase in the curvature error caused by the loss of the outer tracker.

The amount of material traversed by a track as a function of rapidity is shown in Fig. 13

for the different geometries. Here we clearly see the predominance of the large path length

in the barrel detector at large rapidity.

The utility of covering the elongated interaction rebdon with the barrel detector was

demonstrated in Fig. 8. When radial disks are included, geometries (]4 and (]5, the single
track acceptance is _> 80% for tracks produced anywhere along the interaction re,don out to
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a track rapidity of _ 2.5. For the disks, the relevant question is one of efllciency at large
rapidity. Without doing a detailed simulation it is not possible to completely model the
single track et_ciency due to pattern recognition in the complete outer tracker of CTC plus
disks. In order to evaluate what kind of ei_ciency can be achieved, we calculate the single
track efnciency for tracks produced with a Gaussian distributed z position under different
assumptions on the capability of the outer tracking system. We require some minimum
number of CTC super layers (Nc¢c) to be traversed by the track, or some minimum number
of radial disks (Nd_k). Figure 14 shows the single track efnciency as a function of _ for three
_e-,:(z)No,o> 2OR IVd.,> 3,(2)_o,_> 2OR Nal.,>4,_d (3),%°> 4OR N,.k> 3.
In each case the track was required to traverse at least two SVX barrel layers. These plots
serve to emphasize the importance of the outer tracker performance for tracking at high
rapidity. In this study we assume the ef_ciency as in case (1) of our model.
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5 Physics Simulation

5.1 Physics Motivation

Top Physics

The discoveryand subsequentstudyofthe top quark aremajor goalsforthecollider

program.Top productionattheTevatronisexpectedtobe dominatedby theproductionof
ttpairs.InCDF, topeventshavebeensearchedforwiththefollowingeventsignaturesthat

requirehighpz leptonsplusneutrinosand jets:tt_ l-.u - jetsand tt-.-,21- v - jets.
The presentlowerboundsfromCDF placemt > 91GeV/c 2assumingStandardModel decay

modes [6].Withinthe StandardModel,electro-weakmeasurementslimitmt < 200 - 225

GeV/c 2 [7,8].Ifthetopquarkfallswithinthismass range,a topsignalshouldbevisiblein
boththett---,l- u - jetschanneland inthett_ 21channelwiththeluminosityexpected

thisdecade.The expectedreconstructedeventyieldsinCDF forthechannelse/p-v-jets

and e - p aregiveninTable6 [8]foran integratedluminosityofi fb-I.

Table 6: Expected reconstructed top event yields in CDF as upgraded for Run II with a
i fb-_run. The reconstructionrequiresPT(/)> 20 Gev/c,pT(jet)> 15 GeV/c, Iz/ll< i,

Ir/j,t[< 2, and missingEt > 20 GeV. Yieldsaregivenas a functionofmt. Yieldsfor
tt _/+4 jetseventsassumea b tagef_ciencypereventof50%; forthee-pchannelthereis

no b tagrequirement.

mt (GeV/c 2) e or/_ + b jet + 3jets e-/_
120 1380 240
140 850 98
180 260 24
210 140 12
240 60 5

Top Discovery

The cleanest signal for top will be the observation of two high PT leptons from the
semileptonic decays of both the t and t quarks. The tt ---, 21 channel has a background from
the direct production of W + W- pairs that subsequently decay leptonically. This background
exceeds the top signal for values of mt >_160 GeV/c 2 as shown in Fig. 15 [8]. The W pair

- background can be controlled by adding the requirement of high PT jets in the event, and/or
by the requirement of a b tag in ,he event. The presence of a tagged B meson suppresses
the W pair background and provides strong evidence for the top interpretation.

Because the branching fraction of W ---*e//_ + u is 2/9, only 4/81 of the tt events decay
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Figure 15: Cross section for high PT dileptons from the direct production of IV+W - pairs
and from the production of tr. The top production is shown as a function of the top mass:
n_t. The cross sections include CDF detector ef_ciencies.

via the 21 channel. By comparison, the fraction of top events with one of the t quarks
decaying semileptonically (the trigger e/_) and the other hadronically is 24/81. The larger
branching fraction for the tt --, l - u - jets channel is important to extend the top search
to high masses. The I - _, - jets channel is needed both to search for anomalous top decays
and for the measurement of the top mass. Backgrounds in this channel from W+ > 3jets
are significant as shown in Fig. 10 [8, 9]. These backgrounds can be controlled by requiring
>_3 high PT jets, (or >_4 high PT jets for large mt), and by requiring a b tag.

Top Mass Measurement and Related Analyses

An excess of 21 and/or I - LI- jets events in CDF will provide evidence for top, and
strong support for the discovery of top ":sthe demonstration of the t ---. b decay. Standard
Model studies, including the measurement of the branching fraction for t _ W + b and the
measurement of n_t, and searches for deviations from the Standard Model [10], require the
largestpossibledatasamplesinbothdatachannels:t_ ---,l- _ - jetaand t_ ---)21.

One exampleofStandardModel testsisthecomparisonoftheeventratesfort_ ---)21

and tt _ l- v 4-jets.Deviationsfromtheexpectedratioof21tol- u - jetseventsof4/24

would signalnew physics.For a b tagef_ciency/event>> I//6,theestimatedreconstructed
eventyieldsshown inTable6 indicatethata _,10% statisticalprecisioncanbe achievedfor
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Figure 16: Cross section for ti -. l - v - jets as a function of top mass: ra,. The cross
sections for l&'+ njets is shown without and with a b tag. Jets and leptons were selected
with (Et, rl_o_) values (>_15 GeV, 2.0) and (>_20 GeV, 1.0) respectively.

this measurement for ra, < 140 GeV/c 2.

Simulation studies have been done to evaluate the measurement precision of ra, by CDF
using the I- u- je¢_ channel. Wr bosons are reconstructed using 2-jet invariant mass
combinations consistent with raw and by constraining the l-u mass to raw. The precision on
measuring rat is limited to -,, 5 GeV/c s from a combination of jet energy scale uncertainties,
combinatoric backgrounds, and backgrounds from the underlying event [8]. The statistical
precision is estimated to be .-, 30 GeV/c s / v/_,_. Based on the numbers of events in
Table 6 the statistical precision should not dominate the measurement of rat unless the b tag
efficiency is significantly less than 50%.

As noted above, b tagging is needed for the effective use of the _i --_l - u - jeea events, b
tagging in CDF relies on either a lepton tag (from the semileptonic decay of the b) or on the
identification of a displaced decay vertex with the SVX. The lepton tagging efBciency per B
is ~ 10%. This almost meets the minimal requirements of the rat and top branching fraction
measurements. This efficiency is insufficient to extend the ra, measurement to the highest
top masses or to effectively tag > 11/per event as needed in searches for possible deviations
from Standard Model decays of the top. With the SVX upgrade the tagging ef_clency per B
willbe significantly increased. In the simulation section we present the results of a simulation
of top decays to compare the b tag efficiency for the present SVX and for the proposed SVX
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By mid-decade CDF will have reconstructed several thousand exclusive decays in lpK +,
K" and other similar modes. A large fraction of these will have reconstructed secondary

vertices using the SVX or SVX'. Several hundred B, _ _pq_decays, several tens of Ab -_ ,pA,
and s few tens of Bc _ _z" are expected in Run I. This is in addition to several million
inclusive semileptonic B decays. These samples will allow cross section and B_ correlation
measurements, B spectroscopy and rare decay measurements, lifetime measurements to < 5%
statistical error for B + and B °, and studies of b flavor tagging. Substantial improvements to
the above analysis are possible by increasing the accept_mce for b flavor tagging, by providing
three dimensional vertexing, and by implementing a level 2 secondary vertex trigger.

The kinematics for B's in bb events are very di/Terent from those in top events. The B's
in b_ events populate a broad distribution in rapidity. The rapidity correlation between the

B and B is weak ss shown in Fig. 17. In addition, the B's have a soft PT distribution (see
Fig. 18) with an average PT "" 5 GeV/c.
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Figure18:pT distributionforB mesons(generatedby ISAJET).

Important considerations for enhancing b physics in CDF include the following. The low
Fr of the B daughter particles means that good position resolution at the vertex requires
that the multiple scattering in the SVX II, and thus the material, be kept to a minimum.
This requirement is also important in order to minimize photon conversion background to
the inclusive electron trigger. The need to partially reconstruct both B particles for some
physics topics implies that the detector should cover a large continuous rapidity range. With
upgrades, CDF will have essentially continuous electron and muon coverage for 1_71< 3. For
the purposes of this document, we assume that CDF will have an effective tag for leptons
(electrons and muons) for Fr > 2 GeV/c for Iz/I < 3. Maximizing the B signal to background
for completely reconstructed decays requires good mass resolution over most of this rapidity
range. Finally, while many CDF detector requirements for b physics and top physics differ,
we will show that the need to provide vertex tracking over the extended interaction region
at the Tevatron results in a conceptual design for $VX II that performs well for both 6 and
top physics.

5.2 T':,ysics Benchmarks

We use severalphysicsmeasurements_tsbenchmarks toevaluatethe performanceofthe

detectorgeometryoptions.These mcdes havebeen choser,both asgenericmeasurements
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for a vertex tracking device as well as being modes of physics interest. We have generated
the following physics processes with ISAJET:

i Top eventswithrat= 130 GeV/c 2 and 200 GeV/c 2,withalldecaymodes forthet

and t.Thissampleisusedtostudytheei_ciencyfortaggingtheb decayvertexintop
events.

2.'rbebackgroundsuppressionfortop eventsisstudiedusingthemt = 130 GeV/c2
samplewiththeblifetimesettozero,and usinga sampleofeventswithW+ 4 jets.

3.ttinthelepton+ 4jetsdecaymode areusedtostudytheimprovementsincombinatoric

background,and inthetopmass determination.

4.InclusiveB decays,with Hl decaymodes,and B ° _ _K ° and B, _ _ exclusive

decaysareusedtostudyB reconstruction,geometricacceptance,and mass resolution.

5.The _K ° mode, witha leptontagoftheotherR isusedinCP violatingasymmetry
studies.

6. B, _ IvDo;D, _ ¢7rsemi-leptonicdecaysand exclusiveB, ---,Do3_';Do _ ¢Ir,both

witha leptontagon theaway-sideareusedtostudyB, mixing.

All these modes are used to evaluate the general performance of the different geometric
models in terms of acceptance as well as mass and vertex resolution. The discovery of the top
quark, and measurement of its properties is the highest priority of the CDF physics program.
The B, mixing and CP violating asymmetry studies are used as a relative measure of the
ability of the detectors to reach the longer term b physics goals. The Bo measurement [11]
requires both flavor tagging and precise vertex-momentum information to extract the time
evolution of mixed Bo decays. The CP violating asymmetries require ef_cient lepton tagging
and maximum acceptance.

5.3 Top Analysis

b TaggingEf_ciency

b taggingfortop decaywas studiedfortopmassesof130GeV/c 2 and 200 GeV/c 2.For
eachtop mass 1000tteventsweregeneratedforeachofthethreegeometries,GI thruG3,
discussedin section4.1. In additionthetop sampleat 130 GeV/c 2 was studiedforthe

geometryG5. The Pr ofeachtop quark was requiredtobe greaterthan5 GeV/c. The b

taggingalgorithmconsistedofthreecuts:(a)tracksarewithina coneofradiusR=0.4 inT/-_b

spacecenteredon thegeneratedB direction,_ (b)trackswithimpactparametersignificance

> 3,(c)trackswithPT > I GeV/c. Inthecaseofthedouble-sidedgeometriesG3 and G5,#D

IWe alsostudiedthecaseofany threetrackswithinsn rt-_bconeofradius0.4ofeachotherdisresarding

any informationabout the B direction(seethee_column ofTable7.)
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the impact parameter cut was replaced by a 3D displaced track cut + (z/_z) _ >_
3. Any event with three or more tracks that passed all the cuts was taken as having a b tag.

Tracks from the 130 GeV/c 2 top data sample were used to study the effect of these cuts.
The results are shown in Fig. 19 which plot the R, D/_o, and PT distributions respectively
for tracks originating from B decay or B decay daughters and for tracks with non-B decay
origins. The G2 geometry was used for these plots. Before the cuts the ratio of the number
of tracks from B decay to the number of tracks with a non-B decay origin is _, 0.1. The

cumulative effect of the three cuts is to change this ratio to _ 50, a relative enhancement of
signal to background of _ 500.

Table 7: b tagging efficiencies for me = 130 and 200 GeV/c s. The efficiencies have a statistical
uncertainty of 1.5%

2
me = 130GeV/c

Model e1(%) : e21%) e3 %) ....
G1 27 27 30
G2 46 44 50
G3 57 55 63 "
G4 45 I'
G5 59

m,=2ooGoV)c
Model e,(%) e2(%)e3(%
G1 41 41 45

G2 60 58 6.4

G3 68! 66 73

The results for the b tagging efficiency are shown in Table 7. The three columns, labelled
el, es, and e3 respectively, correspond to the tagging efficiencies under the following condi-
tions: (el) any track can be used provided it passes the three cuts, (es) all three tracks must
have a B decay origin, (e3) the same as (el) but the Monte Carlo B direction is not used in
making the R. cut. The cone cut was made with respect to the Monte Carlo B direction in
the case of el and es. For the calculation of e3 any three tracks with R. less than 0.4 of each
other are accepted. Only e3 corresponds to the experimentally realistic situation. The small
differences between the three cases are an indication of the effect of background tracks and
of the uncertainty of not knowing the direction of the B.
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We investigated the background by looking at the 130 GeV/c 2 top sample with the B
lifetime (but not the charm lifetime) set to zero, and by studying a sample of W+ 4 jet
events. With the B lifetime set to zero, 5% of the events are tagged due to the charm decay
for model G1. For the W+ 4 jet sample the tagging efficiency is 0.2% but this is artificially
low because there is no bottom or charm generated. To estimate the effect of this absence
of b and c we considered the following. The minimum jet PT is 8 GeV/c, and for a gluon jet
an estimate of the gluon splitting into a c_ pair is _ 3%[12]. If we assume 3 gluon jets per
event, then 9% of the events have charm and we can expect to tag 5% of these or 0.45%. If
we add the 0.45% to the 0.2%, then the background rejection factor is _ 150. Since 27% of
the events produced a b tag originally, this gives an enhancement of signal to background of

40. These results are for 2D vertex information, and are very similar for the long barrel
option G2. Depending on the analysis cuts used, we expect that even larger enhancement
factors are possible with 3D vertex information.

For the models studied the biggest increase in b tagging efficiency comes from doubling
the length. The effect of going to double-sided detectors is less dramatic. The increase
depends on the top mass. For a top mass of 130 GeV/c 2 the b tagging efficiency increased
by a factor of 1.6 in going from G1 to G2 and by a factor of 1.3 in going from G2 to G3. The
corresponding factors for a top mass of 200 GeV/c s are 1.4 and 1.1 respectively, and this is
to some extent due to the fact that the G1 efficiency is much higher for mt = 200 GeV/c 2
than m_ = 130 GeV/c 2. It should be pointed out that we have not fully investigated all of
the advantages of"double-sided detectors. For example, in the case of 3D tracks it is possible
to form vertices with two tracks which are true vertices, whereas, fake vertices are more of
a problem with 2D tracks. This needs further investigation. Finally because of the central
nature of top events, the addition of disks does not improve b tagging for top decay.

Top Mass Measurement

We have studied the impact of the SVX II design on the measurement of the top mass. ,
The top mass can be obtained from the lepton (e or/_) plus jets channel. Because of its
capability to tag one or both b jets from the produced _{',the SVX II is a useful tool both in
suppressing backgrounds from W plus jet events and in reducing combinatorial backgrounds.
These combinatorial backgrounds, a/though reduced, still remain because one cannot identify
with high probability which b jet is associated with the W decaying to lepton and neutrino.
One can also consider to what extent the SVX II b tag will improve the mass resolution of
the measurement.

We considered a sample of lepton plus 4 jet events corresponding to an integrated lumi-
nosity of one f'b-1 and a top mass of 130 GeV/c 2. We applied the following cuts: (1) lepton
Fr > 15 GeV/c and Ir/] < 1.2; (2) Missing Er > 15 GeV; (3) two non-b jets have an invari-
ant mass between 60 and 101 GeV/c 2, Er(jl) > 30 GeV and Er(j2) > 10 GeV; (4) b jet

- ET > 10 GeV. Lepton plus 3 or more jets can also be considered but such a sample from pure
t{ events was only about 20% larger and gave no additional insight into the measurement.

We can form a top by combining the b jet with either the W decaying hadronically or
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Table 8: Relative sample sizes for SVX and SVX II Stage 1 for lepton plus 4 jets for
approximately 1 f'b-1 and mt = 130 GeV/c 2. The data in the two columns are from different
Monte Carlo samples.

SVX (G1) SVX II (G3)
No b tag 1973 1936
One b tagged 524 945

Two b's tagged 56 .... 129

the W decaying leptonically. We take the missing ET as the neutrino PT and obtain its z
component by a W mass constraint of the lepton with the neutrino. In general there are two
solutions. We considered both of them. Then the jets assigned as b jets are tried with each
W. The non-b jets are required to pass the W-mass cut (cut (3) above). In order to reduce
the combinatorial background, we select the combination with the minimum difference of

the reconstructed top masses. Figure 20 shows the reconstructed invariant top mass from
the lepton side of the event for the SVX II in three cases: Where the SVX II b tag is not
used, where one of the jets has a b tag, and where two jets have a b tag. The sequence
for the purely hadronic side is similar. The mass resolution remains approximately constant
because the top mass resolution is determined by the jet energy resolution from calorimeters.
The sequence indicates some decrease in the combinatorial effects. The number of events in

each plot for both the SVX II case (Fig. 20) and the present SVX (not plotted)is shown
in Table 8. The SVX II increases the single b tag efficiency by 80% and the double b tag
efficiency by 130%. This will help determine the top mass with less data.

We noted that a background for a top mass measurement is W plus jet events. Without

a b tag, the signal to background ratio is about 1:1 for mt = 130GeV/c _. With a single b
tag, it improves to about 10:1. The double b tag should yield a cleaner signal. However, it
would require a very large amount of data to make it useful. On the other hand, the t{ cross
section decreases rapidly as the top mass goes up. Therefore, in the case of a really heavy
top, a double b tag would become much more important.

5.4 Impact on W and Z Physics

As demonstrated by the present SVX, the vertex detector improves the tracking resolution
which will help the W and Z physics analysis. At present the transverse mass resolution is
4.6 GeV/c 2 for W --, ev and 5.1 CeV/c 2 for W ---. #v. The muon momentum resolution
improves by 40% and as a consequence the W _ izv transverse mass resolution will be 4.4

GeV/c 2, making it competitive with the W _ ev channel. The improved tracking resolution
will also help the Z PT measurement.

The Stage 2 disk system will also extend the tracking coverage to the forward region,
which is crucial for the W asymmetry measurement.
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Figure 20: Reconstructed invariant top mass from the lepton side of the event for SVX II
(G3) in three cases: Where the SVX II b tag is not used, where one of the jets has a b tag,
and where two jets have a b tag.

The greatest improvement would be for the W' search. Without an SVX the current
tracking on a high pT"muon is rather poor, making it not useful for the W' search. Fig-
ure 21 shows the transverse mass distributions from a 500 GeV/c 2 W' in the muon chan-
nel for different tracking resolutions. The first plot (upper left) is for CTC tracking only:

_p/p_ = 0.002(GeV/c) -_. The upper right plot is for CTC plus a beam constraint: o'p/p _ =
0.0011(GeV/c) -1. The lower 2 plots show what could be achieved with factors of 2 and 5 in
the latter number. A factor of two is the least that can be expected from the SVX II. This
might be the difference between a limit and a discovery.
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Figure 21: Transverse mass distributions from a 600 GeV/c 2 _¥'in the muon channel for
different tracking resolutions.

5.5 B Decays

Studies were made to determine the mass and vertex reconstruction resolution and accep-
tance for representative B decay channels. These results are intended to indicate the accep-
tance and precision obtained with the geometries under consideration in a format as free as
possible from constraints due to particular choices in the analysis technique.

Inclusive B Decays

In order to determine the improvement in geometrical acceptance for charged tracks
from inclusive B decays for the SVX II detector, we have generated two samples of ISAJET
inclusive bDproduction with pT(b) > 3 GeV/c and pr(b) > l0 GeV/c. The average B decay
charged track multiplicity, including charged daughters from cascade charm decays, for these
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Figure 22: Shown are the B meson charged daughter PT distributions (in GeV/c) and the
B meson pseudorapidity distributions for the pr(b) > 3 GeV/c (solid line) and pr(b) > 10
GeV/c (dashed llne) inclusive bb samples.

two samples was 4.6 tracks. The first sample gives the flatter pseudorapidity distribution and
softer B meson track PT that would be obtained for _ non-triggered B while the latter is more
suggestive for a triggered B meson. Figure 22 shows the B meson pT and r/ distributions
for the two samples. It is seen that the higher b quark PT sample contains noticeably more
centrdiy-produced and higher transverse momentum B mesons, as expected.

The geometrical acceptance for observing all charged tracks from a B meson was de-
termined for the CTC, the SVX, and the SVX II Stage 1 and 2 detectors° For the CTC
acceptance, the track was required to pass through the first two superlayers. For the SVX
and SVX II Stage 1 detectors, the track must have been in the CTC acceptance and had
at le_t 3 out of"4 hits in the silicon barrel. For the SVX Stage 2 detector, a disk tracking
system with the inner three disks at z = 55.0, 62.5, and 70.0 cm and an outer radius of"27.0
cm was added to the Stage 1 double length barrel. For the case of a track missing the CTC
or having less than 3 hits in the Stage 1 detector, it was checked if the track hit the first
two layers oi"the barrel and fell within the acceptance of the inner three disks. If it did, the
track was included in the Stage 2 detector acceptance. This combination of barrel and disk
hits would allow the track to have useful vertex.ing information as well as a momentum or
charge-sign determination.

Tables 9 and 10 show the geometrical acceptance for containing all charged daughters
from B meson decay for the different detector elements. The first column describes the single
B meson acceptance which is given as the fraction of"R mesons which have dl charged tracks
in the detector acceptance. The second column gives the acceptance for di charged tracks

-
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Table 9: Geometric acceptance for all charged tracks from a B meson for pT(b) > 3 GeV/c.

Detector Single B 2nd B Both B
Accept.(%) Accept.(%) Accept.(%)

given 1st B
CTC ' 36 39 14

, ,,

SVX 16 33 5.3-

SVX II Stage 1

(G2 or G3) 28 34 9.5
SVX II Stage 2
(G4 or GS) 55 64 35

Table 10: Geometric acceptance for all charged tracks from a B meson for pT(b) > 10 GeV/c.

Detector Single B 2nd B Both B
Accept.(%) Accept.(%) Accept.(%)

given istB
CTC 52 59 31
SVX 23 43 10

SVX II Stage 1 42 51 21
SVX II Stage 2 64 70 45

from the second B given that the first B was in the acceptance. The last column is just the
product of the first two and gives the fraction of events which have ali charged tracks from
both B's contained.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the numbers in Tables 9 and 10:

1. A large increase in acceptance is seen for the double length barrel of the SVX II

Stage ! detector versus the present CDF SVX. The increase is _ 80% for the single B
acceptance and nearly 100% for both B's.

2. The double length barrel appears reasonably well-matched to the two superlayer ac-
ceptance of the CTC used here.

3. For pT(b) > 3 GeV/c, the 9.5% two-B acceptance of the SVX II Stage 1 detector
increases to 35% when the disk system is included. The disk system modeled here has

- not been optimized but this result indicates that a large increase in B acceptance can
be obtained by improving the tracking capabilities in the forward rapidity region.

A second study of inclusive B acceptance was performed which required both B's to decay
_ semileptonically with pT(l) > 2.5 GeV/c. This was done for a pT(b) > 10 GeV/c sample.
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Table 11: Geometric acceptance for all charged tracks from a B meson for different pseudo-
rapidity intervals of the dileptons for pT(1) > 2.5 GeV/c and pT(b) > i0 GeV/c.

Detector l_(ll)l< 1,21%ofevts l_(ll)l<2,61%ofevts [_(ll)[<3,92%ofevts
IstB 2ndB BothB istB 2ndB BothB istB 2ndB BothB'"

CTC ss ss 60 I 63 65 41
SVX 42 74 31 40 63 25 3'2 51 16

SVX II Stage i 74 78 58 66 70 46 55 58 32,, , ,,

SVX II Stage 2 78 84 66 81 86 70 76 82 62

Table 12: Inclusive both B acceptance for different pseudorapidity intervals of the dileptons.

Detector Irt(l/)[ <1 ]rt(l/)l < 2 [r/ II [< 3
Both B Both B Both B

(%) (%) (%),,,

CTC 16 37 38
SVX 6.5 15 15

"SVX II Stage 1 12 28 29

SVX II Stage 2 14 43 57....

The idea here was to look at the B meson acceptance as a function of the pseudorapidity of
the two leptons which could have caused the event trigger. If daughter tracks from the B
mesons were required in the event trigger, then it is more likely that the B meson and its
other daughters were within the detector acceptance. Table 11 shows the same acceptance
quantities as in Tables 9 and 10 above for different pseudorapidity ranges of the dileptons
from the B/_ decay. The values given in this table have to be multiplied by the traction
of B/3 events generating dileptons in each of the three pseudorapidity ranges in order to
obtain the inclusive B acceptance. This was done for the value for accepting both B's and
the results are shown in Table 12. These acceptance values are significantly higher than in
the study presented in Tables 9 and 10. For the dilepton [7/I< 2 case, the two B acceptance
for the SVX II Stage 1 detector increased from 21% for the fully inclusive sample to 28% for
the dilepton sample. The SVX II Stage 2 detector both B acceptance also increased to 57%
(177(tI)1< 3) from 45% in the earlier study.

Finally, the inclusive B meson acceptance was studied for the case of only one of the B's
decaying semileptonically with pT(1) > 2.5 GeV/c and p'r(b) > 10 GeV/c. It is planned that
a low PT single lepton trigger will be used in conjunction with a secondary vertex trigger.
For this reason, the average fraction of charged tracks from a B meson contained within each
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Figure 23: Average B meson charge track fraction for each detector as a function of the
lepton (produced by that B) pseudorapidity.

detector acceptance was studied as a function on lepton pseudorapidity. This was done both
for the B producing the lepton and also for the other B. Given a B meson average charged
track multiplicity of 4.8, the mean number of tracks available to secondary vertex trigger
could be estimated for the different detector acceptance and lepton 7/values. Figs. 23 and
24 show the average B meson ch__rgedtrack fraction contained in each of the detectors as a
function of lepton 7/for the two cases of the lepton decaying from the same B and from the
other B. We see that for the first case, the addition of the tracking coverage modeled by the
disk system in the SVX II Stage 2 detector greatly increases the reconstructed charged track
fraction in the lepton _7range between 1.6 - 3.0. The fraction is greater than 75% out to
17(Z)1= 2 and is stiU above 50% at a lepto_ 77of 3. The reconstructed charged track fraction
versus the lepton 77from the other B is found to be relatively flat. This is expected from the
uncorrelated nature of BB pair production.

It is seen from these studies that large increases in inclusive B acceptance can be obtained
by doubling the length of the present SVX detector (SVX II Stage 1) and by the addition
of tracking system (presented here as a disk system) to cover the rapidity region between
1.8 < 177t< 3.0 (SVX II Stage 2). The addition of a suitable trigger, either a dilepton or
single lepton + secondary vertex trigger, can also improve the acceptance and total yield of
reconstructed and/or tagged B B events.
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lepton (produced by the other B) pseudorapidity.
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Exclusive/3 Decays

Invariant mass resolution was studied with a Monte Carlo data set of 450 BB events in

which both B's decay to eK °. In this sample lifetimes of the long-lived particles were set
to zero so that all decays occurred at the origin. Generated information was used to select
the daughters of the ¢ and K °, and no requirements were placed on track pr. To show the
contribution of SVX II to the tracking system as a whole, the complete tracking system was
used in the mass reconstruction. Consequently, tracks that were fit in the outer tracking
system but which missed the SVX II were included. Fig. 25 shows the result; plotted is the
reconstructed B invariant mass for geometries G1, G2, G3, and GS. Table 13 summarizes
the obtainable widths for this channel with these geometries. The righthand column of
Table 13 shows the percentage of the events within each geometry's acceptance which have
a reco_stn_=ted B mass within 40 MeV/c 2 of the generated mass. The following features are
evident:

1. Doubling the length of the barrel improves the mass resolution by 20%; adding barrel
z readout improves it by another 10%. While the acceptance here is defined by the
outer tracking, this improvement is due to a 38% reduction in the number of events
whose resolution is degraded by having at least one track miss the silicon detector.

2. The addition of disks to the tracking system increases the geometric acceptance from
42% to 76% for the case considered.

3. Although the mass distribution for events reconstructed with C4 and G5 has evident
tails, they sre due to the significantly increased acceptance which the disks provide for
low-pr, high-r/tracks, and the poorer resolution at high 77.

Table 13: B mass resolution for 4-prong decay at the origin, for 5 geometries.

Model _'m (MeV/c 2) Percentage of events with
[rn_c°n--m_en I <_40 MeY/c 2

G1 21 ± 1 31
G2 17 ±1 35

,,,

G3 15 ± i 36
G4 18 ± I 53
G5 18± 1 53

The obtainable resolution is highly correlated with the 1771of the track having maximum
Ir/I. This can be seen in Fig. 26, a plot of the error on the reconstructed mass as a function
of the maximum daughter Ir/[. In the range 0.0 < [771< 2.0, the mean error on the B mass
increases from 5 to 40 MeV/c 2.
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Figure 25: Reconstructed B ° invariant mass for geometries Gl(dot-dash), G2(dot),
G3(dash), and G5(solid). Geometry G4 produces results which are statistically equivalent
to those of G5, so it has been omitted in order to improve the figure's readability.

The decaymode Bs -_ D_ withtrackPr > 350 MeV/c isusedto studythemass

and vertexresolutionfordecaysinvolvingcharm.The invariantmass distributionwithout

vertexconstraintisshown inFig.27 forgeometryG2 and has a widthof18 MeV/c 2.The
additionofa vertexconstraintreducesthewidthby _ 30% to 13MeV/c 2.For geometry

G3, thewidthisreducedto i0MeV/c 2 forboth theconstrainedand unconstrainedvertex
fits.

The studyofvertexresolutionincludesmodes withdifferentmultiplicityforbothB decay

throughcharm and directB decay.The decaymode B, _ _b (pr(b)> 10GeV/c) withits

single4-prongvertexisan exampleofa directB decaymode withpossiblythebestvertex
resolution.Figure28 shows a resolutionof53 micronsforthetranversedecaylengthusing

geometryGI. Figure29showsthereconstructedtransversedecaylengthdividedbyitserror,
i.e.,thesignificanceofthevertexseparation.Figure30 isan integralofthisdistribution,

showingthata 5_ cuton thevertexseparationis65% ef_cientforthissample.Such a cut
willreducethebackgrounddue totracksfromtheprimaryvertexand retaina cleansignaJ

withgood statistics.
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5.6 B, Mixing

Introduction

The primary interest for measuring X, is to determine the CKM matrix element [V_al
through the relationship:

x, /LBB. B. IV,. I
I I (1)

where f_,._, Bs,.,,, and rs,.d are the decay constant, bag parameter, and lifetime of the B, and
Be mesons respectively. Several common factors, including the dependence on the top quark

mass, cancel in the ratio of X,/Xe where we need only to know the quantity f2s./f2s, rather
than f_. and f_, individually, for which there is much greater uncertainty [13]. Present
estimates are that f_. = (1.6 + 0.4)f_,, [14], Bn, _ Bsd [15], and rs,/rS, _-, 1 [16]. Thus,
we can determine Iv,di by measuring X, and using the value of Xe from ARGUS [17] and
CLEO [18] since IV,,Iis constrained by unitarity to be approximately I bl, IV,al is ofcourse
related to the CP violating phase in the CKM matrix, for which there is a great deal of
interest. The unitary constraint of the CKM matrix provides only limited knowledge of IVtal
and further improvement for a direct determination of IV_alrequires the measurement of the

top quark mass and knowledge of fsd.

The current estimate for the value of X, has a broad range and is separated into two
regions depending on the value of fsd. A value of fsa near 131 MeV is favored by many
potential-model and QCD sum rule estimates while fs_ _ 225 MeV is suggested from lattice
QCD calculations. Potential models give f_. _ 1.6f_e while the overall range for this
quantity in various models appears to be between 1.2 to 2. The prediction for 13, mixing is:

X, = (14 2: 6)(fB./200MeV) 2. (2)

if we assume mt = 140±40 GeV/c 2 and f_. = (1.6±0.4)f_,[19] where the error is dominated
by the uncertainty on the mass of the top. This formula yields X, = 28 5:12 and X, = 10:i: 4
for fB, = 131 MeV and fBd = 225 MeV respectively. In both cases X, is large and a time
integrated measurement of mi_ng will be saturated. Therefore, a measurement of the time
evolution of the mixing oscillations is necessary.

Simulation Studies

To determine the B, mixing parameter X,, the decay length and momentum must be
measured for a sample of flavor-tagged B, mesons. These B, mesons must be flavor-tagged
at both production and decay in order to determine if they oscillated or not. Typically, the
flavor of the t3, meson at production is tagged by the flavor of the other/3 meson at decay.
The ability to tag the B, at production requires good acceptance for the other B. This can
lead to a mistagging dilution of the B, sample if the other B is a Be or B, meson which
oscillated. The B, flavor at decay is obtained from its decay products. However, certain
decay modes of the B, are un-taggable, such as B, --, _b_b,because the particle-antiparticle
nature of the B, cannot be determined from its daughter particles. We attempt here both
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to simulate the performance of the SVX II upgrade and tc identify the best way to perform
the X_ measurement.
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Figure 31: B, transverse decay length error obtained by combining the _ and lepton in
semileptonic B, decay. The units are crn.

Two approaches are considered in determining the optimal decay mode of the B, for this
measurement. The most promising for lower luminosity is requiring the semileptonic decay
of both the B_ and the other B:

B, ---, l_,D,, D, _ _ + X; B _ l,, + X. (3)

This has the advantage of being able to trigger on the two leptons at low pr and thus
forces the other B to be within the detector acceptance. For this high-rate decay mode,
we initially search for the 4_near the lepton and use it to tag the likely presence of a B,.
Depending on the ;o7"and multipllcity of the D, decay, the 4 direction could be combined

with the lepton direction to yield a good measure of B, transverse decay length. A sample
of ISAJET events containing oscillating B, mesons with pw(b) > 10 GeV/c and Fr(1) > 2.5
GeV/c was used. Figure 31 shows that for this sample the resolution on the 4-l transverse
decay length is 86 microns in geometry G1, which is almost identical to the result obtained

if the D, is fully reconstructed in the decay De --* 41r. Any additional pions from the D,
decay that are associated with the _ vertex would also be included in order to fully or more
completely reconstruct the D,. The Limiting factor for finding the proper time of the decay in
a semileptonic B, mode is the uncertainty in the B_ momentum since the B, is only partially
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momentum obtained by combining the D, and lepton in semileptonic B, decay.

reconstructed due to the missing neutrino or the lack of a fully reconstructed De. Figure 32
shows that on average the neutrino takes 3.4 GeV/c Pr in a semileptonic Be decay. The
missing pr can be corrected using Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 33 shows the oscillation
frequency plot for X, = 5.0 with a perfect B, tag and no cut on vertex separation. A clean
oscillation structure is seen with _. 4000 events. A vertex cut will reduce the statistics at
short lifetimes.

Using a calculation similar to that derived in Reference [20], we obtain the following
estimate for the number of events, N, needed to observe a Be oscillation signal at five standard
deviation significance for a given value of X, and proper time resolution crt:

N ._ _125X_e_ e (4)

where o't is in units of proper time. This expression includes the eft;ect of signal dilution
from mistagging due to Ba meson oscillation. From Monte Carlo studies, the proper time
resolution for the semileptonic Be decay mode is estimated to be in the range of 0.20 -
0.30 proper times. This is due to the relatively poor mome,_.tum resolution of the partially
reconstructed Be decay. Applying various kinematic cuts and using improved momentum
estimators can reduce the uncertainty on the B_ momentum at some cost in reconstruction
efficiency. The number of tagged and reconstructed events required is between 2000 and
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Figure 33: Oscillation plot for semileptonic B, decay with X, = 5.0. The units on the
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5000 over the range of 4 < Xs < 7 for the semileptonic B, decay mode (0.20 < cr_< 0.30).

The luminosity necessary to reach a given X, value can be obtained by estimating the
cross section for tagging and reconstructing a semileptonic B, decay and using the above
number of events necessary for a clear signal. This was done assuming a dimuon trigger with
pT(/z) > 2.5 GeV/c and muon and charged particle coverage for I ?7 I< 2.0. For the decay
chain in Equation 3, we use BR(D, _ _b+ X) = 0.10 and assume a 15% B, meson content
of ali B hadrons. Including a cut of 5ct on the significance of the ¢_-/_ vertex and allowing
a 30% background rate for _bproduction from B ± and B ° decay, we obtain a cross section
of 8.0 :t: 4.0 pb for reconstructing and tagging a semileptonic B, decay. Figure 34 shows
the integrated luminosity necessary for measuring .¥, between 4 and 7 for 0.20 < _rt< 0.30.
The shape of the curves show that for small X, values, the B, decays before it oscillates so

that more data is needed to make a measurement than for slightly larger X, values, lt is
also seen that the amount of data needed is very dependent on the proper time resolution crt
and that for crt >_0.30, the measurement becomes very difficult. The minimum luminosity
required to establish X, as different from zero by five standard deviations occurs at X, _ 5.
For crt = 0.25 this corresponds to a luminosity 200-400 pb -l.

Since it is anticipated that the semileptonic mode will have a Limited X, reach due to

the momentum uncertainty in the partial reconstruction of the B, decay, a simulation of a
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Figure 34: Estimated integrated luminosity necessary to measure X, over the range 3 <
.X', < 7 for semileptonic Be decay with 0.20 < o't < 0.30.

fully reconstructable Be decay was also studied. The disadvantages of this decay mode are
that the event rate will be very small because all exclusive Be decay modes have very small

branching fractions and the reconstruction efficiency will also be lower.

As an example of an exclusive Be decay mode, we studied Be _ De_'_'_'. The branching

fraction of thismode is estimated to be 1.1%. The De has a 2.8% branching ratio decaying

to _', and half of the _'s will decay to K+K -. This kind of event will have three tracks from

the Be vertex and three tracks from De vertex. Since CDF does not have a secondary vertex

trigger for this decay mode at this time, we have assumed that these events come from the
inclusive lepton trigger, in which the lepton comes from the other B and also provides the

flavor tagging.

We generated bb events from ISAJET, and selected those events with trigger B lepton
PT > 5 GeV/c and a B, with the above decay mode. In order to be able to reconstruct
the events, we also required aLl _"s and K's to have PT > 0.35 GeV_ This decay can be

reconstructed by looking for _b's with displaced vertices in the event, then reconstructing De

- with the tracks coming from the _ vertex, and finally reconstructing the Be with tracks from
the other 3-prong vertex.

Our current study was to find out what X, range we can explore. The key in any Xe

analysis is the resolution of the measured B decay time, which in turn is determined by
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Figure 35: Resolution of the 3D B, decay length for model G3 in cre.

theB vertexand B momentum resolution.The resolutionof"thedecaylengthisshown in
Fig.35.Formodel G2, themomentum resolutionisthesame asforG3, but the3D vertex
resolutionisofcoursemuch worse.However,ifwe projectintother- _ plane,the 2D

vertexresolutionshown inFig.36iscomparableasexpected.The 2D and 3D resolutionsin

thepropertimedistributionareshown inFig.37.The 3D propertimeresolutionisabout

20% betterthanthe 2D resolution.To illustratethatthevertexresolutionisadequatefor

measuringlargeXs v_lues,thereconstructedtime-dependentoscillationplotwithX, = 20
for2845reconstructedand taggedBs decaysisshown inFig.38.No vertexseparationcut

isappliedtothisplot,but itshows thatthevertexdetectorcan resolvethisfrequencyof
oscillations.

To estimatethe luminositynecessaryto obtainsucha sampleof exclusiveBs meson

decays,we assumeda singleleptontriggerforbothelectronsand muons withPr > 4 GeV/c.

Thisleptonwould be from theotherB and itschargesignwould tagtheflavorofthe B_
at production.Chargedparticletrackingand leptontriggeringout to I77I< 2.0was aJso
required.The productbranchingratioforB, _ D,Ir7rTr,D_ _ _Tr,__ KK was takento

_ be 2 x I0-4and a propertimeresolutionofcrt= 0.10forthisfullyreconstructedB_ decay

mode was determinedfromthesimulation.Includingthee_ciencyforreconstructionofthe
B, and mistaggingfromB_ oscillations,itisestimatedthatatleast].i'b-lofdatawouldbe
neededtomeasureX, = 20 withtheSVX IIdetector.
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Figure 36: Resolution of the 2D B, decay length for model G2 in cm.

These analyses do not include sources of mistagging semileptonic charm decay which will
reduce the amplitude of the observed oscillations. For the fully reconstructed exclusive mode,
background sources are expected to be very small. For the inclusive mode, the background
(for example from the semileptonic B decays other than B, into modes containing _) could
shift or skew the distribution in Fig. 38, but will not affect the frequency or the amplitude
of the oscillations.

These studies are on-going and much use will be made of the present SVX data to deter-
mine better the reconstruction and tag ef_ciencies in the actual colliding beam environment.
Improvements with the extended rapidity coverage of the disk system are also under in-
vestigation. Since this analysis requires tagging from the other B, we expect a significant
improvement in acceptance when the disk system is added.
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5.7 CP Violation Studies

The measurement of CP violation in the B system would be a strong test of the standard
model. At the Tevatron, CP violation in neutral B decays results in a net, time integrated
asymmetry in the rate for B(/_)decays to CP eigenstates. Consequently, the measurement
requires only the counting of the rates for B vs /_ decays. Even so, the measurement of
such asymmetries presents an enormous experimental challenge. This is due to the statistics
required, the small branching ratios involved, and the low PT of the events. A key aspect of
this challenge is the performance of the tracking detector, so it is important to examine the
implications of our vertex detector design in this context. Our initial studies for the lepton
tagged _K, mode indicate that there are substantial gains from both the z resolution with
the double-sided barrels, and the high 7?acceptance of the disks, giving a factor of of four
increaseinsensitivitytoCP violationinG5 overGI (Table14).

Table 14: SVX II relative tagging efFiciency for the b tag example: B ---,e/p rX, B ---, J/_K,
with J/4/_ l_+_- for the different geometries GI - G5. The SVX II tag requires an impact
parameter significance 5/0"(5) > 3 and PT > 2 GeV/c for _>3 leptons in the event. The tag
efficiencies are normalized to G1. The errors are _ 10%.

SVX II Geometry 3 lepton tag efficiency
GI 1.0

G2 1.5
G3 2.4
G4 2.5

G5 4.1
,.,

B _ _bK, Mode

The cleanest signal at a collider will Likelybe in the decay B --, _ K,, where the leptonic
decay of the ¢ provides a clear trigger. We wish to determine our sensitivity to CP violation
as a function of luminosity. The analysis of the asymmetry is discussed in many references.

[21] The statistical error on the CP violating parameter sin 2;3 is given by, [21]

6(sin2_) = I/(v_D).

The factor N is the number of tagged, reconstructed events given by,

S+B

£20"_K _er,.q_La.qS

and the factor D is a product of dilutions due to mixing of the B that decays to _bK,, the
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mixing of the tag, the mistag probability, and the background,

Zd S

i+ - - s+s'

In these expressions,

L_ is the integrated luminosity
is the total bb cross section

eeK is the total branching ratio and geometric acceptance
for the decay 13 _ _K, ---*#/_Tr7r

S, B are the signal and background
zd is the Bd mixing rate

is the averaged B mixing probability
_eri9 is the efficiency for triggering and

reconstructing the trigger b

eta_ is the tagging efficiency for the second b
w is the probability of mis-tagging the second b (excluding mixing)

The Bd mixing rate has been well measured at the T(4S) with the result, Zd = 0.72+0.15 [22].
The average B mixing probablility has been measured at CDF with the result _ = 0.176+.045
and at LEP with the result _ = 0.13 ± .01123]. These numbers are very precisely known for
the purpose of this measurement. Below, we estimate the b cross section and then investigate
the remaining parameters which are dependent upon detector performance.

Cross Sections

CDF has measured the inclusive b cross section down to p7.=10.5 GeV/c from re-

constructed B decays and, at higher pT"'s from inclusive electrons [24]. Based on these
measurements, we can extrapolate to lower pw and higher rapidity and calculate the cross
section for the exclusive _ K, decay mode.

We use ISAJET (version 6.43) to leading order to generate b events. In order to validate
this method of extrapolation, we have compared the calculated cross sections as a function

3 calculation of Nason,Dawson, and Ellisof quark pT"and rapidity l/to the complete order a,
(NDE) [25]. Figure 39 shows that the ISAJET pr distribution agrees well with the NDE
caiculation, down to pr's as low as 6 GeV/c. This is sufficiently low for calculating the cross
section at the lowest thresholds for a ff trigger. Figure 39 also shows a direct comparison
of the shape of the b quark pr distribution for b quark rapidity [_/[< 1 from leading order
ISAJET and NDE to the distribution measured with CDF data. The agreement in shape
is good, although the low pr behavior of the cross section is poorly constrained. In this
way we normalize the ISJAET cross section to the CDF data in the following calculations.
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Figure 39: Comparison of the b cross section as a function of quark PT between ISAJET,
NDE, and CDF data. The theoretical calculations have been normalized to fit the data.

!

The leading order ISAJET cross section as a function of y is compared to NDE in Fig. 40.
ISAJET compares well to the higher order calculation except perhaps at large rapidity
(_/ = 3). There, ISAJET differs by as much as a factor of 1.75, a_though the theoretical
uncertainties are large.

We have used ISAJET norm_zed to the CDF data to calculate the cross section for

the process b --, B -, _K, _ _/_z'_'. The product of cross section, total branching ratio
(1.34 x 10-s), and acceptance (o'e_K) for various acceptances is tabulated in Table 15. The
muons were required to have PT > 2 GeV/c and the pions PT > 1 GeV/c, corresponding
to realizable trigger thresholds. The cross sections include fragmentation and branching
ratios. We see that the expected event rates in a high luminosity data set of the order 1
• -_ are quite high. In addition, it is clear that high _ tracking will significantly improve
the statistics of the measurement, even given the possible over estimate of the cross section
at high rapidity.

The flavor(bquantum number)oftheB thatdecaysto_ K,, canbe determinedby

theflavoroftheotherb intheevent.As a flavortagwe considertheleadinglepton(highest
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Fr) opposite in azimuth to the trigger B. We then estimate the tag efficiency eto9 and mistag
probability w from a sample of ISAJET events generated in leading order, lt is likely that
ISAJET overestimates the strength of the correlations in Fr and azimuthal angle between
the two b quarks. As an indication of the dependence of eeogand w on the Fr correlation,
we plot in Fig. 41 the tag ef_ciency for the leading muon, and in Fig. 42 the corresponding
mistag probability, with and without pr cuts applied to the trigger B. The cuts are Fr > 2
Gev/c for each of the two muons and Fr > 1 Gev/c for the pions. These uncertainties in the
Monte Carlo calculation underscore the importance of measuring the tagging efficiency and

mistagging probability in the data now being taken with the current SVX.

The ISAJET calculation includes backgrounds from sequential (charm) leptonic decays.
An additional background for a muon tag is pion/kaon decays in flight. We model this
background in a simple way: we calculate the probability of decay inside of our tracking
volume and consider this fraction to be detected as muons. We account for the kinematics of

the decay simply by multiplying by an average momentum degredation of 80 %. bio attempt
- is made to model the effects of the decay in flight on the track fitting. Since one might

expect some reduction of decay in flight background using tracking information, this is a
conservative background estimate. The resulting p'r distribution of the decay muon is very
soft, and we expect that it has little effect on the tagging.
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Table 15: The _ K, cross section as function of I'/I,,,_=. The cross section includes all
branching ratios and kinematic acceptance for p_ > 2 and p{_> 1.

..

3.0 3.0 15.0
3.0 2.0 11.8
3.0 1.5 9.4
2.0 2.0 i0.6
2.0 1.5 9.1
1.5 1.5 7.7
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Figure 41" Flavor tag efficiency e,ao in percent as a function of the minimum PT of the muon
from b decays. In the upper curve PT cuts are applied to the trigger B as described in the
text. No such cuts are applied in the lower curve.
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Figure 42: Flavor mistag probability w in percent as a function of the minimum pT of the

muon from b decays. In the upper curve lOTcuts are applied to the trigger B as described in

the text. No such cuts are applied in the lower curve.
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Sensitivity

We now combine the above results to yield an estimate of the error on the CP

violating parameter (5(sm2/3)). The two remaining parameters we estimate from the CDF
measurement of the exclusive reconstruction of B -. _K ± [24]. In this analysis, the ratio of
signal to background was 3/1. With the vertex detector we expect a greatly improved signal
to background, and so it is reasonable to expect S/(S + B) _ 1 Including improvements
expected in the trigger, w_ estimate ee,ig - 0.35. The factors leading to the error on the
parameter 5(sin 2_) are summarized in Table 16. We find for a muon with Fr-2 GeV/c,

5(sin2_)= 0.18for£ = i fb-l.

Table16:Summary offactorscontributingto5(sin2_).

£ i000pb-_

2 o'_i,c 2(15)pb
(s+B)/s
_,..9 0.35
etag .04
N 420

S/(S + B)

1- 2_ 0.74
I - 2w 0.78

D 0.27
,,,

So farwe have onlyconsidereda dimuon triggerand a muon tag. Efficient,low

pr electronidentificationcanbe achievedby effectiveuseofCD F'shighpositionresolution

electromagneticshowermaximum detector.Inaddition,itisexpectedthatprecisiontracking
informationfrom the vertexdetectorwillhelpdistinguishprompt electronsin B decays
from backgroundssuchas conversions.Furthermore,theplannedinclusionoftheshower

maximum detectorinthetriggerwillallowforanelectronpsisampleofcomparablestatistics

tothe muon sample. Thus,an improvementinthe statisticsby roughlya factoroffour
(triggeringplustagging)can reasonablybe expected,correspondingtoa reductionin the

erroron 5(sin2_) by a factoroftwo.Finally,we areexploringthepossibilitiesforparticle
identificationand pion-kaonseparationtopT'sof_ 2.5GeV/c.

B --, rtr Mode

In order to fully test the standard model mechanism for CP violation, it is desirable
to search for CP violation in other decay modes that independently constrain the model.
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Figure 43: Cross section of B --...*_"n"as a function of the di-pion Pr threshold. A branching
ratio of 1.2 x 10-5 is included. Since the 6 can _lso decay to _'z', a factor of 2 should be

used to obtain the tota_ number of 1rTrevents per unit luminosity. A smooth curve has been
drawn through the caJculated points.

Another such mode is the flavor changing neutral current decay B --, 7r_-whose branching
ratio is expected to be about 2 x 10-5.[26] It should be noted that this branching ratio is
comparable to the product of branching ratios in B --, _R', ---,/_/z_'_"which is 1.34 x 10-s.
Consequently, an equally powerful measurement is conceivable.

Here, one of the princip_ chaUenges is triggering. Figure 43 shows the cross section for
B _ _'_"as a function of the dipion Pr threshold including the branching ratio. Studies have
shown that a dipion trigger with threshold of 2 GeV/c can be built with a trigger efficiency
of _ 6%. We see that the cross section is not too steeply faLUngand one expects the statistics
to be enhanced as the trigger efficiency improves with higher Pr. If we assume conservatively
a trigger efficiency of 6% we estimate 60,000 B _ 7r_-events in a t fb-_ data set. These
events can then be tagged via the semi-leptonic decay of the other B. Other chaAlenges for
this decay mode include flavor tagging and the separation of signal from combinatoric and
_'K background in identifying the trigger B.
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5.8 Summary of Simulation Studies

These simulation studies illustrate just some of the improvements to be gained by doubling
the barrel length over the present SVX, using dollble-sided silicon detectors, and by adding
the disks or equivalent forward tracking. It is expected that additional benefits in background
rejection, and in the use of 2-track vertices will be realized with the 3D vertex information.

Our conclusion is that SVX II Stage 1 should be a barrel geometry, about one meter in

length, with double sided silicon detectors employing 90° stere,_. An upgrade path (Stage
2) would add forward disks capable of standalone tracking, either using silicon detectors or
possibly another technology such as gas microstrips.

The benefit of extending the barrel length is seen in all the physics considered. The
improvements due to the disk tracking have less effect on top but benefit b physics, and this
is especially the case when "away-side" tagging is required because extended _7coverage is
essential.

In Summary:

I.Extendingthebarrellengthby a factor2 increasesthenumber oftopeventstaggedby
a bvertexofthreeormore tracksby oforder50%, and makingthebarrelsdouble-sided
providesan additionalfactorof1.1to 1.3.Inadditionthedouble-sidedreadoutwill

allow2-trackverticestobe usedasa tag.

2.The rejectionofW-+-jetseventsina topsearchgivesa factor40improvementinsignal
tobackgroundusing2D verte_ngoverno vertexinformation.The improvementcan
be even larger for 3D vertex.ing.

3. The improved capability for identifying the b vertices provides a significant reduction
in the jet-combinatorial backgrounds in studying top decays.

4. The improved momentum resolution achieved with the SVX makes the muon channel
in W decay competitive with the electron channel for the I/V mass measurement. In

addition in the W _ search the improvement in the muon momentum resolution may be
the difference between a discovery and a limit. The Stage 2 disk upgrade is needed for
the W asymmetry measurement.

5.A largeincreasein B acceptanceisachievedby doublingthe barrellength_and a

furtherincreaseofcomparablesizeisachievedby addingdisksforforwardtracking.
ForsingleB decaysthecombinedincreaseisabouta factorof3 overthepresentSVX.
ForacceptingaLIthetracksfromboth B'sthecombinedincreaseisa factorof5.

6.Requiringa 3¢7impactparametercuton allthreeleptons,theacceptanceforthelepton

tagged_K',sampleincreasesby 50% when thelengthofthepresentSVX isdoubled,
and theadditionofthedisksgivesa further70% increase.Fortheseimpactparameter
cuts,a double-sideddetectorgainsan additional60% inacceptance.
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7. The mass resolution improves with the addition of SVX information, with a 3D mea-
surement providing a further improvement over 2D. The mass resolution begins to
degrade with track pseudorapidity above 1771= 1.5.

8. The vertex resolution of the barrel system allows the ef_cient isolation of B decay
vertices and the detailed measurement of the B decay distribution, even for modes

including cascade decays through charm.

9. Our initial estimates of the capability of SVX II to measure B, mixing and CP vio-
lation show that CDF will be able to provide significant results for these challenging
measurements.

In conclusion the long barrel double-sided SVX II Stage 1 detector wiU be a powerful
tool for the exploration of high Pr physics, and for extending the b pLysics capabilities. The
evolution toward a more comprehensive b physics program will be accomplished in part by
the addition of forward tracking in Stage 2.
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6 SVX II Mechanical Engineering and Design

6.1 General description

The SVX IIdetectorwillbe arrangedin threeidenticalbarrelmodulesmounted symmet-

ricaUywithrespectto the interactionpoint(Figure44). Each barrelwillcovera r%don
approximate!y34 cm longin z,and willconsistoffourradiallayersofd,:tectorladders.

Each ladderwillconsistoffoursilicondetectorsmounted togetherintoa singlemechanical
unit,and wirebondedelectricallyinpairswhicharereadoutateachend oftheladder.

The laddersupportstructurewillmaintaindetector-to-detectoralignmenttowithin±5
micronsinther-¢directionand providesufficientstiffnessand thermalstabilitytoeliminate
gravitationaland thermalmechanicalbowing. The maximum amount ofintrinsicbow in

theladdersupportstructureafterconstructionwillbe kepttolessthan50 micronsand be

measuredtoan accuracyof± i0microns.A tighttoleranceon theradialuncertaintyofthe

detectorsisimportantfortheorthogonalstereoangledouble-sideddetectorsusedinSVX II,
sincefortracksatlargeincidentangles,thereisa strongcouplingbetweentheradialand z

positionuncertainties.The z positionuncertaintyintheplacementofthedetectorsduring

theladderconstructionprocesswillalsobe ± 10microns.Alloi"theladderdesignswe are
pursuingwillbe abletoachievethesetolerances.

The ladderswillbe arrangedinwedgesin a 12-sidedgeometry.Each wedge willspan

slightly more than 30 degrees, and in the present design the wedges are staggered in radius
with respect to each other in order to provide _ small amount of overlap. This is shown in
Figure 45. This staggered radius geometry will simplify the barrel construction and will allow
additional overlap between neighboring wedges compared to the SVX and SVX t detectors.
The optimum mechanical length of the individual silicon detectors is still being explored.
With four detectors of 8.5 cm length in each barrel, the total SVX II detector length will be
1.020 meters. The SVX II barrel geometry is shown in Figure 46.

In SVX, laser-drilled holes in the hybrid circuit boards at each end of the ladder were
used to define a reference line to which the silicon detectors were aligned with a 5 micron
accuracy. The same approach will be taken with SVX II, except that the reference feature
will be masked onto the hybrid, and the hybrid will be mounted on the silicon surface.

This design will achieve less dead space between the neighboring barrels than in SVX. The
SVX dead space between barrels was 4 cm whereas the goal for SVX II (including space for
readout cables) will be 1.5 cm or less.

Overall construction tolerances for SVX II will be similar to those achieved in the con-

struction of SVX. A flex test of a layer 1 ladder from SVX revealed an equivalent %pecific
stiffness" of the composite (see Table 17), and a theoretical center deflection of 12 microns.
The SVX II ladder design is 8.5 cm longer than SVX and the ladders may need to be some-
what stiffer, but the 50 micron bow Limit should be achievable with either of the two ladder
designs being considered below.
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Figure 44: The CDF SVX II detector.
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Figure 45: The staggered radius geometry in one quadrant of the SVX II detector.
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Figure 46: SVX II barrel geometry.
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Quantity Tolerance

detectorthickness + 10micron

detector-to-detectoralignment 5
maximum bow 50

uncertaintyinbow 10
uncertaintyinzlocation 10
ladder/detectortwist 25
bulkheadprecision 15
barreltobarrel 200
SVX IItoCTC 200

Table17:Constructionand AlignmentTolerancesforSVX II

The main challengeforthechoiceand arrangementofmaterialsfortheinternalstructure

ofSVX IIistheneedtoachievegood mechanicaland thermalstabilityinthelocationand

alignmentofthesilicondetectorswhileusinganabsoluteminimum amount ofmaterial.The
designrequirementsaresimilartothoseoftheSVX, howeverthepower generatedby the

front-endelectronicswillbe greaterforeachladderbecauseoftheadditionalchannelsread
outfromthedouble-sideddetectors.The radiationdoseexpectedduringthedetectorlifetime

(uptoiMrad) isalsomuch higherthanwasthecaseforSVX and SVX _.Thishighradiation
dosewillhaveimplicationsforthe choiceofdetectorelectronicsand structuralmaterials.
Finally,duetotheexposednatureofthewirebondson eachsideofthedouble-sideddetector

ladders,itwillbe necessarytoprovidea safeand reliablemethod ofconstructing,testing,
mounting,and dismountingtheladderswithminimalhandling.

Inthefollowingsectionswe willdescribeourplantoproceedfromtheexperiencegained

intheSVX mechanicaldesignand constructiontoa designappropriateforSVX II,including
alloftheaboveconsiderations.

6.2 Ladder Support Designs

As describedbefore,the silicondetectorsareattachedtogetherand supportedby a low-
mass structuralsupport.Thissupportservesnotonlytocombinethefoursilicondetectors

togetherintoa ladderstructure,but alsotoholdthesiliconfiatby helpingtoremove any

localbowingproducedinthedetectorsduringprocessing.The twosupportdesignspresently
receivingseriousconsiderationare:

i.Single-pieceedge rails,as used in the Los Alamos designforthe SDC silicon
tracker;

2. Rohacell/Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) composite ladders, as used in
the SVX and SVX'.
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In both designs we have the option to edge bond the silicon detectors together at their
ends in order to join them during assembly into a single mechanical unit. This edge bonding
might provide sufficient strength to the detectors to perform the wirebonding prior to attach-
ing the ladder support structure. This is not absolutely necessary in all assembly scenarios,
however. The epoxy edge bond, if used, would help to provide stiffness at the joint for the
wirebonding and would allow the wafer assembly to be moved after wirebonding and before
attachment of the support structure.

Given the two sided wirebonding requirements of the SVX II, the alternative to edge
bonding the silicon is to support the detectors on a vacuum fixture for the first side wire-
bonding, then afFLxthe ladder support structure and wirebond the other side. We have
found experimentally during the assembly process for SVX that with careful attention to
the process used in gluing together the ladders, much of the residual bowing that may be
present in a particular silicon detector can be taken out during the ladder construction.
Consequently, careful attention to this step will be required. The final fabrication method
will be determined by performing the appropriate tests with the wirebonder to become more
familiar with its capabilities and detector support requirements.

In the SVX construction, the silicon load was transferred through the ladder to the
readout hybrid and then to the bulkhead. At no point was the silicon part of the load bearing
structure. For the SVX II, however, with the double sided detectors and associated front-end

electronics, the silicon and hybrids become an integral part of the support mechanism due
to the fact that the hybrids are mounted directly on the silicon. Extensive modeling and
testing will be conducted to ensure that this will not induce excessive stresses in the silicon.

Edge Rail Design

The edge rail design consists of a rectangular CFRP piece being bonded to the side edges
of the silicon detectors during the ladder construction (Figure 47). The stiffness of the ladder
depends on the cube of the height of this rail, which for the materials we are considering,
will lead to an edge rail height of several millimeters. This design must accomodate such
relatively large rails between silicon layers without interference and with sufficient mounting
clearance.

The rails will most likely be attached _fter the wirebonding is performed on both sides. As
described above, either edge bonding or the appropriate fixturing will be required to achieve

the double sided wirebonding since it is unlikely the wirebonder head could get close enough
to the silicon edge to bond the outer pads with the rails already attached. Prototyping
work has begun to determine the feasibility of edge bonding the silicon detectors together.
A wcuum chuck has been built and attempts are underway to perform these edge bonds.
The first effort will be to learn how to successfully epoxy edge bond the detectors and then
to measure the reliability and strength of the bonds under mechanical and thermal loads as
weLl as after radiation exposure.
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Figure 47: (a) Schematic and (b) cross-sectional views of the SVX II edge rail ladder design.
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A second vacuum chuck will be built to hold the edge rails and enable gluing the silicon
to them while maintaining a 90 degree angle. These rails will be mechanically tested for
adherence to the above mentioned specifications. In addition, the experience of the Los
Alamos group in developing the edge rail ladder design for the SDC silicon tracker will be
used extensive in evaluating its usefulness for the SVX II detector.

Composite Ladder Desi_$n

The composite SVX-style ladder (Figure 48) is the second support option being consid-
ered. The materials to produce this ladder are the same as used in SVX, but the design is
slightly different. The CFRP would need to be recessed to enable cutting away portions of
the Rohacell to provide clearance for the wirebonding. The ladder would stop short of the
end of the structure and, as in the rail design, the silicon/hybrid would carry the load to the
bulkhead.

This support, if mounted only on one side of the silicon, would be mechanically asymmet-
rical, i.e. not the same on the top and bottom of the silicon itself. This could lead to thermal
distortions if the operating temperature is different than that of the fabrication temperature,
a condition which could well occur. In order to avoid this condition, the ladders could be
built of materials whose composite coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is matched to
that of the silicon. This was done reasonably successfully in SVX.

Alternatively, the support could be designed to be lighter weight and mounted on both
sides of the silicon. One side of the ladders would be affixed to the silicon immediately after
the wirebonding stage for the first side. The ladder would then be flipped, and with proper
fixturing, the second side would be wirebonded. Prior to constructing full-scale prototyp-
ing fixtures, an analytical approach to composite structures is being developed to assist in
determining the most suitable ladder composite structures. The analytical calculations are
being verified by flex testing different combinations of composite cross-sections.

Materials

A list has been compiled (see Table 18) giving properties of interest for several candi-
date materials for the ladder structure. The specific stiffness has been determined, where
possible, by flex testing the material at Fermilab. The ladder material must have a high
specific stiffness and the appropriate geometry to achieve the above stated construction and
alignment tolerances.

The SVX ladder was a composite structure made of carbon fiber and polyimide foam
which exhibited an equivalent specific stiffness and flexural modulus of elasticity given in
Table 18. Due to the increased length of the ladders in SVX II, investigation of variations
on this design are being pursued.
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Figure 48: (a) Close-up and (b) cross-sectional views of the SVX II composite ladder design.
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Table 18: Material Properties

Materials Specific Radiation CTE Thermal FlexuralMod. Dens

Stiff.(10zcre)length(cre) (ppm_---_)cond.( w (I0
SVX rails

49.7 208 ? ? 10.4 213
,=,

Beryllium
160 35.4 11.6 180 290 1840

B /Epoxy
5521 97 21.6 4.5 ? 190 2000

Silicon

57.4 9.37 2.6 129 131 2330

CFRP
60-180 28 _ 0 4.9 100-300 1600

Aluminum
25.4 8.89 23.6 168 68.9 2700

Studies are underway as described below to investigate the performance of this design as

a function of the choice of composite materials, dimensions, and placement in order to meet

the increased stiffness requirements for SVX II.

The ladder material must not only have a long radiation length, but must remain stable

in a high radiation environment. The selected ladder material will be thoroughly tested for

mechanical stability under such conditions.

Compatibility with the surrounding environment will be thoroughly checked. Various

epoxies and bonding agents will be used in the construction of SVX II. These materials will

be checked for outgassing and purity to ensure compatibility with the silicon detectors and
front-end electronics.

Thermal stability must be assured for our design as well. Materials with a low linear

coefficient of expansion near that of silicon can be used in the rail supports in order to reduce

thermal stresses in the silicon. The addition of a thin insulating layer between the silicon

and the hybrid and good thermal contact between the hybrid and the bulkhead will channel

the heat from the front-end electronics away from the silicon and into the cooling system.

6.3 Bulkhead structure

_ The bulkhead structure has to mechanically support the 'e.dders, provide a suitable and

stable structure for ladder alignment, and act as the cooling interface for the front-end

electronics. The best material for such support is beryllium because it is light weight, has a

high radiation length, and can be machined to tight tolerances.
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In the SVX design, each bulkhead was machined from a single piece of beryllium stock,
which was stress-relieved several times by annealing during the machining process in order
to achieve the best possible results. Precisions on the order of 12 microns or less deviation
from the ideal were typically achieved. This is well within the requirements for SVX II.

The basic design of the SVX bulkhead was an array of radial spokes which supported
and connected the circumferential support ledges for the four silicon layers. An aluminum
cooling tube was glued to the beryllium bulkhead for each layer. In order to improve the
thermal contact between the cooling channel and the electronics for SVX II, we are instead
considering a number of designs which have cooling channels machined directly into the
material of the bulkhead. An example of such a design is shown in Figure 49. The channels
in each bulkhead would be fed by small tubes on the reverse side, and closed at their front
surfaces by cap rings which would be brazed on, sealed, and tested. This avoids having to
glue a channel of different material into the bulkhead, thus min1mizing thermal stress and
improving thermal contact. Because the cooling load per detector will be approximately
double that in SVX, this is an important consideration. Further details on cooling needs are
discussed below.

Alignment reference features will also be incorporated into the cooling channel support
members in the bulkhead for use during the ladder installation and alignment survey. In
order to achieve the best possible accuracy, these will be arranged so that all of the precise
machining can be done on one face of the bulkhead only, after removal of non-crucial material
from the reverse face in preparation for this step.

SVX II Heat Load

Table 19 gives the expected heat load for the SVX II. At 2 mW per channel, the expected
power generated by the front-end electronics is 256 mW per chip. To introduce a factor of
safety into the cooling design and to account for other elements on the hybrid, we have used
a larger number of 400 mW per chip. The heat load for SVX II is reported in Table 19.

The cooling will be provided with water pumped through tubes (aluminum or beryllium)
in direct thermal contact with the electronics. Complete thermal analyses and modeling are
being performed.

The chip power density (1.1 Watt/cre "_)is high enough to be of concern, but within the
domain of water cooling schemes. Water in the laminar flow region in a cooling channel of
modest dimensions will provide enough heat transfer to cool the electronics and maintain
the alignment of the structure. The anticipated heat load of 270 Watts per barrel can be
removed while maintaining a temperature rise of < 1 °C within the water coolant by a

- flow rate of 64 grams/second. To keep the flow in the laminar region, the minimum cooling
channel dimensions for this flow rate are on the order of a few square millimeters. Careful
selection and routing of flow channels will enable minimization of the channel dimensions.

For instance, layer number 4 has 36% of the total heat load. By splitting the flow into two
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Table 19: SVX II Thermal Load per Barrel

Layer # r-_bchips per r-z chips per Total load per Total per
ladderend ladderend ladderend (W) !ayer.,(W)

i ' 2 2 1.6 38.4
2 3 3 2.4 57.6
3 4 4 3.2 76.8
4 6 4 4.0 96.0

Total power per barrel , 270 Watts

branches, a rectangular channel of 1 mm by 5 mm would provide both sufficient heat transfer
surface area and a sufficient hydraulic diameter. Further thermal analysis will be performed
to optimize the location and dimensions of the bulkhead members and cooling channel from
the point of view of' the total mass inventory.
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Figure 49: SVX II bulkhead design, showing the coofing channel integrated into the ladder
mounting ledges before the cap rings and feed tubes are attached.
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6.4 Hybrid Mechanical Considerations

Each front-end readout package will consist of a mechanically-supporting, thermally-conductive
dielectric substrate with an electrically conductive pattern, two or more active SVX II read-
out chips, and several passive surface mount capacitors to provide bypassing and power
filtering. The complete package with active and passive components attached is referred to
as a Hybrid Integrated Circuit (HIC).

Each end of a ladder will have two such HICs mounted directly to the top and bottom
surfaces of the silicon. Since the readout density on each of the four barrel layers is ap-
proximately the same for each layer, more SVX ICs are needed on the outer layer ladders.
However, the hybrid design is very likely to be the same (or very similar) on each side, r-¢
or r-z, of the silicon detectors for each layer. Thus only four (or at most eight) variations
of a similar hybrid design are required. For any of the possible substrate options for these
hybrid circuits, thermal contact with the cooling channels is an important design issue.

HybridSubstrateOptions

There area number ofpackagingand interconnectionvariationsthatwillprovideso-
lutionsfortheSVX IIreadoutneeds.Three packagingproposalsand two interconnection

schemesarebeingconsidered:(i)ThickFilm,similartothatusedintheSVX and SVX t,

(2)LaminatedComposite,and (3)Thin Filmtechnology.

The thickfilmsubstratedesignsusedinSVX and SVX _had approximately15layersof

firedconductiveand dielectricmaterial.The packagingdensityinvolved150 micronpaths

on a 300 micronpitch.To providesignalisolationand crosstalkreduction,signalrouting
was placedundertheIC devicesiteswithinthesubstrate.

An alternativelaminatepackagingoptionusesa multilayerkaptonfilmasbothsubstrate
and readoutcable.Here,allconnectivemetalllzationispatternedon kaptonpolyimidefilm,

and thisfilmislaminatedontoathermallyconductivesubstratewhose primaryfunctionisto

provideformechanicaland thermalsupport.An obviousadvantageofthispackagingisthe
absenceofa connectorbetweenthehybridand thesubsequentreadoutcable.The kapton

laminatefilmcan be designedtobe thinnerwhere theICs areplacedinorderto improve
thermalperformance.Alternatively,windowscouldbe made inthekaptonattheIC sitesso

thattheICs canbe mounted directlyon a supportingthermallyconductivesubstrate.The

kaptonroutingdensitythatcan presentlybe achievedis125 micronpathson 250 micron
pitch.

The thirdpackagingoptionisfora multilayerpolymerthinfilmdesignthatwould take

advantage of photolithographic pattern generation to provide for high density, high per-
formance connection of the active and passive components on the hybrid circuit. Current
practical technologies can achieve a routing density of 75 microns on 150 micron pitch. This
would be approximately four times the density of the present thick-film design. A hybrid
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circuit appopriate to the SVX II could thus be achieved in approximately four to six layers.
Current limits on this technology are approaching this number of layers.

6.5 Readout Cables and Routing

Connectionbetweentheelectronicsand theexternaldataacquisitionsystemwas achievedin
theSVX vialaminatedcopper/kaptoncables.These23-linecablesinterconnectthehybrids

on a parallelbus structurewithadditionaldrivercardsforthe readout.A similarsystem
couldbe usedintheSVX II.In thiscase,eitherthethickorthinfilmhybriddesignswill

requirema appropriateschemeforconnectingtothereadoutcables.

An alternativereadoutschemealsobeingpursuedusesan opticalinterfacebetweenthe

hybridcircuitsand thedrivercard.The currentview isthateachreadoutchipwillhave

a serialoutputthrougha locallymounted LED opticaltransmitter,withone serialoptical
datalinkforeachofitsICs plustwo opticalclockand triggerfunctionreceiversperhybrid.

Routingoftheopticalcablescouldbe somewhat simplerthanforthedl-copper/kapton

designsincetherewouldbeonlyone serialopticaloutputperchip.Thisopticallinecouldbe
routeddirectlybetweenthereadoutIC and thedrivercard(ifany),ortoan opticM/analog

interface.Both designsareproceedingatthistime.

6.6 Prototyping/Testing

Severalaspectsoftheengineeringofthemechanicalsystemasdescribedabovearebeyond
theinitialconceptualstageand arealreadybeingsubjectedto testsinthe laboratoryto
refinefeaturesofthedesign.These aredescribedbelow.

Si Edge Bondin_

As mentioned previously, we are pursuing the edge bonding of silicon detectors. A vacuum
fixture has been built to hold two detectors while a heater is suspended above the bond to cure
the epoxy. If successful, edge bonding the detectors could provide a means of temporarily
holding them together for wirebonding.

Once the edge bonding technique has been perfected and is repeatable, we wiU aluminize
some silicon test pieces near their edges in order to be wirebonded. These metallized surfaces
will act as the pads and provide us with a surface to microbond. If the temperatures attained
during the edge bonding are excessive to the point of damaging the metalUzed surface, we
may learn this important fact prior to edge bonding actual silicon detectors.

Ultimately the goal is to derive a method of fabricating the ladders to be used in SVX
II. Silicon edge bonding could provide a temporary structure, allowing wirebonding on one
or both sides prior to affixing support rails.
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Edge Rail Prototyping

The edge rails are constructed of carbon fiber reinforced plastic. A fixture will be built
to hold the rail while the silicon is bonded to it. These prototypes will be flex tested
to determine how they conform with theory, and provide useful information in the design
iteration process.

Whether the silicon will require to be first edge bonded has yet to be addressed. It
may be possible, with the proper fixturing, to perform the wirebonding while the silicon is
held only in a vacuum fixture. The support rails would be attached after the wirebonding
is completed. The other option is to determine if it is feasible to wirebond after the rails
have been attached to the silicon by studying the operating characteristics of the wirebonder
head.

Composite Structure

Several prototype composite rail supports based on the SVX ladder are also being pur-
sued. Fixturing has been fabricated to produce three styles of composite structures. These
will be flex tested to determine the CFRP modulus. This process should provide sufilcient
information to design a new ladder which will meet the stringent requirements of the SVX
II.

The final ladder design will, to a great extent, be determined from the results of the
prototype testing. In addition to the flexural strength of the structure, the fixturing and
handling of the ladder during the fabrication process are important.

By building the centroid of the support structure at the same location as that of the
silicon, thermally induced bending moments (in theory) can be made to be less important.
If it is not possible to build a symmetrical cross section, the CTE of the support ladders must
be near that of the silicon to minimize thermal stresses. Regardless of the support design,
stresses in the silicon will be reduced by attempting to match the CTE of the support with
that of silicon.

Materials chosen for the ladder will require radiation testing. The materials will be
irradiated and tested for changes in their mechanical properties.

6.7 Support of SVX II within the VTX

Since the SVX li will consist of three mechanical barrel units instead of the present two, it
will be necessary to split the VTX along a different boundaries than the present center gap at
z = 0. Our present plan is to assemble the VTX in three sections, with the SVX II residing
primarily in the central section of the VTX. Two options have been identified which meet the
requirements for support of the cable pathways and cooling lines and still provide sensible
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methods for installation and removal. These will be pursued with appropriate engineering
support within CDF so that a decision between them can be reached.

The _rst method calls for separation of the VTX into asymmetric pieces, one of which
will hold just one module of the SVX II, and the other holding the remaining two. In order to
permit cables to be dressed properly to the outside, the larger of the VTX modules would be
itself split into two sections, with a temporary gap at the extreme end of the SVX modules.
These two sections would be assembled together prior to installation into the experiment.

The second method would place all three SVX II barrel modules together as one unit
mounted into a central section of the VTX which would be just long enough to carry that
unit. This would be more attractive from an installation and maintenance point of view,
but would involve extended sections of SVX II and VTX cables which would have to be

supported (at least temporarily) by external means during installation and removal of the
remaining VTX end sections.

The design for both of these options is proceeding, with a decision to be made within the
next year.
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7' Silicon Microstrip Detectors

?.1 Description of the Detectors

The barrel of the SVX II will be constructed from double-sided detectors made with high

resistivity n-type bulk silicon of thickness 300/_m. The exact dimensions of these rectangular
devices depend upon the barrel layer in which they are located, but a typical device has an
active area which is between 10 and 20 cm2. The electrical specifications will be guided by

research being carried out by the DELPHI and CLEO collaborations and by our experience
working with prototype detectors.

The r- ¢_measurement will be made with the p-side. On that side, charge will be

collected by longitudinal strips with 25 _m pitch. The 5 _m-wide implant strips will be
capacitively coupled to each other, and alternate ones will be read out. The strips will be
coupled to the readout by a thin (typically 0.2/_m) layer of silicon dioxide and an aluminum
electrode. To minimize the capacitance of the side, the aluminum strip will be as narrow as

possible while guaranteeing electrical continuity and while maintaining sumcient capacitance
to the implant strips. Polysilicon resistors will be used for biasing because of their radiation
resistance.

The z measurement will be made by transverse strips on the n-side. As with the p-s,i.de, ..

the strips will be AC-coupled to the readout, the biasing will be polysilicon, and the implant
and aluminum strip widths will be minimized.

The SVX II mechanical design will be simplified by reading out both sides of the detector
at the same edge. We plan to use the "double metal" technique, in which each n-side
transverse aluminum strip (the "first metal") is coupled by an aluminum via through a
relatively thick insulator to a longitudinal metal strip (the "second metal") which lies on
the detector surface. In an alternative to the double metal technology, signals from the

transverse strips can be routed to the readout chips with an adhesive Kapton foil bearing
copper laminated strips.

The detailsofthedesignoftheohmicsidestronglyaffectthatside'scapacitance.Inthe
caseofthedoublemetaltechnology,theways tominimizethecapacitanceareby reducing

thesecondmetal'slinewidth(andhencetheoverlapareawiththestripsofthefirstmetal)
and by maximizingtheamountofdielectricbetweenthetwo metals.At presentthematerial

withthebestdielectricproperties(inparticular,radiationresistance)ispolyimide.

The presenceofpositivechargeat theSi-SiO..,interfacemakes itnecessaryto isolate
thestripson then-side.Thisisbecausethepositivechargeattractselectronsinthe bulk
totheinterface,where theyspreadout under theinfluenceofthepositivevoltageon the

- n+-strips_effectivelyshortcircuitingthestrips.Manufacturersusetwo methodsforisolating

then-implants_fieldplatesand p-implants.We arepresentlyinvestigatingthecapacitance,
radiationhardness,and easeofoperationofbothinordertochoosebetweenthem.

Two readoutpitches-t11/_mand 166/_m-resultnaturallyfromtheuseon thissideof85
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mm-long detectors and an integer number of readout chips (with 128 channels per chip). In
the preferred design, Layers 1, 3, and 4 will have 166/_m n-side pitch, and Layer 2 will have
111 #m n-side pitch, with all channels being read out. We will also investigate detectors
with the pitch of the implants at half the values listed above, but with alternate channels

read out. The use of 90° stereo strips with these pitches on a rectangular detector naturally
results in the assignment of multiple sense strips to the same metal strip. The multiplexing
ambiguities can lead to reconstruction of unphysical tracks known as ghost tracks. The
detector pitch and dimensions _e being selected so that the ghost tracks are identifiable
with the aid of the pointing resolution of the outer tracking.

7.2 Technical Issues Shaping the Design

The parameters of the SVX II detector which have the greatest impact on its physics capa-
bilities are its acceptance and position resolution. In turn the position resolution is related
to the detector signal-to-noise ratio. The acceptance of the proposed geometry of the SVX II
has been discussed elsewhere in this document. Extensive work is underway to simulate and

measure the resolution and capacitance of silicon devices similar to the one whose properties
are outlined above. This work is described below.

2 Resolution

It has been shown earlier that good resolution in z can impact the SVX II physics
capabilities. In particular, simulations have indicated that the following can be expected
upon replacement of a G2 geometry detector by a G3 geometry detector (with z resolution
varying between 20 and 50 _m over the range in angles 0-1.35 radians with respect to the
normal):

1. The efficiency for B tagging of top improves from 50% to 63% (for rntop = 130GeV/c2)
and from 64% to 73% (for rntop = 200 GeV/c2).

2. The relative tagging efficiency for events containing two B's, where one decays via
B ---, e //_ v X and the other decays via B --, d/4; K°(d/4/ _ i_+_-), improves
by 60% for an impact parameter significance cut of 3o" and a Pr cut of 2 GeV/c on Ml
three leptons.

These estimates were made following FI.ef. [4]. The values used in the SVX II simulations
are shown in Figure 9. We have continued this study [4] to the cases of strip pitch, readout

- strip pitch, and large track angles of interest to SVX II [27].

The software package is based on code written by V. Luth [4] to simulate the response of
a 300 _m-thick detector to charged tracks which traverse it at angles of incidence between 0.0
and 1.4 radians from the normal. Strip pitches of 73, 111, and 166/_m, and strip pitches of
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73/2,111/2,and 166/2/zmbut withreadoutpitchesof73,111,and 166/zm areconsidered.
Results_e shown forsignal-to-noiseratiosof12and 18 toi.In thesimulation,tracksare

thrownforeachangleofincidenceunderconsiderationsuchthata widthinthe centerof
thedetectorofone readoutpitchisevenlyilluminated.

Each trackispropagatedthroughthedetectorby slicingthedetectorhorizontallyinto
severalvirtuallayers,typically10 per100/zm ofsilicontraversed,and depositingchargein

eachaccordingto a Landau distributionwithan averageof80 e-/holepairsper/zm. As

thischargeisdriftedthroughthedetector,itrespondstoeffectsofdiffusion,appliedbias
voltage,and magneticfields.The chargeisthencollectedon thestrips.Gaussianrandom
noiseisaddedtothestrips.To simulatedetectorswithbothreadoutand non-readoutstrips,
thediffusionpitchishalved,and thechargecollectedon thestripswhich arenotreadout

issharedequallyby theadjacentreadoutstrips.

Threetypesofreadoutareconsidered:analog,inwhichallstripsabovea giventhreshold

arereadoutand pulseheightinformationisstored;digital,whichissimilartoanalogwithout

thepreservationofpulseheight;and nearestneighborlogic,which issimilartoanalogbut
whichinadditionrequiresreadoutofsubthresholdstripsneighboringthosewhichpassthe

thresholdcut. The preservationof analoginformationpermitschargedivision,thereby
improvingz resolutionon obliquetracksindetectorswithintermediate(non-readout)strips.

Three clusteringalgorithmsareconsidered.Inanalogclustering,channelsarecompared
sequentiallywitha threshold.A clusterbeginswiththe firstchannelencounteredwhich
exceedsthethresholdand endswhen a channelisencounteredwhich doesnot exceedthe

threshold.Digitalclusteringusestheanalogclusteringalgorithmwithdigitalreadoutofthe
SVX IIdata.Finally,inpredictiveclusteringwe usetheknowledgeofangleofincidence,a,
topredictthenumber ofstripsina cluster.Thiscouldbe obtainedfromextrapolationofa

VTX track,forexample.Foroursimulationsthenumber ofstripsinthepredictivemethod
isrequiredtobe atleast3. Clustersarethenidentifiedby maximizingthesummed pulse

heightina "window" ofthiswidthand requiringthatthesum ofthepulseheightswithin

thewindow must passa thresholdcut.

The centroidsofthe tracksin N-channelclustersare caiculatedaccordingto several

weightingschemes[27].The algorithmthatisleastsensitiveto the trackangle,a, isa

valiantoftheweightedmean,thatwe callcentralaveraging:

zIPHt+zNPHN+( iv-lZ,=_ z_)x <PH)i,,er

<z) = Z_=, PHi

where PHi is the pulse height on the lth strip and the average pulse height for the central

strips:

v,,v-I PHj.(PH)in,,_ = _j=2N-2
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Figure 50: Expected z resolution using the predictive clustering algorlthr5 and central aver-
aging for the proposed SVX II double sided detectors. The scatter reflects the statisticaai
error in the study.

The _ = 2 to i -'- N - 1 terms reduce sensitivity to Landau fluctuations which dominate the
resolution at large values of the track angle.

Our studies suggest that the following is one attractive choice for optimizing the detector
resolution. Choose a 166/2.0/_m diffusion strip pitch and read out alternate diffusion strips
only. (The interleaved strips are biased and capacitively coupled to the readout strips, but
are otherwise ignored.) Keep only channels that pass a 25% minimum-ionizing pulse height
cut, with the proviso that readout channels adjacent to those passing this cut are kept.
Record the pulse height information. Predict the size of a "window" of strips, based upon
sn estimate o£the incidence angle of the track, and position the window where it subtends the
maximum pulse height. Calculate the centroid o£ the window using a pulse height weighted
average where the average pulse height is used to weight the inner strips. The resolution
obtainable with these parameters is shown in Fig. 50.

This result predicts somewhat increased z resolution from that shown in Fig. 9.

Capacitance
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The detector parameters which determine the signal-to-noise ratio of the charge collection
•re the leakage current and the capacitance to ground of the strips. The work on the
prototype amplifiers indicates that in order to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of 12:1, the
capacitaace of the strips must be less than 30 pf. We wish to identify the electrical features
which are the primary contributors to the capacitance in order both to extrapolate to our
final design sad to modify the design as necessary to achieve our required signal-to-noise
ratio.

The following estimates are based on measurements of existing devices at Santa Cruz
[28] and at LEP by the DELPHI group and on calculations by Ikeda e_ a/.[29] The result is
that, while the p-side capacitance is understood, the n-side capacitance remains difficult to
estimate. We will test prototype structures to decide on the final technology.

One of the major uncertainties is the effect of ionizing radiation on the capacitance due
to the build-up of fixed charge in the oxide. The calculations of Ikeda e_ al. show that there
is a significant increase in the capacitance as the fixed charge at the oxide-silicon interface
increases from 10_° to 1012 holes/cre 2. In unhardened MOS devices, charge densities of 1012
holes/cre 2 are typical of doses of 1 megarad, but this number is very dependent upon the
type of oxide. Preliminary results from Santa Cruz indicate that this is not a significant
problem on the p-side. This is reasonable, since the holes are the primary source of the
problem, and they drift away from the interface on the p-side. The holes drift toward the
interface on the n-side, howevex:. Unti! we have experimental data, we will ignore the effect
on the p-side but use the calculations of Ikeda et al. to include it on the n-side. "

The results summarized here are estimates for an n-type bulk with a resistivity of about
5000 ohm-crn, a thickness of 300 /_m, and implants which are capacitively coupled to the
readout system. As an example consider a Layer 4 ladder. It is read out by six chips on
each side and is 17 cm long, 3.84 cm wide and has 768 and 1700 strips on the p- and n-sides
respectively. The pitch (p) of the strips is 50 microns on the p-side (_) and 110 microns on
the n-side (z).

The capacitance to ground of the p-implant on the cathode side of the detector depends
primarily on the ratio of the metal width to the pitch (w/p) when p << the thickness (t).
C. Levier at UC Santa Cruz [28] has measured a set of Hamamatsu detectors with a 50/zm
pitch and a variety of widths. The results have been fit to a straight line

W

Ct(pf/cre)= 0.6 + 1.7•(p)

Usingthismodel,thecapacitanceofthep stripsofthestandardprototypewithzu/p= 0.I
is0.93pf/creor 16pffora i?cm detector.

This number agrees well with the calculations of Ikeda et ai.,[29] who have calculated
values for 5 /_m wide strips on a 50 _m pitch using PISCES IIB with and without the
intermediate floating strip. Their result is important because it shows how to scale the

capacitance for the presence of a floating strip and for a variation in the fixed charge. They
find that the change in the capacitance due to a floating strip is not large. In the Santa Cruz
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paperitappearstobe an increaseofabout 10% -20%. ltseems likelythatthisincreaseis
primarilydue tothefractionofthegap whichhasbeenshortedoutby theelectrode,i.e.,an

effectiveincreaseinw/p. The changemay be greaterforwiderimplants.

We feelthatwe willbe abletoexceedour targetforsignal/noiseon the p-side.There
ismuch lessexperiencewithn-sidedevices.Althoughwe can learnfrom theexperienceof

othergroups,we willorderprototypedevicestomake ourown measurements.The DELPHI
groupatLEP isthefirstgrouptotrythedoublemetalscheme.Althoughthecapacitanceof

thefirstprototypesdeliveredtoDELPHI was sohighthattheywereunusable,a substantial

R&D projectwithsuppliershas now resultedinusabledevices(althoughthedeviceshave

yettobe delivered).Our ladderislargerthantheirs,however,and ltbehoovesus totake
allstepstominimizethecapacitance.

On then-side,theeffectivesourcecapacitanceofone readoutchannelisa networkwith

3 typesofelements:

1. Junction capacitance to the p-side, C j,

2. Interstrip capacitance of the n strips, C/,

3. 1st metal to 2nd metal overlap capacitance, Cre.

• o

The firsttwo componentsare similarto the p-sideeffects.On the n-sidethe interstrip

capacitancedependsupon (i) the mechanism used toisolatethe n strips,(2)the total
lengthofstripgroupedtoone readoutchannel,(3)theratioofthewidthofthestriptothe
pitch,and (4)thefixedchargeattheoxide-siliconinterface.The latterisimportantbecause
ittendstoenrichthesurfacewithmajoritycarriersand reducetheresistancebetweenstrips.

ltisthemajor reasonthatsome mechanismmust be usedtoisolatethestrips,and itisthe

reasonwhy a sophisticatedprogramLikePISCES lIB must be usedtocalculatethecharge
distributions.

The Ikedaetal.calculationsindicatethattheinterstripcapacitanceis30% largerfor
thep-channelisolationthanitisforthefieldeffectisolation,and thatthep-channeldevices

aremuch more sensitivetothefixedcharge.On theotherhand,MicronSemiconductorhas

had good performancewithp-channelisolationdevicesproducedforOPAL. We areordering
prototypesofbothisolationschemesforevaluation.

To obtaina budget forthe metal-to-metaloverlapcapacitance,we firstestimatethe

junctionand interstripcomponents.The junctioncapacitanceper unitareaisthesame as

thejunctioncapacitanceon thep-side,and sincethesame areaisbeingsubdividedintothe

same number ofreadoutchannels,ithasthesame value,C'j= 0.16.L(cm) pf.Thisgives
2.72pfforLo= 17 cre.Our standardprototypeusesfieldeffectisolationforthe n-strips.
The measurementsfrom the DELPHI prototypesareconsistentwith a valueofl.lpf/cm

forour geometry.The totalinterstripcapacitancedependson theratioofnumber ofstrips
on the n-sidetonumber on thep-side,thelengthofn stripsand thecapacitanceperunit
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length,

1700
0i - _.3.84cm. 1.10

768
- 9.35pf

This is smaller than the value on the p-side because the pitch is much larger. According to
Ikeda et al., we would expect a 30% larger number for p channel isolation. The sum of these
numbers, 12pf, leaves a maximum of 18pf for the overlap capacitance. If the 12pf increases
to 18pf due to radiation, the overlap capacitance must be less than 12pf to keep the total
under 30pf.

The VTT devices tested by DELPHI had overlap regions between the strips of the "first
metal" and the strips of the "second metal" of 5/zm by 18/zm separated by 1/zm of silicon
dioxide with an _o of 4. If we treat the region Like a parallel plate capacitor it results in C'm

= 3.2 rf. (This can be reduced with thicker insulator and by using an insulation with small
dielectric constant.) The total overlap capacitance is :

C^I = (Nn + Np). Cm -" 7.9pf

When DELPHI used this model they found that the estimate was small by a factor of three.
No explanation for this factor of three is presently available, so to be conservative we wish
to allow for this same effect. While 8 pf is usable, 24 pf will exceed the budget. This number
can be reduced by using a thicker oxide.

Clearly the uncertainties are large and must be resolved by measurements. It seems
likely that we can achieve an adequate signal/noise on both the n- and p-sides. The most
important variable is the thickness of the oxide. We have asked the manufacturers to make
devices with 2 microns of silicon oxide and up to 5 microns of polyimide. In the meantime
we are measuring devices obtained from DELPHI.

7.3 Prototypes

Vendor Options

Double-sided silicon microstrip detectors are being planned or installed at nearly every
major storage ring and collider experiment operating today, including OPAL, ALEPH, DEL-
PHI, L3, and CLEO. As a result, there are at least 3 vendors (Hamamatsu, SI, and Micron)
with experience in meeting the technological challenges that these devices pose.

We have made contact with the vendors and have been apprised of their production
capabilities. Orders for prototypes w_ll be placed with two of the three. Both vendors will
be asked to make a mask which will provide 2 full-length Layer 1 detectors and 2 half-length
Layer 2 detectors. The four detectors will have all the n- and p-side combinations of strip
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pitchthatinterestus. Usingthesewe can determinethepitchesthatareoptimalforthe

productiondetectorswithminimum investmentinprototypemasks.

Both ofthe Layeri and one ofthe Layer2 detectorswillhave50 /_m pitchon the p-

side.The remainingLayer2 detectorwillhave25/_m pitchon itsp-side,sothatoperation
withintermediatesensestripswhich arenot readout can be studied.Both oftheLayer2

detectorswillhave111/_m pitchon theirn-sides.Each oftheLayer1 detectorswillhavea
differentpitchon itsn-side-83and 166/_m.The otherparametersoftheseprototypeswill

be asdescribedinthefirstparagraphofthissection.

Evaluation

A test bench has been set up for studies of the properties of these prototypes. The
detectors will be mounted on custom-designed boards for operation with readout chips.
The test facility includes an SRS/SDA system to operate the chips and digitize the data.
The detectors will be exposed to beta-radiation provided by a Sr-90 source. A scintillator
will provide the trigger, and there is an option for cutting on the beta energy and varying
the impact angle of the radiation. Measurements will be made of the front-back charge
correlation, n-side interstrip resistance, signal/noise for the p- and n-sides as a function of
track angle, and cluster size and pulse height distributions. Capacitance measurements such
as those which are already underway will be carried out as weil. Following exposure to a
gamma source the detectors will be re-examined for noise increase due to trapped charge in
the oxide.
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8 Front-End Design

Inthissection,we describethr-'Irrentstatusofdesignand prototypingeffortsforthefront-

end readoutchipsforSVX II.The goalsforthiseffortaretoproduceasuitablyradiation-hard

chipwithlownoiseand adequategainbandwidthwhichcan be usedwiththe 132nsbunch

spacingsexpectedinthelatepartofthedecadewiththeTevatron.

At presentthedesignofthereadoutchipforSVX IIhasreachedtheprototypestageat
both LBL and Fermilab.ltisexpectedthatthefinalchipwillbe a collaborativeeffortbe-

tweenthetwo groups.Thereisa memorandum ofunderstandingwhichhasbeennegotiated
betweenthetwo laboratoriesand detaileddiscussionsarecurrentlyinprogresstodefinethe

exactactivitiesofthetwo groups.Physicistsfrom both CDF and DO areresponsiblefor

agreeingon thedetailedspecificationsofthereadoutchip.Belowwe summarizethepresent
statusofthedesignwork by bothgroups.We beginwitha briefsummary ofwhat isknown

abouttheexpectedoccupancyintheSVX IIdetectorbasedon thepresentSVX experience
and from a Mont_eCarlostudy.

8.1 Occupancy Study

We studiedtheexpectedoccupancyfortheproposedSVX IIusingtheISAJET Monte Carlo

and a simplegeometricalmodel.To checkthatthismethod would yieldreliableresults,we
first used a similar model for the present SVX and compared the occupancy predicted by
the Monte Carlo with that observed in our current data set. A "nearest neighbor" readout

method as used for the real data sample was modelled for both the SVX and SVX II Monte
Carlo samples. In this method, all hit channels over threshold are read out, along with the
nearest physically adjacent channels. For the Monte Carlo samples, channels were considered
to have been hit if they contained charge deposition greater than or equal to 0.15 times that
expected for a minimum ionizing particle.

For the current SVX, the occupancy was determined by the combination of noise signals
and true charged tracks. We refer to the occupancy due to true charged tracks as the
"physics" occupancy. In the real data, when we demanded that there be at least one fully
reconstructed track in the SVX, we observed a total occupancy of .-_6.7%. The occupancy
observed when there were no tracks reconstructed in the SVX, on the other hand, was _ 5.7%.

One can see that the physics occupancy is of order 1%, and that the total occupancy in the
present SVX is dominated by noise signals.

To study Monte Carlo events in a physically interesting sample, we used an ISAJET
model of t_ production. Since the multiplicity of this Monte Carlo sample is approximately 3

- times larger than the data sample used above, we expect a physics occupancy for the present
SVX about 3 times larger also. In fact we observed in the model an occupancy of 2.6%,
which is consistent with this expectation.

For the SVX II design, there are two features which will affect the occupancy. First,
-
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thedetectorwillbe abouta factoroftwo longer,whichmeans thatitwillbe sensitivetoa

largernumber ofchargedtracksperevent.Thiseffectwould tendtoincreasetheobserved
occupancy.Second,however,thereare3 barrelsratherthanthepresenttwo,and eachbarrel

willbe subdividedelectricallyintotwo regions.Thisincreasesthenumber ofreadoutregions

to6,which would tendtolowertheoccupancyby a greaterfactor.Usingthesame ISAJET

tr"Monte Carlosample,we infactobservedan occupancyofonly1.3%overallwiththeSVX
IIg_ometry.

A breakdownoftheexpectedoccupanciesforSVX IIasdeterminedfrom thisstudyis

shown inTable20. Significantvariationsexistacrossthebarrels,and acrossthelayersof
eachbarrel.As expected,thegreatestoccupancywillbe forthecenterbarrelatitsinnermost
layer.Sincethereadouttakesplaceon a wedge-by-wedgebasisaccordingtothepresentplan,

layer-dependentvariationswillbe lessimportanttothefront-endand DAQ systemdesign
thantheoverallnumbers shown in thefirstcolumnof thetable.These estimatesarefor

occupancyinthe_breadout.Forthez readoutthephysicsoccupancywillbe higherdue to

thelargerclustersizeforangledtracks.

Table 20: Simulated SVX II occupancy broken down by barrel and layer.

Barrel OveraLl Occupancy Layer 0 Layer i Layer 2 Layer 3
±i 2.0% 3.7% 2.5% 1.0% 1.2%
±2 1.2% 2.2% 1.5% 1.1% 0.7%
±3 0.8% 1.5% 1.0% 0.7% 0.5%

8.2 LBL Chip Design

The LBL designforthe SVX IIreadoutchipwillbe fabricatedin the UTMC radiation

hardened1.2micronprocess.The principalfeaturesoftheSVX IIchipcomparedwiththe

ori_nal SVX chip are as follows:

• Faster analog signal path - settling within 130 ns for the upgraded Tevatron.

• Continuous time analog signal path (no reset cycle necessary).

• Double sample capability (AC coupled detectors presumed).

• An analog pipeline of programmable depth (16 deep for up to 2 us of delay @ 130 ns).

• Only a single clock during acquisition (CMOS or balanced positive ECL).

• On-chip analog to digital conversion.

• Digitally programmable threshold for sparse readout.
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• Complete digitization and readout option (no sparse).

• Faster all-digital sparse readout (>20 MHz).

For the LBL design prototype chips containing all of the critical function blocks of the

SVX II chip have been designed and tested or are presently in fabrication (HP 1.2 micron).
These include:

• A preamp prototype chip containing several variations, all with continuous time reset.

• A 16 deep analog pipeline prototype chip with double sample readout capability.

• A complete parallel analog to digital conversion sub-block prototype chip.

• A super-fast sparsifying readout prototype chip using a novel asynchronous method.

The preamp prototype chip has returned from fabrication. A summary of early test
results is given in Table 21 below.

Table 21: Test results for a preliminary version of the LBL SVX IIchip.

Source Cap. i Feedback 10-90% Rise Gain Noise
33pF 100rF 72 ns 11.5 mV/fC 2700 e
33pF 30rF 138 ns 35 mV/fC 1600 e

10pF 30rF 77 ns 31 mV/fC 1000 e

These measurements were taken at a supply voltage of 5 V, and a power consumption
per channel of 1 mW. The figure for input noise is an approximation for a double sample
with a period of 132 ns. More detailed measurements are in progress.

8.3 Fermilab Chip Design

The study of an advanced readout chip (AEC) for silicon strip detectors has also been
continuing for some time at Fermilab. The work has included design and fabrication of
numerous test chips containing subcircuits for a complete 128 channel readout device. The
device being developed is designed to match the Fermilab colliding beam characteristics with
beam crossing intervals between and 132 ns and 400 ns. The main features of the ARC are

_ as follows:

• Operation at a high interaction rate.

• Low noise, power, and mass.
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, Operation with double sided detectors.

• Pipelined storage for a level 1 trigger.

• On board, highly parallel and rapid digitization.

• Data sparsific,_tion.

The front-end design being pursued at Fermilab uses a high speed switched capacitor
integrator and amplifier wtuch is resettable within the constraints of the beam structure.
A switched capacitor approach was used instead of a real time front-end to avoid problems
associated with the tail of the signal pulse from earlier interactions afecting subsequent
buckets. The design has an analog storage cell pipeline for each channel to provide the
necessary buyer for the CDF level 1 trigger. After a level 1 trigger there is a separate low
power ADC for each channel. This approach permits the use of a digitally set common
threshold for data sparsification.

The chip does not overlap data acquisition and readout cycles, thereby avoiding digiti-
zation noise during data acquisition. Resetting the front end amplifier is done only during
the long interval between super groups, not after each beam crossing, The design is being
developed in two parts: (1) the integrator and ampli_er design, and (2) the analog storage,
ADC and data sparsification.

•
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Figure 51: Schematic of the SVX II front-end analog section.

A schematic of the most recent version of the front end integrator, amplifier and storage
system is shown in Fig. 51. The integrator has a programmable gain bandwidth so that the

signal to noise and risetime can be tuned to the beam crossing interval of either 132, 200
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or 400 ns. This feature can also he used to tune individual chips to compensate for process
variations in response time. The integrator is followed by an inverter so that the chip can
be used with a bid:._ectional input. This is necessary for double sided detectors, since the

signals from the two sides have opposite polarities. This prototype version had only a few
storage cells.

The production version will require at least 16 cells, and preferably 24. The front-end
power is approximately one milliwatt/channel. Because the integrator will only be reset
during the interwls between super groups, the front-end integrator has a large dynamic
range of _400 lC. However, the amplifier preceeding the storage section is reset between

• every beam crossing, so that an appropriate double-correlated sample reflecting only the
charge integrated for the desired beam crossing is stored in the successive analog storage
cells.

Risetime measured at storage output for
different switch combinations (BW settings)
with: Cin = loaf Qin = 10 fc.

BW setting
Trace Sl S2 $3 S4 0-99% 10-90%

Top 0 0 I 0 108 ns 56ns
Center I 0 0 1 182 ns 86ns
Lower I I I I 270 ns 128ns

gl1I ii ............

-tldLhu

Figure52:Risetimemeasuredatthestorageoutputtordifferentintegratorbandwidthset-
tingswith C,,=10 pfand Qi,=I0 lC.

The risetimeresponsesofthechipforinputc_pacitancesofI0 emd 30 pfareshown in

Figs.52and 53,respectively.Integrator/amplifierperformancemeasurementsforthevaxious

risetimeand inputcapacitancesettingsareshown inTables22 and 23.Alloftheseresults
arebasedon testedimplementationsina 2 micronCMOS processthroughMOSIS.

Both prototypeanalogstoragechipsand ADC's havebeenproducedand tested.They

havenow been combined intoa singletestprototypeconsistingof8 parallelchannelsof

a_a.logpipelinefourcellsdeepfollowedby an offsetcompensatedcomparatorand ADC. A
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Risezime meuured at storage ouw)ut for
•*ifferenz switcts combinauons (BW semngs)
_,'_.:_: Cin - 30pf Qin -- lO lc.

BW semng
Trace Sl $2 S3 S4 0-99% 10-90%

Top 0 0 0 0 i15 ns 6tns
Center 0 1 0 0 18#, ns 88ns
Lower 0 I I 0 294 ns 137ns

_Ll_lv ...........

I ......

I ............................................
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Figure 53: Risetime measured at the storage output for different integrator bandwidth set-

tings with C., =30 pf and Qi. =t0 lC.
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Table 22: Integrator plus amplifier performance for an input capacitance of 10 pf.

Integrator + Amplifier Performance

Cin T sample Pol 10-90% Gain Pattern Noise

10p 400ns + 129ns 19.0my/ft _ 960e

10 200 + 86 18.8 DCS 1080e

10 150 + 56 18.9 IX_ 1210e

10 400 - 132 18.3 IX_ 1030

10 200 - 93 18.1 DCS 1130

1 0 150 - 64 18.3 IX_ 1220

10 150 - 54 18.3 MIX_ 1530

Table 23: Integrator plus amplifier performance for an input capacitance of 30 pf.

Integrator . Amplifier Performance

Cin T sample Pol 10-90% Gain Pt_tern Nmse

30p 400ns . 137ns t9. lmv/fc _ 1720e

30 200 .,- 88 19.1 IX_ 2050e

3 0 150 * 6 1 19.2 IX25 2220e

30 400 146 18.4 I3C$ 1730

30 200 - 95 t8.3 IX_ t950

30 150 - 69 18.3 13_ 21S0

30 130 - 69 18.3 IV_C$ 2330

Power (lmelprator + Inverter - Amptifier_ 1.17mwtch

Integrator ran|¢ + or - 300 fc

IAneax outer range 30 lc"

" Has Ix.en Improvect.
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Fibre 54: Schematic of the multichannel Wilkenson ADC to be used in the SVX II chip.

schematic of the ADC is shown in Fig. 54. The multi-cha_nel ADC allows for the sim_ta-

neous digitization of many channels. A digitally applied threshold voltage is used for data
spaxsification. We plan for a 7-bit ADC with a digitization speed of _<1.SpJ.

The initial test results on the analog storage/ADC performance axe very encouraging.
Variations in offset and gain for every cell of every channel on an eight channel device were
checked. Maximum offset variation between cells on any given channel is less than 1.5 mV
or 0.15 of the least significant bit (LSB). Maximum offset variation between any cells on
two different channels is 4.0 mV or 0.4 LSB. Since the variation in offsets between all 24

ceUs is 4 mV or less, it is estimated that 4 mV is equal to :i:2cr, which means that the RMS
offset variation is about 1 mV or 0.1 LSB. The maximum gain difference between cells on
a given channel was found to be 0.4 % or 0.4 LSB. The maximum gain difference between
channels was found to be 0.5 % or 0.5 LSB. The cell and channel gain differences suggests
that capacitors of the chip are matched to better than 0.5 %. The maximum gain variation
between ceUs on two different channels is 0.8 % or 0.8 LSB.

The linearity of the combined analog storage and ADC was also very good. The maximum
error over the seven bit range was found to be :i: 3 mV or -4-0.3 LSB. It is interesting to note
that placing the ADC converter on the chip with the integrator circuit should reduce the
inherent gain variation due to integrator capacitor variations caused by process variations.

Normally gain variations between runs of 20 % can be expected. Because of the capacitor
matching measurements previously presented, effective gain variations could be reduced to
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about 0.5 %.

9 Radiation Damage

The luminosity of the Main Injector presents serious requirements for the radiation hardness
of the detectors, the electronics, and the materials used in the design. All components
and materials in the final design will be tested for radiation damage at doses above those
expected.

The design luminosity for the Main Injector is 5 to 6 × 10al cm-2.s -1 giving 600 pb -1
for a data run of 10r seconds at full luminosity. Our plan is to design for a total integrated
luminosity of 2 fb-1. Based on studies and experience with SVX we estimate that this
corresponds to a dose of 1.0 Mrad at the inner radius of the detector, and 0.2 Mrad at the
outer radius. This agrees to within a factor of two with the estimates of Ellison [30] of 0.25
Krad/pb -1 at 2cre from the beam. These doses correspond to a particle flux of 4 × 1013
particles/cre 2/fb -1.

The components at greatest risk are the electronics and the silicon strip detectors.

Electronics

The front-end data acquisition ASIC must be manufactured in a radiation hard process.
We plan to use the same UTMC foundry used to manufacture the SVXH chip. The major
problems generated by radiation damage in MOS circuitry are due to threshold shifts and
increased noise in the analog signals. The SVXH chip was tested at Berkeley up to 2 Mrads
with a Co60 source. The threshold shifts were less than 0.1 volts and the noise increased

by less than 20%. These measurements are in agreement with those on a previous version
and we feel confident that the new electronics will be hard enough to last through a 2 fb -1
exposure.

Silicon Strip Detectors

Detectors suffer damage from both ionizing radiation and nuclear reactions. The ionizing
radiation generates charge and traps in the surface in much the same way that it does in MOS
circuitry. This affects the surface leakage currents and increases the capacitance between the
strips. Studies by a Hammamatsu-Nagoya collaboration [31] and by U.C.Santa Cruz [32]
with Hammamatsu detectors show that the effect of ionizing radiation on the p-side can be
reduced by minimizing the ratio of strip width to strip pitch (w/p). They find a 30% increase
in the capacitance after a dose of 500Krad for w/p=0.4 but the increase extrapolates to zero
at w/p=0.2. On the other hand measurements by Masciocchi ct. al. [33] on an unbiased
detector which was a prototype in the RD20 program for LHC show a uniform increase of
about 30% after 1MRad. These disagreements indicate that we must carefully evaluate the
products of each vendor.
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There is less information about the n-side and the effects of radiation depend upon the
type of isolation used. U.C.Santa Cruz has measured devices with p-implant isolation [32]
and find that both the capacitance and the change of capacitance with a dose of 2MRad
is minimized by using wide implants. Their best result was with a 24 micron p-implant
and a 50 micron pitch which showed no measurable increase in the capacitance after a dose
of 2MR.ad. However the capacitance was 1.6 pf/cre, substantially larger than that on the
p-side. There is no published data for double sided devices using field effect isolation on the
ohmic side but calculations by Ikeda [29] indicate that, if the oxide is 'rad-soft', the interstrip
capacitance may increase by 50% at doses of about 1 Mrad. This would have a significant
effect on the signal to noise ratio and needs to be verified experimentally.

Nuclear interactions are a potentially more serious problem. They cause both increased
leakage current and, eventually, type inversion. There have been many studies of the increase
of leakage current as a function of neutron dose but it is dimcult to know how to translate
these numbers to the collider enviroment. The increase in leakage current has been measured
by CDF to be 0.14 na/Krad/cm for doses up to 15Krad and, again, this agrees to within a
factor of two with the estimates of Ellison [30] based on the damage coefficients measured at
Los Almos [32]. Since the CDF measurement was made on the beam pipe of the Tevatron
collider, it has the right mixture of particles. If this effect is linear, it implies the leakage
currents will increase to 2.4 microamperes at a dose of 1 Mrad. Assuming an integration
time of 132ns, the shot noise will be _ 1,100 electrons. This will begin to compete with the
Nyquist noise associated with the detector but should be tolerable.
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10 Data Acquisition System

The SVX II DAQ is designed to be compatible with the upgraded CDF trigger and DAQ

planned for R.un II [34], and to be capable of working with eventual higher-speed upgrades
which could be proposed. For Run II, the trigger system is intended to handle up to 5kHz of
level 1 accepts into the level 2 trigger. Since the SVX II is designed to digitize and readout
in response to a level 1 accept in <_5 _s, it is compatible with this requirement. The high
speed of the SVX II readout is also required for compatibility with a level 2 displaced-track
trigger processor (SVT) discussed in the next section.

Two options are under study for the data acquisition system for the SVX II Stage 1 de-
tector. Both options make extensive use of fiber optics to reduce electromagnetic interference
and to speed the readout of the data for use by the level 2 trigger processor. The intention
is to develop a DAQ including the front-end chip which is common as far as possible to both
CDF and DO.

The first option, which we call the "direct fiber" option, is designed to replace as much
as possible of the present SVX port-card system. The digitized sparse data from each
128 channel front-end chip would be read out serially on a single dedicated optical fiber
connected directly to a low power LED driver. These drivers would be located either on the
detector ladder hybrids immediately adjacent to the front-end ICs, or at the periphery of
_ILedetector bulkheads. The system would be highly parallel in that a separate data return

optic driver and fiber would be provided for each front end IC. Fourteen bits of information
would be transferred serially over each data return fiber: 7 bits for the channel address and
7 bits for the ADC. The bits in this design are clocked off the chip at a rate of 53 MHz

using the accelerator clock. Trigger and control signals would be transferred over a single
fiber connected to clusters of chips (4-10) also located at either the ladder hybrids or at
the periphery of the detector bulkheads. The trigger and control signals as well as the data
return fibers are self clocking using a technique known as pulse width modulation (see below).

The second option, called the "HDI-portcard" option, follows the portcard system of the

present SVX but replaces the cables from the portcard to the trigger room with parallel
high-speed optical finks. Each portcard would control all 28 front-end ICs in a single wedge,
so there would be a total of 72 port cards in the system. A high-density copper interconnect

(HDI) between the portcard and the local cluster of ICs would permit the local cluster to
return data at a rate of 7 bits of channel address and 7 bits of data every 18 ns, for a

total 53 MHz rate. The sparse data from each chip in the cluster would be presented to
the interconnect bus sequentially. At the portcard, the 14 parallel bits of address and data
would be sent over a set of 8 low power optical fibers at a 106 MHz rate to the trigger room.
In the other direction, trigger, clock, and control information would be sent to each portcard

- using two fibers, one for trigger and control and one for clock. The port-card would decode
this serial information and send it on to the front-end ICs over the hybrid interconnect.

The principal differences between these two options are in the interface with the front
end ICs. The rest of the DAQ system is largely common to both approaches. Below we
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discuss the two different front end interfaces separately.

10.1 Direct Fiber Option

CDF& DOS_conStripUpgrade
lC _.nor, Sarint_ |mptementa_ion

SystemIIo_ OiagrM
Version3.0

Figure 55: Single front-end low-power optics readout implementation.

The system block diagram for the implementation of this option is shown in Fig. 55. Major
blocks in this figure will be briefly described below.

Front-End IC Clusters
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Figure 56: Low.power optics interface to IC cluster with N ICs.

Front-end IC clusters are logical groups of 128-channel silicon strip ICs, optical to electri-
cal and electrical to optical converters, and minimal other logic needed to control, monitor,
download the ICs _ well as read data from the ICs. For each of the 72 wedges there are
a total of 15 _-data 128-channel ICs and 13 z-data ICs. This topology leads to either two,
four or eight clusters per wedge. For example, in the four cluster per wedge configuration
corresponding to one cluster per layer, the first (outer) cluster has 6 _ and 4 z ICs, the
second cluster has 4 _ and 4 z ICs, the third cluster has 3 _ and 3 z ICs, and the fourth

(inner) cluster has 2 _ and 2 z ICs.

The first or top IC cluster and the second or lower IC cluster shown in Fig. 55 contain
N and M 128-channel ICs respectively. The pair of fast trigger accept/control lines entering
each IC cluster are each used both to send fast trigger accept signals from level 1 and to
download data and control information to the ICs. One of these lines is used for redundancy,

in case of component failure in the first line. The N-IC cluster has N return data lines, one
per 128-channel IC and the M-IC cluster has M return data lines, again one per IC. A
schematic of the optical links to an N-channel cluster is shown in Fig. 56.

Figure 57 illustrates one method for encoding the various messages including beam cross-
ings and performing simultaneous resets to all 128-channel front-end ICs within a cluster.
Front-end ICs are responsible for decoding beam crossing messages, fast trigger accept mes-
sages and command messages. Although 16 bits of data are shown, data can v_ry in size
with each command. The front-end IC must also decode one or two broadcast addresses as
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Figure 57: Message encoding

well as its own address.

In the data-taking (analog acquisition) mode, signals are present on the the fast trigger
accept/control links when beam crossing messages are received. Signals are also present
during the time between the receipt of fast trigger accept messages and a time shortly after
the level 2 accept/reject message. These signals are always transmitted during the time that
the front-end circuits are in the non-data-taking mode. This eliminates di_itaJ noise from
incoming signals in the analog portions of the front-end chips.

Optical/Electrical Distribution Chassis

The optical/electrical distribution chassis serve the purpose ofproviding an easily-madntadned,
modular location to house the optical links which connect the front-end ICs to counting-
house electronics. Ali conversions of links from difl'erential copper to optical and optical to
ditTerential copper are performed in these chassis. Fast trigger accept/control sigaah to the
front-end IC clusters are duplicated as necessary in these chassis. In the CDF system, these
chassis also fan out return data links to the SVT and other portions of the level 2 trigger
system.

Fast Trigger System (Level i)

The silicon strip readout electronics inter[ace to the level 1 trigger by accepting (and if
necessary inhibiting) fast trigger accept messages. Fast trigger accept messages are fanned
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out to readout memory crates via the Beam crossing _z Trigger distribution crate. When any
readout memory module is nearly full, it asserts a local fast trigger inhibit signal, which is
passed through the system. Care must be taken to insure that the readout memory module
asserting its local fast trigger inhibit signal has enough memory to continue taking data until
triggers are actually inhibited, and that no further data are being transmitted to the module.

Level 2

A similar control system is used in level 2. Messages are used to either read out event
data stored in readout memory modules (accepts) or to clear out event data memory from
rejectedevents(rejects).IntheCDF system,¢ dataare transmittedtothelevel2 trigger
system.

Readout Memory Crates

The readout memory crates house modules which are used to hold event fragment data
from the 128-channel sillcon-strip detector ICs. These modules are also used to transmit
fast trigger accept and control messages. In addition to the readout memory modules, these
crates each house a module used to accept or inhibit fast trigger signals from the level 1
system. The readout memory crates also contain a VME-bus CPU module used to interface
the crates with the rest of the data acquisition system.

10.2 High-Density Interconnect Portcard Option

ThisisthesecondoptionwhichisbeinginvestigatedfortheSVX IIDAQ. Sinceithasmany
featuresincommon withthesystemdescribedabove,we onlydescribethefeatureswhich

aredifferent.Figure58 showstheblockdiagramforthisoption.

Interface To 128-Channel Front-End ICs

Figure 59 illustrates the interface between the port card and front-end 128-channel IC
cluster. This interface is divided into two physical media: the port card readout bus, and
the High Density Interconnect (HDI) bus. The HDI has yet to be designed in detail.

The bus interface between the ICs and the port card implements the following signals:
bidirectional data bus, read/write signal, protocol handshake signals, beam crossing clock,
digital readout clock, fast trigger signal, etc. The ICs handled by a port card are divided in
clusters as determined by the silicon planes. It is anticipated that buffering will be required
to isolate the capacitive loading provided by a cluster of ICs (assuming that the driving
capacitive of the front.end ICs is limited).
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Figure 58: CDF Upgrade Port Card Implementation

There are two scenarios that need to be addressed. In the first case, buffering is performed
at the hybrid and a single readout port card bus (cable) is used. This scheme requires the
implementation of separate buffer enable signals, or that decoding be implemented at the
hybrid. The second case moves the buffers to the port card, but multiple cables have to be
implemented. For this description we will use the second option with two cables.

High-Density Interconnect Readout Bus

The HDI holds a number of front-end ICs which are wire bonded to the silicon strips and
to the HDI bus and connected to the port card readout bus. The signals mentioned in the

previous section are implemented on the HDI. In addition the HDI provides power, ground
and geographical addressing for the front-end ICs. The number of geographical addresses
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Figure 59: Port Card and Front-End IC Interface

will depend on the clustering and buffering implemented, for the system considered it will
be between 3 _nd 4 lines.

Port Card

The port card is • centralized controller that handles a cluster of front-end ICs under

the command of the readout system. This device implements two bidirectional ports, one to
communicate with the readout system and the other to communicate with the front-end ICs.
Note that the port card provides the protocol conversion between the readout system and
the front-end ICs. The port card uses the fast trigger/control link to receive control, fast
trigger and beam crossing messages. The control messages are intended for initialization of
the front-end ICs. The beam crossing messages are used to generate the accelerator beL,n
crossing signal given the 53 MHz accelerator clock.

During the initialization phase the port card receives commands from the system to
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Figure 60: Port Card Block Diagram

control sad download the front-end ICs. During data acquisition it receives trigger and
beam crossing messages. Upon the arrival of a fast trigger message the controller requests
the digitization of an event snd when digitization is completed it reads out the digitized data
sad transmits simultaneously to the readout system. Note that for CDF the controller on the

port card should be programmable to the level that the user can specify the readout order
of the front-end ICs, allowing the implementation of a priority scheme. The implementation
presented here assumes that the return data link is made of eight 106 Mbit/sec links (i.e.
106 Mbytes/sec). Figure 60 shows a block diagram of the port card.

Port Card Communication Ports

The port card implements two unidirectional communication ports to form a duplex
communication scheme with the readout memory module. Both of the ports are synchronous
to the 53 MHz system dock. The first port is the incoming data which is implemented in
one serial data line. Messages received by the port card are encoded serially on this line
using the protocol shown in Fig. 57.

The outgoing data port is one byte wide to support the readout rates imposed by the
Next Level Trigger System. For this application the digitized data sad channel ID uses 14
bits. Then the channel information is transmitted in two consecutive transfers with the two

upper bits used to specify the data being transmitted.
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11 Triggers

11.1 B Triggers

The inclusive b cross section at the Tevatron collider is ~ 60_b resulting in the production
of ,_ 6 x 10l° B's in a 1 go-l run. Although this cross section is large, an important goal
of the Tevatron physics program is to search for B physics processes that represent only a
tiny fraction of the total B yield. Triggering must select B candidates from the _ 1000
times larger total inelastic trigger cross section for CDF, while maintaining a high efficiency
for the most interesting B events. CDF B triggers will typically require combinations of
high Fr leptons and in some cases evidence for a separated vertex in the event. The trigger
thresholds discussed here are somewhat speculative, but appropriate in light of the rate of
improvement in DAQ and trigger technology.

At this time the exact capabilities and details of"these upgrades, especially for muons,
remain to be defined. At the trigger level the pT threshold limitation is set by the desire to
limit the Level 1 + Level 2 deadtime to _<5%. In the absence of Level 1/Level 2 pipelines,
a Level 2 decision time of 10 psec Limits the Level 1 accept rate to <_5 KHz. Even with
this restriction, trigger studies indicate that it should be possible for CDF to run a Level 1
dimuon trigger with Fr(_) thresholds of ~ 2 GeV and Level 1 dielectron trigger with Fr(e)
thresholds of _ 3 GeV at luminosities of 5 × 10J_ cm-_sec -_. Level 1 single lepton trigger
thresholds should be possible with p'l'(e/_) of ~ 7 GeV, and with the inclusion of Level
1/Level 2 pipelines Level 1 single lepton thresholds could possibly be reduced to pT(e/[._) of
-,-4 GeV.

The CDF trigger options will provide efffcient triggers for a large number of important B
physics studies including rare B decays (for example B .-, l+l - and B --,/+l-s), production
of Bc (studied through decays including: Bc -, l/_Tr +, Bc _ J/_l+v, Bc --, J/_D, [with
J/_ --, l+I-]), as wel},_s all studies requiring a B tag (for example b'b_ (B _ IvX)(B,) and
b'b-, (B _ IvX)(Ba -.-.,J/@K,)). The 2 GeV dimuon trigger has an efficiency of 15-20%
for B _ J/_k decays, and future secondary vertex triggers for 2-body B decays (for example
B ° _ _'+a'-) are estimated to have an efficiency of _ 6%. The single lepton trigger, with
Pr _>4 GeV, is estimated to have a B efficiency of ,-, 0.5%; this includes the 0.22 branching
fraction of b --_ e//z. With these effciencies, CDF will obtain substantial B physics data
samples from a 1 go-_ run. As an example, the number of triggered and reconstructed events
expected for the production of B_ in the channel B,: .-, J/_k(_ Iz+IZ-)_"+ is _ 500 assuming
B_ production is _ 10-3 of the b cross section, and the B_ .-, J/@(_ tz+/z-)a "+ branching
fraction of -,_ 10 -4.

For non-J/@ modes, triggers based on secondary vertices will be increasingly important.
- The capability of using impact parameter information obtained from the vertex detector at

the trigger level will be of fundamental importance for any experimental program centered on
b physics in a hadron collider environment. Some of the decay channels that are interesting
for the study of CP violation will be virtually undetectable at the Tevatron without an
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impact parameter trigger (e.g. B _ _'_'). Other interesting decay modes (e.g. B _ _K'.)
can be selected by the requirement of one or two leutons in the final state but will also benefit
from an impact parameter trigger in terms of a better rejection factor against background
and higher statistics on tape.

11.2 Secondary Vertex Trigger

The Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) is a secondary vertex trigger processor bp_ed on associative
memories under development by the Pisa group in CDF. [1] It is designed to reconstruct
tracks in the Silicon Vertex Detector (SVX) and Central Tracking Chamber (CTC) with
enough speed and accuracy to be used at trigger level 2 to select events containing secondary
verticesfromb decay.Simulationshaveshown thattheproposedtrackeriseffectiveand the

performa:_ceisadequateforoperatingwithCDF atluminositiesup to 5 × I0al.Prototypes

ofcriticalhardwarecomponentshavebeensuccessfullytestedand we arenow readytobegin
constructionofa systemthatwillbe operationalduringColliderRun II.

The typicaluseofSVT willbeincoincidencewithsome otherL2 trigger.Forexamplewe

wouldaskfora singlemuon abovesome Ptthresholdand animpactparax::_terd significantly

differentfrom zero.The impactparametercutwillimprovethe rejectionfactoragainst
backgroundand willthereforeallowus tolowerthePt thresholdand improvetheefficiency
whilekeepingtheL2 rateatan acceptablelevel.

To estimatethetriggerefficiencyfortheprocessb _/_ + X we usedan ISAJET event

samplewhere b quarksweregeneratedwithno Fr threshold(fullyinclusivesample).The
muon triggerratesas a functionofp'rthresholdwereobtainedfrom CDF note1467.The

probabilityofgettinga fakeimpactparameterwas obtainedfrom a simulationoftheSVT

algorithmappliedtoan eventsamplegeneratedby ISAJET and assuminga 5% occupancy
intheSVX generatedby noise.The resultsaresummarizedinTable24 foran 80 nb cross

section.Comparing the b signalcrosssectionsforan impactparametercut atthetrigger

leveltothatforan olivinecut,we seethattheSVT providesagainofan orderofmagnitude.

The primary challenges for an impact parameter trigger are fast pattern recogmtion in
high multiplicity events and high accuracy track fitting. The strategy we choose to follow to
tackle this problem is based on the combined use of the Associative Memory (AM) technique
togetherwitha farmofDigitalSignalProcessors(DSPs) [35].

The overallarchitectureofSVT isshown in Figure61. Digitizationisperformedin

parallelforallchannels(front-endchipsincludeone/_DC perstrip.Sparsifieddigitaldata
aresenttoHitFindersover72parallellines(24linesperbarrel).The taskofHitFindersis
tofindpulseheightclustersand compute thecoordinateofthecentroidofeachcluster,l_,it

coordinatesfrom HitFindersaildtracksfromthe CTC trackfinder,arefedbothintothe

AssociativeMemory and EventBuffer.The taskof theAssociativeMemory istoperform

thefirststageofthepatternrecognitionprocess:itreconstructstrackswitha Limitedspatial
resolution,using250 /zm binsinSVX layers.These coarseresolutiontrackcandidatesare
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Figure 61: Conceptual design of thesilicon vertex tracker (SVT). lt is designed to reconstruct
tracks in the Silicon Vertex Detector (SVX) and Centr_ Tracking Chamber (CTC) with
enough speed s_-tdaccuracy to be used at trigger level 2 to select events containing secondary
vertices from 5 decay.
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I SVTTIMING I time trom LI
o. o

O DIGITIZE 2.5 l.Ls
- 1 ADC/channel

O READOUT 3.0 ps imlmllll l
- 5% oc:upancy
- 24 lines @30MHz

O HIT FINDING 3.0ps _ m

- 24 Hit Finders

o CTC TRACK FINDING 5.0ps I

o PATTERN RECOGNITION 3.ops

- 12 Associative Memory banks

o TRACK FITTING 3.5ps I

- 10 processors _
- 70 cyclesx 50 ns

Figure 62: The overall timing of SVT for the average event.
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Table 24: The first row shows the cross sections for a muon with Fr greater than 3 GeV/c and
impact parameter greater than 100 urn. The second row shows the cross sections for a muon
with Fr greater than 6 GeV and no impact parameter information. The third row shows
the cross sections we are left with if we take the cross section in the second row (without
SVT) and apply an "offiine" cut of 100 vm on the impact parameter of the muon. The first
column (All) is the cross section for signal plus background. The second column (b _ #X)
is the cross section for signal only.

All b_+X
SVT: PT > 3 GeV, D> 100pm 80 ab ?5 ab
no SVT: Fr > 6 GeV 80 nb 21 nb
no SVT: PT > 6 GeV, D> 100_m offiine 10 nb 6 nb

named roads, and are transmitted from the Associative Memory to a farm of processors
(Track Fitters) where the track finding process is refined up to the full spatial resolution of
SVX (-._ 15 vm). Each processor in the farm receives one road from the Associative Memory,
retrieves full resolution hits from the Event Memory and reconstructs one or more tracks
within that road. All the processors in the farm do their work in parallel, each processor on
a different road. The number of processors is large enough so that each processor has only
one road to solve in the majority of events. Every time a processor finds a track it performs
a geometrical fit and computes track parameters (impact parameter, momentum, ¢ ). The
expected accuracy of the track parameters from the SVT is:

_rD= 35t_m _ PT = 2 GeV/c

_ = 1 mrad _ PT = 2 GeV/c

o-,,,=0.3%pr (Gev/c)

Figure 62 shows the overall timing of SVT for the average event. Time is counted in
microseconds from Level 1 Accept and is shown at the top. As can be seen from this
diagram, SVT operation is finished in 10_s . Readout, Hit Finding and Associative Memory
feeding overlap in time because they are pipellned.
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12 Project Schedule, Cost and Manpower Needs

The schedule for the SVX II project is shown in Fig. 63. The design and R.&D work will con-
tinue through 1993 on each subsystem, with final design decisions being made early in 1994.
The construction process, including testing of delivered components and sub-assemblies is
expected to take one and a half to two years. This schedule is based on our experience in
building the SVX and SVX' detectors. While SVX II is a significantly larger device with
more real.out channels and a more complex design, we believe that we can gain in efficiency
from our experience, and that with adequate resources the detector can be ready for installa-
tion in January 1996. The level of M&S (materials and services) funding, and the manpower
requirements are estimated in Table 25 and Fig. 64.

Detectors

We will continue to test the existing detector designs using double-metal readout (DEL-
PHI detectors are already in hand) and kapton-metal readout (using detectors of Opal's

design), and to compare the measurement of these detectors to our calculations of detector
capacitance for different strip layouts. We will pursue our own prototype detectors with
two different manufacturers, and study the capacitance, leakage current, resolution perfor-
mace, and finally radiation hardness of these prototypes. Initial resolution studies will use a
radioactive source or laser, but more complete measurements may require a test beam run.

A final decision on the strip design will be made in fall 1993, and the production detectors
ordered early in FY94.

Mechanical-Ladders, Electrical Bonding, and Bulkheads

We are presently pursuing different materials and styles for ladder construction. The
mechanical and thermal properties of our initial prototype designs are presently being mea-
sured. We expect to pursue two or three designs for some time before a final decision. We
are studying alternative schemes for the electrical connection between detectors and between
the detectors and the readout chips, including wire-bonding, flip-chip and tab bonding. The
initial test structures will provide experience wire-bonding the double-sided ladders.

Candidate materials for the bulkhead include carbon fiber composites and beryllium.
The bulkhead design will incorporate the cooling channels in the structure. Test structures
will be built for cooling tests, incorporating realistic heat loads.
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Figure 63' Schedule for the SVX II Stage 1 Project
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The strength, thermal properties, and radiation hardness of all the materials to be used
in the final design will be measured.

Table 23: M&S Cost E3timate for _V:_ II barrels
Fiscal Year FY93 FY94 FY95 FY96

Dominant M&S Type R&D EQ EQ EQ, ,,.,,

,m

Detectors 170 1500 0 0
Ladders: structural and electrical 45 150 0 0
Bulkheads 30 150 0 0

Beam pipe 0 0 200 0m.

Chips 0 100 0 0
Hybrid/ear on the ladder 20 250 0 0
Hybrid/portcard - readout branch 15 100 0 0
DAQ System 40 630 0 0

Power Supplies 20 160 0 0
Cables/optical fibers 20 80 0 0

,,,,

Fixtures 0 50 50 0
,,,

Total per FY 360 3170 250 0
Total 3780

Chi____p

Design and testing of prototype components - the front-end amplifier, analog pipeline
and ADC - will continue at LBL and FNAL. Complete chips will then be fabricated in non-

rad-hard technology and characterised. The design will be converted to a rad-hard process,
and further developed if necessary. The schedule shown allows for three runs of the rad-
hard process in total. While the initial runs may require some modifications before the final

production, it is hoped that they will be suitable for use in constructing working prototype
ladders.

Readout-hybrids, Cables, and DAQ

We are designing the front-end electronics on hybrids which are bonded onto _:hedetector
surface. The packaging of the detectors, the electronics, the on-board hybrid and the bulk-

_ head and cooling channel is then rather complex and will require significant engineering. We
expect to make several simple test structures before building realistic models. We will use

five detectors and realistic heat loads (but probably using the present SVX chips) to build
prototypes before committing to a final design.

There will be a readout cable branch per wedge, running at 53 MHz. We are investig;_::ng-
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Figure 64: Mechanical technician, mechanical engineer, electronics technician, electronics
engineer, and physicist full-time-equivalents needed.

the use of optical connections, and both optical and metal cabling schemes will be pursued
initially. We will construct a realistic model of our design, to confirm the bandwidth and
electrical properties of the bus, and again, all materials will be tested for susceptibility to
radiation damage.

The datawill be eadout directly into memory in VME for both the SVT and the DAQ.
Prototype VME boards will be built, initially to test the bandwidth performance of the
system, and then to provide a prototype readout. The control of the front-end chips will
also be via VME boards.

Construction

As the production components arrive, each will be tested and packaged into substructures;
detectors, hybrids, ladder and bulkhead pieces, and branch cables. Hybrids and detectors
will then be assembled on a ladder frame and electrically bonded, and the final ladders
fully tested. The ladders will then be assembled onto the barrels. This is e_sentially the
construction process used for SVX and for SVX'. Our estimate of the time and resources
needed for this construction is scaled from this experience.

Fundin$ and Manpower
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As the design progresses a detailed cost estimate will be made. our initial estimate for
thetotalcostfor materialsand servicesis$3.8M.A breakdown by fiscalyearisshown in

Tab]e25.The FY93 fundingisforR&D leadingtothefinaldesign.Most ofthematerials

forthe constructionarepurchasedinFY94, althoughitislikelythatsome ofthesecosts

can be deferredtoFY95. The silicondetectorsthemselvesaccountfora largefractionofthe

cost.The figureusedatpresentisbasedon preliminarydiscussionswithvendors.

We estimatethework forceneededtodesignand constructtheSVX IIbarrelsand their

readoutinFig.64,and again,theestimatei_basedon o,_rexperiencewithSVX and SVX t.

With theseresources,theSVX IIStageIdetectorcanbereadyforinstallationinJanuary

1996,and willsignificantlyextendthephysicscapabilitiesofCDF forRun IIand beyond.
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C TASK C- SEARCH FOR FRACTIONAL CHARGE
PARTICLES IN SEMICONDUCTORS

Task C is a search for fractional charge impurities (FCI's) in semiconductors, and the
search for naturally occuring FCI's has been completed. Our last experimental run at the
National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) IR4 beam line at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) gave us an upper limit of 23 FCI's per 1021 atoms or 1.22 x 10 s
FCI's/cm s (with a 95% C.L.) for the existence of naturally occurring fractional charge
impurities. The results were published in the Physical Review Letters [1].

The second phase of the proposal, i.e. to expose the silicon samples to a high energy
beam has been carried out at the Brookhaven National Laboratory as Experiment E884.
The exposed diodes were subsequently tested at the IR4 beam line at the NSLS and an
estimate for the creation of FCI's due to a high energy beam was obtained. In order to
determine if these exposed samples behave as expected, a measurement of integer charges
will be carried out at the Georgia State University. If this is successful, a manuscript
based on the FCI search on exposed samples will be prepared and submitted to Phys.
Rev. D.

C-1 Exposure to a high energy particle beam

Two main concerns with this exposure were (1) radiation damage to the samples and (2)
the number of fractional charges one would expect to stop in the samples (if they were
created). Our low temperature experience, published exposure results and discussions
with Dr. H. Kraner at BNL convinced us that the exposure damage will mainly be
limited to an increase in dark current. Since our measurements are carried out at very

low temperature (2.3K), a certain amount of dark current could be tolerated. Keeping
this limit in mind, a stopping power calculation was performed based on the work of

Busza et. al.[9] to estimate the number of FCI's collected for a given exposure. A
proposal submitted to the HENP program advisory committee to expose the samples to
a proton beam of the AGS at BNL was accepted. The samples were exposed on the last
day of the AGS run in July 1992. Then the search for FCI's in those samples was be
carried out at the NSLS IR4 beam line.

C-2 Quark stopping rate

A main concer_ in this exposure experiment was to find mt how many quarks could
be expected to stop in these samples during the exposure. To understand this we did a

stopping power calculation based on Busza and Goldhaber[9]s' stopping power of protons
in Pb.
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The upper limit for quark production given by Matis et ali7] is 1.7 × 10-1° per incident
proton for an Hg cylinder of 16 cm diameter placed downstream of a 10 cm Pb block.
With two interaction lengths of material, each incident proton undergoes on average two
interactions, giving an upper limit of 0.85 × 10 -l° quarks produced per interaction.

In order to estimate the stopping probability of the quarks, it is necessary to make
some assumption about the rapidity distribution in production. We assume that the

quarks are produced in the N-N center of mass system according to the distribution[10]

dN (_( y_,_)2) (1)= k exp 2_0

in which a is taken to be 0.5. For an incident proton of 28 GeV/c momentum, this
gives a Gaussian distribution in the laboratory system which is peaked at y = 2 with a
full width half maximum of approximately 1 unit of rapidity.

We also needed to make some assumptions about the properties of free quarks. Fol-
lowing the argument of De Rujula et a1.[11], we assume that quark has properties of a
hadron and that its radius is 2.8 F. Under this assumption, the geometrical crossection
for a quark-Si and quark-proton interaction is calculated to be 1304 and 246 mb, respec-
tively, giving an interaction length of 15.3 cm for quarks in crystalline silicon. A similar
calculation gives the interaction length for quarks in Al to be 12.9 eta.

The stopping power of protons in Pb has been analyzed by Busza and Goldhaber[9],
from data by Barton et a1.[12]. We have performed a similar calculation for the case of
protons stopping in Al and Si. According to Barton et al. the inclusive cross section of
a projectile with a target nucleus depends on the inelastic cross section of the projectile
with the target.II2]. The probability of the projectile to stop appears to be proportional
to the mean number of collisions that it has with the target nucleus. The proportionality

constant is within 20% for protons, positive pions and kaons. In addition, Busza[9] has
made a similar conclusion for protons stopping in Pb by studying the recoil momentum
of protons with a Pb nucleus. The mean number of collisions in a proton-Si interaction is
2.11. The mean number of collisions of a quark-Si interaction calculated, using estimated

values for quark-proton (246 mb) and quark-Si (1304 mb) interactions is 5.3. Hence the
ratio of the invariant differential crossection for quark-Si interactions to that for p-Si

interactions is approximately 5.3/2.11 = 2.5.

Using the above estimated values of the quark-Si inclusive cross sections and the

method outlined by Busza et al.[9], we calculate the probability of a quark losing rapidity
in Si as a function of the change in rapidity. Integrating the probability over the range
of the rapidity considered we calculate the probability of a particle stopping for every
interaction it has with the nuclei of the medium. In order to carry out this integration, it
is necessary to extrapolate the data (which extends from 0 to 1.25) to our rapidity range.
Using a nonlinear extrapolation [9] we obtain an average stopping probability of 23% for
either Si or Al.
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The interaction length of quarks in Si and AI is estimated above to be 15.3 and
12.9 cm. Using the stopping probability per interaction and the interaction lengths we
calculated the length of material necessary to stop free quarks. An Al target was placed
upstream of the stack of Si wafers. The Si stopping medium was a stack of 20 contiguous
Si p-i-n diodes with a thickness of 0.05715 cm each. The limit on the flux that can be
tolerated by the p-ion diodes was 1.0 × 1015 protons plus secondary emissions due to the
Al target. The optimal length of the AI target was found by considering the rate of quark
production, the rate of quark stopping in the Al target, and the increase in flux emerging
from the target due to interactions. We found an optimum at 21.5 cm. The number of
quarks stopped in Si was estimated to be 28 per diode, using the current upper limit
for quark production and assuming a stopping percentage of 23% per quark-Si or (AI)
interaction.

C-3 Experimental Results and Data Analysis

Here we briefly summarize the new results obtained from the exposed samples.

The data from the latest IR4 readout testing the exposed samples was analysed using
two methods. The first method is the same technique we followed for our previous data
analysis. The second method (B) uses a new digital filtering technique [2].

• Method A: Only the signal was sampled with IR exposed and unexposed data sets.
Noise above 156 KHz is filtered out and the differences between the exposed and
unexposed data sets were obtained and the mean and the standard deviation was
calculated.

• Method B: The reference was sampled along with the signal for IR exposed and
unexposed data sets. The difference is taken between the exposed and unexposed
data sets. Next the Fourier Transform of the signal is convolved with the in-phase
component of the reference to digitally filter the signal after which noise above 156
KHz was filtered out. Finally the mean and standard of the signal are calculated.

From our latest analysis, we concluded that our data are consistent with no FCrs. It

was observed that the digital filtering [2] in Method B reduces overall noise in the signal.
Following the same field ionization dynamics reported previously [1] we obtain the mean
value of the number of electrons in the signal. The superposition of rising (charge release)
and decaying (capacitor discharge) functions of the form

S = (tD(rp --rD))(Poexp(--t/rp)- Doexp(--t/rD)) (2)

is fit to the digitized signal as shown in Fig. C-1, giving P0(2.81 -t-0.13) and D0(2.04 -t-
0.18). Defining So as the value of the signal at t=5/_s (beginning of readout pulse), it is
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Figure C-I' The circles show the mean signal and the error bars the deviation. The input signal is also shown,

a) Method A where the Signal (t--5#s) = 5 + 300 electrons, detecting atleast 600 electrons, b) Method B

where Signal (t=5/_s) = 280 4-310, detecting atleast 890 electrons. The dark line shows a fit to the mean
with Eqn. 2.

found that So = 0.01 + 0.90 using method A and So = 0.84 4- 0.93 for method B, which

correspond to a signal voltage of V0=(0.01 + 0.72)#V and (0.68 + 0.75)#V respectively.
Since the input load capacitance is 67 pF, the charge (Q=C x V0) is equal to 5 + 300
electrons using method A and 280 + 310 electrons using method B.

Assuming a normal distribution we estimate the number of electrons in the readout
pulse to be less than 600 using method A and 890 using method B with the confidence
level 95%. The volume of the sample diode was 0.24 cms with 1.23 x 1022 Si atoms.
Hence the number of FCI's present is less than 4.8 x 10-2° and 7.2 x 10-20 per atom using

methods A and B respectively (with 95% confidence level). This implies an upper limits
of 48 and 72 FCI's per 1021 atoms by methods A and B respectively. A table is presented
to compare the results obtained from other experimental searches.

Comparison with other experiments

Authors Search medium Upper limit Total sample

atoms mass (mg)

Larue et al. Nb balls 10 per 1019 [4] 0.29
,,,

de Steeg et al. Ultrapure Ge 4 per 1015 [5] 5323

_ Savage ct al. Native Hg drops 6 per 1019 [6] 2

Matis ct al. Irradiated Hg drops 17 per 1019 [7] 0.28

Lyons ct al. Irradiated Steel Balls 14 per 1019 [8] 3.8

Perera et al. Unexposed Si PIN diode 23 per 1021 [1] 500
....

- This work Exposed Si PIN diode 48 per 1021 500 (Meth. A)
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With the above results of incident flux of 1.0 × 10 is protons, we can say that less than
600 quarks stopped in the diode. This translates into a creation rate of less than 6.2 ×

!0 -1° per interaction length of Si with 100% stopping (compared with 0.85 × 10-l° [7]).
A!though this limit is not as good as Matis et al, due to radiation damage of the exposed
samples: it is about as far as one can go with this technique. However we need to be certain
t_at the exposed (radiation damaged) samples behave as expected before coming to a
firm conclusion. Hence we intend to verify by performing integer charge measurements
on these exposed samples at Georgia State University before we submit any report of this
work for publication.
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T__ask D: Silicon Drift Chamber Studies for the S S C
T.J. Humanic

Summary

This is a progress report covering the period 5/1/92-4/30/93
for the current DOE project "Silicon Drift Chamber studies for the SSC"
presently being carried out at the University of Pittsburgh and Ohio State
University by T. J. Humanic (principal investigator) and two students.
Within the last year working with the BNL group we have completed
the design of the first STAR prototype silicon drift detector (designated
"STAR1") and recently finished fabrication of several detectors at BNL.
These detectors will now be tested at OSU and several other locations

within the collaboration (i.e. LBL and Wayne State University). Several
other next generation prototypes are being designed and will also be
available for testing by the beginning of 1993. In a parallel effort, we
are also continuing to test our UA6 1 X 1.8 cm2 prototype (designated
"STAR0") for radiation damage and magnetic field effects.

I) Introduction

In 1990 we received R&D funding to begin a study of
the suitability of silicon drift chambers (SDC) for use in SSC detectors.
Within one year we were able to set up a testing laboratory at Pittsburgh,
obtain (from P. Rehak at BNL) one of the few working SDC's in the world
at that time (a 1 x 1.8 cm2 prototype) and carry out some preliminary base-
line measurements with this detector. In the following year we made the
first two-hit resolution measurements and first measurements in a
magnetic field with an SDC. This work has resulted in a recent
publication1 based on the two-hit resolution measurements . In
collaboration with BNL, we are planning to carry out improved magnetic
field measurements within the next few months. See Reference 1 for a

discussion of the theory of operation of SDC's.

In the Summer of 1990, the decision was made to use SDC's in the

vertex detector for the RHIC OASIS detector. The Pittsburgh group



played a leading role in designing this detector which eventually
led to the design, in collaboration with BNL, of a prototype 4 X 4 cm2
SDC. With the decision by the RHIC program advisory committee not to
approve OASIS, Pittsburgh decided to join the RHIC STAR collaboration
which was also planning to use SDC's in its Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT).
The "OASIS prototype SDC" was renamed the "STAR prototype SDC"
(designated "STAR1"). In 1992 the principal investigator moved to Ohio
State University, taking much of the SDC development effort with him.

The first STAR1 detectors have now been fabricated at BNL and are

being distributed to the various laboratories (LBL, OSU, and WSU) for
testing. One detector has already undergone some preliminary testing
at LBL. For this effort OSU/Pitt is playing an important role.

Two other prototype designs are also in the process of fabrication.
One is based on dividing the detector up into two drift sections for
faster readout times and lower applied voltages (designated "STAR2")
and another is based on p-type silicon for lower cost and possibly better
radiation damage characteristics. Both of these designs will be available
for testing by the beginning of 1993.

II) Recent STAR SVT Activities of the Pitt/OSU Group

As mentioned above, the Pittsburgh group for the STAR SVT has now
become the OSU group. The personnel now involved with this work
at OSU are the principal investigator (T. J. Humanic), two graduate
students (Rama Jayanti and Gintas Vilkelis) as was the group in
Pittsburgh, and several additions. The additional personnel consist of
33% of a senior electrial engineer (Howard Dyke) and a postdoc (to be
hired) both of whom are supported by OSU funds.

In the last year, our group has made progress in three
main areas: A) design and fabrication of STAR SDC protetypes,

_ B) preparation for improved magnetic field measurements, and
C) measurements with the STAR0 and STAR1 detectors. These three areas
will now be discussed below.

A) STAR SDC Prototype Design and Fabrication



In the Summer of 1991 Pittsburgh and BNL (Rehak) designed a 4 X 4 cm2
prototype SDC for the OASIS detector, the design of which was taken over
by STAR when OASIS was cancelled as mentioned above. The design of the
electrode and guard-ring layout was done by G. Vilkelis of Pittsburgh
working at BNL under the supervision of P. Rehak on a SUN-based CAD
system. The anode region has been designed by Rehak and incorporates
two transistors in a Darlington pair configuration directly integrated on
half of the anodes for a first stage of low-noise amplification. Figure 1
shows a schematic representation of the STAR1 prototype.

activearea guardarea

/
electronics

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the STAR1 prototype.

Note that the active area of the detector is trapezoidal in shape
with a lower width of 4.5 cm, an upper width of 3.5 cm,
and height of 4 cm. This shape is determined
by the requirement that the voltage at the (negative) high voltage
end must be given a finite distance to drop to ground to avoid
unwanted surface currents and sparking. The "useful active area"
is defined as the rectangle 3.5 cm wide and 4 cm high---anodes in
this width will be instrumented. The readout anode pitch is 250 microns
resulting in 140 anodes being read out per detector. The detector
thickness is 250 microns. As mentioned above, only half of the anodes
have the implanted Darlington-pairs. This is to insure that if

the higher-risk-of-production Darlington-pair anodes fail, the prototype



can still be used in the more conventional preamplifier readout mode.
Although the rest of the prototype design was finished by August 1991
the anode region design (with Darlington pairs) was more problematic.
Near the beginning of February 1992, the problems with the anode region
design were solved and a mask of the detector layout was made by an
outside vendor. The first STAR1 detectors were fabricated in August
1992. These have been wire-bonded to PC-boards which Rama Jayanti of
OSU helped to design.

Two new prototypes are also being designed and fabricated for later
evaluation. "]'he STAR2 prototype is somewhat larger than the STAR1
in size and also has the feature of being read out as two half-detectors
as seen in Figure 2. This has two main advantages: increased read-out
speed due to smaller drift distances and lower appled drift voltages.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the STAR2 prototype

The disadvantage is seen to be twice as many read-out channels. The
second new prototype is also similar to STAR1 but is made with
p-type silicon doping instead of the n-type now being used. The main
advantages of this design are that p-type silicon is much cheaper and
more plentiful than the high-resistivity n-type used for STAR1 and
may be more resistant to radiation damage. The main disadvantage seems
to be the lower mobility of holes (which are the majority charge carriers
in p-type) making the read-out times three times longer than n-type.



Gintas Vilkelis of OSU has been responsible for designing the masks
for the p-type detector. Both new detector prototypes should be
available for testing by the beginning of 1993.

B) Improved Magnetic Field Study

The performance of SDC's in the environment of high magnetic fields
is another important consideration in determining whether they are
useful as tracking devices in magnetic spectrometers. Theoretically,
one expects that if the magnetic field is normal to the surface of
the detector, the path of an electron moving toward a readout anode
will be deflected by a constant angle called the Hall angle, eH. The Hall
angle is related to the applied magnetic field, B, by

tan(eH) = I.I,H B

where I_H is called the Hall mobility. We have measured the Hall mobility
as a function of B-field and E(drift)-field for our 1 X 1.8 cm2 STAR0
detector, the results of which are shown in Figure 3. This measurement
was performed at Pittsburgh using a NMR magnet (1 T maximum) to
generate the B-field and our Nd:Yag laser setup to simulate particle hits.
If we ignore the measurements at B of 0.1 T which we expect have large
systematic errors, we see that I.LHis independent of B, as expected, but has
a significant dependence on the applied drift field, E. Since it is known
that IJ.His temperature dependent we suspect a heating effect due to the

implanted resistive divider on STAR0 which causes more heating the
larger the applied drift field.
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Figure 3. Hall mobility versus B-field and drift field. Dot--185 V/cm,
Star--295 V/cm, Cross--531 V/cm.

In order to eliminate this heating effect, we have obtained a 1 X 1.8 cm2
prototype SDC which was fabricated without an implanted resistive
divider (an off-chip divider is used instead). Another improvement to the
measurement will be the use of a more powerful, wider gap magnet at BNL
(achiving B-fields up to 2 T). This measurement at BNL, which will be done
in collaboration with P. Rehak, is scheduled to take place at the end
of 1992, before the beginning of the budget request period. One of our
responsibilites for preparing for this has been in writing and testing the
data acquisition software. This task has been completed and we have
installed and tested this software at BNL in September.

C) Measurements with STAR0 and STAR1 detectors

During the period that our testing laboratory has been in transet between
- Pittsburgh and OSU one of my students (Vilkelis) has been resident at

LBL (from July to mid-December) assisting with measurements there on a
STAR0 and, just recently, STAR1 detector. The STAR0 measurements
(which have been performed with our Nd:YAG laser) have been an extension

of those we started at Pittsburgh. They have been mostly investigating



two-track resolution in the "anode direction" (as opposed to the
measurements in the "drift-time direction made at Pittsburgh) and
the influence of temperature on the performance of the detector.
Since LBL has obtained a STAR1 detector only last month, the tests
carried out on this have been very preliminary (e.g. applying high voitage,
measuring reverse dark currents, determining the uniformity of the
implanted voltage divider, etc..).

I!1) Plans for the Period 511193-4130194

As is the case for the present budget period, in the upcoming budget
period OSU's SDC activities will be directed toward the fabrication and
testing of the STAR SVT. This will be accomplished through the testing
and evaluation of the various STAR silicon drift detector prototypes.

As mentioned above, the STAR1 prototype is now available for testing and
the STAR2 and p-type prototypes will be available at the beginning of next
year. Within the next two weeks BNL will deliver a STAR1 detector
to OSU. Gintas Vilkelis will also relocate from LBL to OSU in the same

period. Drawing on his experience from testing the LBL STAR1 detector
we expect to be starting our test program with the STAR1 by the
beginning of January. We intend to carry out a full range of tests on this
detector including the following:

* linearity of position information across the detector

* temperature effects

* readout electronics and data acquisition

* radiation damage

These tests will mostly be done with a Nd:YAG laser and beta sources. The
radiation damage tests will be performed using high neutron doses from
the OSU reactor facility. This facility is located fifty meters away from
our testing laboratory and is readily available for our use. These same
tests will also be carried out on the STAR2 and p-type detectors once they
are available. After the preliminary testing of STAR1 detectors by LBL,



WSU and OSU using lasers, we plan to combine the three detectors into a
beam test setup at TRIUMF where we will test the detectors with pions of
several hundred MeV bombarding energy. This test will be carried out by
the Summer of 1993. We hope to decide on which of the three prototypes
will be used in the SVT by the end of the Summer and by that point will
start to gear up for production and large-scale testing at LBL, WSU and
OSU.

IV) Personnel at OSU working on this project

The personnel involved in these activities will be T. J. Humanic
(principal investigator, 30%), Gintas Vilkelis (graduate student,
50%), Rama Jayan*.i (graduate student, 50%), Howard Dyke (electrical
engineer, 33%), and a postdoc (50%). Jayanti has been
working in the group since Summer 1991 and has obtained experience
in SDC testing. She is spending 50% of her time on my other
reseach projoct, the CERN NA44 experiment. Vilkelis has been working
in the group since 1989, first as an undergraduate researcher and
later part-time as a graduate student. He has finished his
graduate course work and passed his Comprehensive exams and
has been working full time on this project since May 1, 1992. Beginning in
January he will also split his time between the SVT and NA44. Dyke is a
senior electrical engineer who has been working at the OSU nuclear
physics laboratory for twenty years. He will spend one-third of his time
on the SVT and is totally supported from university funds. The postdoc
position is also supported from university funds. At present this position
is being recruted and it is anticipated that it will be filled by January of
1993.
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Task E-Studies of Electronics for Liquid
Argon Calorimeter Trigger

1 Introduction

During the past year, we have been working on a design for the GEM Level 1 Calorimeter
trigger, which has evolved into the system which is described as Appendix B of this
document. This work includes several separate activities, which can De broken down as
follows:

1. Studies of the sources of noise and how the technique of multiple sampling of the
waveform can be used to obtain an optimal signal/noise ratio.

2. Monte Carlo studies to estimate the trigger rates obtained for a variety of possible
triggering strategies for a few physics processes of interest.

3. Design of the trigger hardware, including both a system-level design, which was
required in order to carry out a cost estimate for the GEM TDR, and detailed design
of certain critical circuits, such as the timing discriminator, transversal filter, and
combinatoric logic based on field programmable gate arrays.

4. Participation in the liquid argon/krypton calorimeter test program at BNL.

These are ongoing, complementary, activities, which are still in progress. Their status
is described briefly in the sections that follow.

2 Signal Processing Studies

A study of the use of multiple sampling of the signals from a liquid ionization calorimeter
operating in a high-rate environment has been under way for a number of years, beginning
with a project supported under the SSC Generic Detector R&D Program. During the
past year, a more detailed understanding of the technique has been made possible through
a frequency domain treatment, which is complementary to the normal time domain treat-
ment of optimal filtering. The most recent written summary of this work is included
here as Appendix A, which is the text of an invited talk given at the III International

- Conference on Calorimetry at Corpus Christi in the fall of 1992.
One of the important uses of optimal filtering will be in the level 1 trigger, where we

will build a transversal filter using this algorithm in order to reduce noise in the jet sums.
Exact studies of the numbers of samples needed (here there is a constraint on the latency
time, so the number of samples must be kept to the bare minimum) and the way in which
the coefficients will be updated remain to be done, but we are confident that the technique
will be very helpful in noise reduction.



One of the more recent interesting' calculations involving optimal filtering is for the
case where no pileup noise is present. This would be an important case, for example, in
the situation where the electronics is designed for a high luminosity experiment, but in
the early years, before the machine reaches its design luminsoity, the performance of the
calorimeter should not be compromised. In the ideal case, one would use long shaping
times for the low luminosity situation and then switch to the shorter shaping times as
pileup noise becomes important. However, this is a very costly solution, so it is worthwhile
to see to what extent the problem can be solved by optimal filtering.

We consider the case where multiple sampling of a shaped waveform is used in the
case where only series thermal noise is present. For a single sample at the peak of the
waveform, the thermal noise is given by

O" -- p_
rq

in which

rq _ td 2

and

I1 = _ dr.

In this expression h(t) is the &response function. The signal waveform g(t) is the &
response convoluted with the signal current. In our numerical example, we choose the

case t,_=27 ns, p=48 Mev-x/_, and ta=400 ns. For this case we find rq=0.0648 and 11 =
0.122 ns -1, which yields a=260 MeV.

If multiple samples of the waveform are taken, the amplitude A can be found from the
samples Si through the relation

A = _ aiSi

where the coefficients ai are determined from the optimal filtering formalism. The error
in A is given by

a2A= Z aiaj(nlnj) = ct2E aiajRij,
ij ij

in which Rij is the series noise autocorrelation function evaluated at time ti - tj.

Rij = _1 / h'(ti - tj + u)h'(u)du

We solve for the ai, minimizing the expression for cr_, under the constraint _ aigi=l.

This yields, in vector notation

_= R-I_.

In the numerical example chosen, for samples spaced at A=24 ns intervals, starting at
t=12 ns (relative to the beginning of the current waveform), we find the following values
for the coefficients:



Sample Position 1 2 3 4 5
Position ti 12 ns 36 ns 60 ns 84 ns 108 ns
Waveform gi 0.0020 0.4337 1.000 0.5755 0.0998
Coefficients ai 0.2358 0.3896 0.5597 0.4239 0.2689

In Fig. la we show the convoluted waveform g(t), where we indicate both the position
of the samples and the amplitude of the coefficients. It is easily verified that _ aigi=l,
which guarantees that samples proportional to gi with proportionality constant A will
yield a value of A for the amplitude.

We now consider the variance of A. The variance of each of the samples is 0.2. If the
samples were uncorrelated, the variance of A would be simply

0.2 2 2A _] 0.77270.2= a i 0. =

giving
0.A = 228 MeV.

However, there are correlations between the samples, and the correct expression for the
variance is

o.2A = 0.2__, aiajRii.

For this case the autocorrelation function (see Fig. lb) has the following values:

Time difference u 0 ns 24 ns 48 ns 72 ns 96 ns

Autocorrelation R_j(u) 1.0000 -0.2284 -0.3579 0.0109 0.0524

Expanding the expression for 0._t, we find

0._t_ _ ai + 2[(_-_ aiai+l)R(A) + (__, aiai+2)R(2A) + .]
0.2 ""

which gives

0.___= 0.7727+2[(0.6612)(-.2284)+(0.4476)(-.3579)+(0.2047)(0.0109)+(0.0634)(0.0524)1
0.2

or

0.A = V/0.1613 0. = 104 MeV.

An intuitive way to visualize the reduction of noise through multiple sampling is to
construct a system weighting function. The weighting function for the series thermal noise
is the time reversed 5-response:

w(t)=h(-t).

Since the series noise is represented by a random sequence of doublets and the convolution
of the 5-response with a doublet is the derivative of the 5-response, the noise can be viewed
as an incoherent sum of such responses

p2
0.2 _ __ E 12- wi A.
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Thus, for series noise, it is the derivative of the weighting function w' = dw/dt which
determines the variance. It is therefore convenient to plot w' to illustrate the effect of
multiple sampling on the series noise. For a system with multiple sampling, the system
thermal noise weighting function is a weighted sum of the individual weighting functions
for each of the samples:

W(t) = _'_ a_w_(t),

and the variance of A is

p2 p2

a2A= r_ E WaA = -- E(_£, a"w:) 2A"

In Fig. 2a we show the derivative of the thermal noise weighting function wl(t ) for our
example case of tta=27 ns, and in Fig. 2b, we illustrate the construction of the composite
function, giving the final sum W' in Fig. 2c. The value of I_/! = E WaA is 0.0198 ns -x,
which gives for the error in A

o"A -"- "- 104MEV,
rq

which agrees with the previous result. We see that the effect of multiple sampling in this
case is to effectively broaden the shaping function. The hardware shaping which corre-
sponds to a thermal noise of 104 MeV in this case would have tta= 52 ns. The derivative
of the thermal noise weighting function for this value of tm (reduced in amplitude by a
factor of 27/52 = 0.52, to compensate for the fact that rq corresponds to the value for
tta=27 ns) is shown as the dashed line in Fig. 2c. One could view the multiple sampling
case as having an effective width of 52 ns for thermal noise. This should not be confused,
however, with the effective width of the weighting function used in connection with stud-
ies of pileup noise. The latter is based on the weighting function for the entire system,
including the effect of the drift current, which is not relevant for thermal noise.

The equivalence between the two methods for obtaining O'A is easily shown:

= W'/x a,w',(t)l

= J[E aih'(ti- t)12dt = E aiaj/h'(u)h'(ti- tj + u)du

= E aiajRijI1.

Therefore

p__2I_/s _ p211 _2
a2A= r_ r-"-_qE aiajRij = E a,ajRij.
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Figure 2: Derivative of the thermal noise weighting function for multiply sampled signals.
(a) The value of w' = dw/dt for a single sample of a waveform with t,,=27 ns. (b)
Components of the composite weighting function derivative for a multiply sampled signal,
showing also the position of the samples. As in Fig. 1, the height of the vertical bar
represents the value of the coefficient a,,, which multiplies the corresponding weighting
function for that sample. (c) Composite weighting function derivative W', which is a sum
of the components shown in (b). The dashed curve is the derivative of the weighting
function for the filter which yields the same value of thermal noise as the composite

weighting function.



3 Monte Carlo Studies

For several years, the group at Pitt has been studying the problems of the calorimeter
trigger using a simple fast deposition program (QFL), originally designed for use in CDF.
This program assumes a spherical calorimeter with 2 depth segments, and is thus rather far
from the GEM design of a cylindrical design with 3 EM and up to 4 hadronic segments.
A much more detailed Monte Carlo program (gemfast) has been developed within the
GEM collaboration for general use, and the trigger logic has been incorporated into this
program. It suffers, however, from being quite slow compared to QFL (at least an order of
magnitude), and because we wish to continually change the triggering conditions, we must
utilize a fast program. In recent months, we have undertaken a comparison between QFL
and gemfast in order to understand the effect of using the more approximate geometry.
Our results are preliminary, but it seems that the differences in trigger rates predicted by
the two programs are at the 10-20% level, which is certainly adequate for level 1 trigger
studies. We will continue this study, but we have confidence that the QFL results we have
obtained, and will describe below, are correct to this level of precision.

One of the principal physics channels to be studied by GEM is the 2"y decay of the
Higgs. Because of the enormous background in this channel arising from QCD jets, it
has in many ways shaped the design of the calorimeter trigger system. For this reason, it
has been important to carry out trigger rate calculations for a variety of different ways of
constructing the trigger. The main component of this trigger is the definition of an isolated
photon, which is defined as energy in an EM trigger tower which is not accompanied by
energy either in neighboring EM towers or in the hadronic towers behind it.

The first task in the design of a calorimeter trigger is the definition of the trigger sums.
This has been done for the case of the barrel calorimeter of GEM (see Fig. 1 of Appendix
B), and we are currently working on the more complicated configuration for the endcaps.

Initially, the design of the trigger sums included the use of overlapping regions, in
order to keep the loss of showers split over the boudary of two sums to a minimum. It was
found in the design of the front end electronics that the implementation of overlapping
sums was very difficult, and we were requested to study the effect of using nonoverlapping
sums. In an initial run, where only the shape of the trigger sums were changed, it was
found that the efficiency dropped by about 30%, a loss which is certainly unacceptable.
It was found, however, that implementation of a simple additional requirement, whereby
two neighboring towers can form a trigger if the sum of their thresholds is equal to the
main thresold, reduce this loss to about 10%. Such a change can be implemented in the
trigger logic rather easily, and we are proceeding with this design. The trigger rates for
this condition is shown as Fig. 5 of Appendix B.

Another physics process of interest is the production of heavy flavor events, and it is
important that a trigger be available for such events. Here the use of an isolated electron
trigger is useful, and at level 1 it is identical to an isolated photon trigger, since no charged
particle tracking is utilized at this level in the trigger. This can be combined with up to
3 jets, which are defined at the trigger level to be the energy in the jet sums above some
threshold. The jet sums are formed in analog fashion, but digital filtering is used for noise



reduction, and the threshold is set on the filtered (i.e. fitted) amplitude. The timing can
also be obtained from the digital filter, so that a check on the time coincidence can be
made. The simulated trigger rate for this process is shown as Fig. 6 of Appendix B.

Finally, a third important calorimeter trigger for GEM involves a detection of missing
transverse energy. In order to carry out this calculation and reduce the effects of large
pileup noise in sums involving the entire calorimeter, we choose to utilize only contri-
butions from the jet sums above some threshold, which is in the range 20-30 GeV. By
requiring energy deposition of this magnitude, it is possible to identify the energy cluster
with a particular machine crossing, and thereby avoid the fake missing energy caused by
out of time events. The simulations associated with this type of approach are described
in Appendix B, and the trigger rate for the missing transverse energy trigger is shown as
Fig. 8 of that document.

Currently, we are looking at the effects of the trigger which will be caused by the
practical constraints of cabling and location of the front-end electronics racks, which will
house part of the trigger electronics. In addition, as mentioned above, we are beginning
to study how to form the trigger sums in the endcaps, which will be optimized on the
basis of trigger rates and efficiencies, as has been done for the barrel calorimeter.

4 Design of Trigger Hardware

During the past year, as the GEM TDR was taking shape, it was necessary for us to
understand the complete level 1 trigger system. This has evolved into a system with some
500 FASTBUS-sized modules, half of which are located in the front-end electronics crates
in the experimental hall, and the other half of which are located in the Electronics Room.
There are five different types of modules, the function of which are discussed in Appendix
B. So far, there has been no detailed design of these modules; they have been defined only
well enough to permit a reasonably accurate cost estimate to be made. The exercise has
proven extremely useful, however, since we now understand the constraints within which

the trigger must function at a much deeper level.
We have concentrated on the design of three circuits, ali of which are needed for the

level 1 trigger:

1. We plan to use a constant fraction discriminator[li, a prototype of which was used
in the beam test at BNL in July 1992. It was on the basis of this circuit that the

excellent timing properties of the liquid krypton calorimeter were established[2]. We
are currently developing a multilevel hybrid version of this circuit for use in the GEM
trigger system.

2. One of the features of the GEM level 1 trigger is that the combinatoric logic can
be carried out using field programmable gate arrays, whose logic can be modified
in software. We have built a module in CAMAC format, which utilizes the Xilinx
3090 chip, and we are planning to utilize this module in a trigger test this fall in
Experiment E877 at the BNL AGS. We believe that we will gain important experience



in the use of FPGAs in trigger logic. The test system will be used to create a trigger
on tracks of particular configurations, where the data will be proved by MWPCs
which are instrumented with PCOS logic with fast trigger outputs.

3. We are in the process of designing a 60 MHz transversal filter module to permit us
to test our ideas concerning the jet sum filter we have proposed for the GEM trigger.
If this module performs as expected, we plan to use it in the next GEM calorimeter
beam test, which will probably take place at FNAL in 1994-95.

5 Participation in Beam Tests

In the summer of 1992, an important test of a liquid krypton calorimeter was carried out at
BNL. An energy resoltion of 6.7%/v/E was seen, and it was found that the calorimeter had
very good timing properties[2]. Currently, we are preparing a paper on the measurment of
the energy resolution, linearity, and postion resolution, all of which are excellent. These
measurements were carried out using a single measurement on the waveform at the peak,
through the use of a set of track and hold circuits.

In a separate data-taking run, a set of data were taken with switched capacitor circuits,
sampling the waveform each 18 ns. This is very close to the data acquisition mode being
planned for the SSC and is an excellent opportunity for us to understand the properties
of optimal filtering. At Pitt we are carrying out the analysis of these data, and it is

anticipated that preliminary results on both amplitude and timing resolution obtainable
by this method will be available by early summer.
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